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PIBLIOCtRAPHY 
FSEr-ACS 
The Lolo trail which crosses the Bitterroot Mountains of -awstem 
Montana and northern Idaho hss had an interesting and varied history. 
The charaotera who have used this trail in the past have oontributed 
a great deal to the growth and settlement of the weat. The moireffients 
that these r^eople have figured In have been of great significance to 
the states of Montana and Idaho aa well aa thtv nortiisfest. 
In order then, that the pert olayed by the Lolo trail in earlj' 
v/ostem history laay be twitter xanderstood, and itrs greet iiaportanoe 
recognized, it la the purpose of this ;^per to compile a generfll 
history of the Lolo trail froE Its inception a^ an Indimn thorough-
rare to tiie oresent, and to dwell especially on t!>e jourriels and 
acooijrits of the early westerners who have had occasic»ri to us© the tra 
In their travels durirg ©rarly western tiiii^a* 
It is the hope of the writer that this jmper will give to ths 
reador a deeper appreoiaticm of the role of the Lolo trail in tl-ie ^ xp 
rat" or; ard settleoent of western ?iontana and northern Idaho* 
Ghspter I 
HiYSICAL FEATURES OF THE BITTEHROOT lOURTftlNS 
The Bitterroot Mountains which are an Important part of the 
Hooky Mountain system ere part of the oompeot moxjntain mass of 
Idaho mountains and inaeporable frwn the Clearwater, but being a 
linear range, in some ways distinct in character. It requires 
seperate discription. The ^loimtains between Lolo J^ss on the north 
and Hes Perce Pass <m the south rise rather abruptly from 1,000 to 
3,000 feet above the Bitterroot Valley on the east. An altitude of 
about 9,000 feet above sea level is fairly constant among the higher 
peaks and crests. However, the height increases towards the south 
where Trapper Peak rises to 10,175, the "saddles** or [passes beti^een 
these peaks are generally between 7,000 and 7,5000 feet high. 
These mountains vjhile not reraarkable for p;reat heights, are 
among the most characteristically Alpine of the United States. 
Everywhere the effects of Alpine flacietion are prominent, ''s'hat 
with precipitous cirque end -ralley "'alls at high levels, mvamps in 
U-sViaped valleys and a olose-s&t ju:nf^le of pine and imderbrush in the 
1 
gorf?;es, the region is all but immssable. 
In fact this terrain vms so ru)»:ffed that Uiere -vpere only four 
main Indian trails that crossed this ran^e I'/hioh stretched a distance 
of over two hundred miles. These trails v;ere U:e only feasable p8ss%j?;e-
ways frt8!5 the headsrsters of the ColuRibia River .o the upper Clarksfork 
1. Kevin Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States. (New Yorki 
1931 McGra^'-Hill Book Co.) Page 22 
2 
River valley, which in turn pro'olded an easy route to the foothills 
of the continental divide and the nimerous passes that led to the 
headwaters of the Missouri River and the eastern plains. From soiith 
to north these passageways were known in the early days as the Nez 
Perce, Lolo, St. Regis Borgia and Flathead roads. 
The Ke» Perce, South or Slk City trail, as it was later known, 
had its western beginning at Harpster, a smll town about eighty miles 
east of Lewiston, Idaho. To reach this trail from Lev/iston, the route 
was east to Lap?/ai by way of Soldiers Canyonj up lapwai Creek to 
Culdesao, up the Rubens Grade and across the prairie by Cold Springs, 
over Lawyer's Canyon at the lower Cottcaiwood crossingj thence by way 
of Grangeville and cm to Harpster. After leaving Harpster the trail 
climbed to the ridse between the south and middle fork of the Clear­
water Hiver, and followed the his'hest countrj' until a descent was made 
into Hewsome Creekj then the way led over the Elk Siaiardt and down into 
the Elk City Valley or basin. Fran there it ascended the main divide 
of the Clearwater and Salmon Rivers to the Sez Perce Pass where it left 
Idaho and dropped down into the head of the Bitterroot Valley, in Mon­
tana. Here the trail split into two divisions, one led south to what is 
now the Lemhi Country; another went north down the Bitterroot Valley 
2 
to ^ssoula and the Flathead Country. 
This We« Perce trail was the route followed in the sixties when 
the placers of Elk City were discovered, and it -s^as the favorite route 
of the whitenfin in his travels to the rich di,5gin(!;E of Bannach, Alder 
Sulch and other early Montena mininp; car ris. It was si so the route 
2. R. G. Bailey, The River of Ho Return> ^Lewiston, Idaho* Bailey 
Printing Company, 1935) Pape 54-6 
s 
foilwed by the Indians frcgn Oregon points, for th® Sa1:'!i:)r! River d^^llcrs, 
and for those Indians who resided <hi Cajaas Prairie when they trs"ffeled 
to the buffalo oouutry in Mrnitans, or went to visit the Indisns of the 
upper Salffiosn Rlwr eotsntry arotard Salmon City. 
Fifty sJles R-'-rth of where tl-je !lez Perce Trail strikes th© Bitter-
3 
root "wslley, the Lolo trail crossed the Bittcrroot rr-r^-Q ir, ti c e 
general east and west dlrecticf» es the Kee Force trail. The Lolo ti ..11 
like the Kee Peroe trail had as Its western terminal Lewiston, Idaho. 
The trail follo»ed up the Cleerwetsr River soeie sixty tsiles to the 
Semiah '/alley. At KsKiah the trail left the ri-wer end olisbed to tJw 
sain ridge between the corth fork of the^Cleara-ater and its other north-
em branch, the Lochia. The road te y from this point, in an easterly 
direction for abovi; a hundred miles, until it crossed ijpto 'Montana by 
way of Lolo I^ss. After reaohinj^ the Pass, the truil follof/ed doen 
Lolo Creek xsritSl tl» main Indifir road •«ms enooiffitered w^iere I.olo Creek 
empties into the Sitterroot River. 
At first tJ« western beg;inn!rr of tJie Loio trail was r-ot at I^vistop, 
btjt at old Fort Tex Peroe cm the GoliaaMa VA ver near the little town no® 
tooen 83 ffallula, vsshington. CJoods '^rould be shipped up the Goiiiabia to 
th© F'ortj tl-ser unloaded and ha^jled owr lend bj' horsebeok. Loter on 
hosts went up tlse Smke River far as Le^istan, where they u^ere 
loaded snd their goods taken uo the Clearwmter vie the Lolo trail by 
the origin of the word Lolo aee-as to "r* oocstrowrsial subject. ~ 
Otie theory is that the ter® Loio was the corrupt!ai of the nasne 
Lswenee by the Flatheeds *ho had no H in their languagej Jienoe 
the word L@«renoe would appear as Lolo In tlie Flathesd tcmgi;^. 
An old trapper by the naise of Lawrence wss said to reside up tJie 
Lolo near Graves Creek arsd it might be he, who th© Creek is nassed 
after, rteul C, Phillips says more thar. likel> th© tenfs Lolo wss 
derived froia the French term Le Louis, or I^ewis Creek nae»d after 
the leader of the L@^^e and Clark e*pediti<»5. 
4 
raeans of horses. 
The third trail over the Bitterroot moumtains the St. Rep;is 
Borgie route which paralleled the Lolo trail from tiventy to a hundred 
miles to the north. This trail was priEcrily an Indian trail end 
hardly had any white traffic over its length, until Captain Mullan, 
of the Army Engineers, cut a military road through that area in 1859. 
Eren after this road was otmstructed, the territory was so difficult 
of trawl that the road was abandcwied and the area virtually deserted 
4 
until the opening of the Goeur d* Alene mines in the 1890's. fh© 
western beginning of the St. Befris Bor?:ia Trail -was at the Spokane 
Prairies about two hundred miles north of Lewlston, where the Ke« 
Perce and Lolo Trails started. The road followed eastward along the 
Coeur d* Alene River until reaching; Coeur d* Alene Lake. The trail 
then skirted the northern edge of the lake and crossed again to the 
Coeur d' Alene River by rmy of Wolf Prairie Creek and Fourth of July 
Canyon. The road then followed up this river to its headwaters and 
crossed a lateral ridge of the Bitterroots to the source of the St. 
Reikis Borf^ia Riverj thence down this river to its junction with the 
Clarksfork River at present day St. Regis, Montana. From this point 
the trail crossed the Clarksfork at Bitterroot Crossini!: and continued 
up that river to Missoula. 
The fourth and easiest route through the Bitterroots was knoem as 
the Clarksfork River Valley road or the Flathead trail. This road like 
4l Coeur d* Alene. J^renoh term meaning heart of an iwsrl. This term 
•was applied to the Indians around the lake of that sanw name by 
the early fur traders. It was supposedly used to designate these 
Indians who were considered sharp traders by the French. It could 
have been the reverse however, as the Indians probably had more 
occasion to use this discripticm about French trading practices. 
5 
the St. Kep;is Borgia Trsll had as its vrewtmm terminal the Spokane 
Prairie ooTjntry. Frm this prairie, the trail tiuTned northeast by 
way of Spirit Lake and reached the Clarksfork at Sineacsteen 
Crossing, an early Indian ferry located near present day Laclede, 
Idaho. After crossing the Clarksfork, the trail turned almost directly 
5 
east and followed the north bank to Pend d* Oreille Lake. The trail 
bordered along the northern ed^e of the lake and rejoined the banks 
of the Clarksfork Hiver at the eastern end of the lake. JVojn this 
point the trail entered the narrow Clarksfork River valley between 
the Cabinet and Bitterroot Movmtains/ followed the river for over a 
hundred miles until the mouth of the Flathead River was encountered 
where it Joined the Clarksfork. 3Tie trail then continued up the Flat­
head Hiver to where Jocko Creek joined the stream} and up this mean­
der! nf, brook to its headwaters and over a mountain ridp;e to cmce aeain 
join the main Clarksfork in a largre natural ampitheatre known as the 
6 
Hellgate Honde. At this point the main Flathead and St. Hegis Borgia 
canffl tof.ether, as well as the northern branches of the Net Perce and 
Lolo Trails. Fr(»n Hell^ste the combined trails followed eastwardly 
up the Clarksfork River and crossed the Continental Divide to the 
buffalo country located near the three forks of the !.3.ssouri Hiver. 
The routes Just discribed are, as has been said, the only practical 
Sl Pend d* Oreille. Another French term applied to the Indian of ~ 
northern Idaho. The term meant Ear Pend»nt and was probably used 
because s<»f)e of the Indians of that area were in the habit of wear­
ing earrings of bone or shell, 
6. The early French fur traders called this natural basin, formed by 
th« Junction of fire valleys, Porte de fiifer or Gates of Hell, be­
cause of the sanguinarjr battles between the Blackfoot and Flathead 
Indians that often occurred in the narrow valley, which ^^as the 
eastern exit of tha bOv/1, 
6 
ways to cross th® Bit'terroot sjomtelns. The l*eg Peroe, l.olo rar.<3 St. 
Regis Borgia routes w®r« very rugged and steep end ss a 0(sisequ@riae 
went not ss heavily traveled as the lesicer Clarke fork River route. 
fbec too, th« Cl&rksfork route or Flathead Tmil, even though it was 
tram two httadred to sixty edles farther north than any of the other 
routes, ©n^oycd a moderate winter ollaiate. Tliis rmd yms open aost 
of the winter frcan the deep »tjcw and io® which closed the other three 
trails alsioat eight laontha out of the year. This factor slso explains 
the greater traffic over the Glarksfork Biver route, toother exnlsn-
atlois for the popularity of the Flathead trail •was the looatica:^ of 
fur posts and pasture grovmds at ftrequent intervals oimr its course* 
l^sturage was at a adniaaun on the other three trails end there were 
no i»ay stetifms or posts vaatil a ssuoh later period. In view of the 
advantages of travel over the Clarksfork trail. It is surprising that 
the other roads were used as auch as tl^y were. The pert that the V@e 
?ero«, St. Segis Borgia and perticuliarly the Lolo Trail played in 
early western travel has been over-lo<dced by most students of Nort!®?©st 
history. It will be the object of this thesis to disouss tlje sif^niH-
oanoe of tlw t^s® Lolo trail in early western travel and its relsticr.s 
to the other routes over the Bitterroot mountains. 
l^LItlG/sL 05-" i LOLO TIu !L AREA 
The Lolo Trail lies in the he5»r^ of a cour.trj' which has been the 
subject of much Irstematlcmal ecaitroversy. Piv® nations have at varied 
tls^es indicated their intgR^ions of coming It, - Spain, rranoe, Fiigland, i-
Russia and the United States. Hpaln laid olaiis to this section on the 
basis that a Spaxdard had be«n the first mn to lay eyes m the r^oifio 
and that it, the Pacific, had been s^ranttd to her P j a gift by the Pope, 
7 
thus her exclusive right to the territory wshed by it. England 
likewise based her claims early exploration of the Pacific Coast, 
naiaely the expeditions of Cook and VancouTrer, but in this matter she 
stressed her policy that a coimtry must be occupied and developed by 
a nation before she can lay claim to it, substantiating this statement 
by drawing attention to the fact that not tmly had British navigators 
explored the coast but British fur traders had pushed from Canada into 
7 
the regi<Hi beyond the Rocky Mountains. 
The struggle betvjeen Spain and Snglsnd reached its height over the 
Wootka Sound, a controversy settled in 1790 by Spain giving up all ex­
clusive rights to this territory. It was also decided that all parts of 
the northi^est coast of Aaierica not already occujded at that time by either 
of the contracting parties should thenceforth be equally open to subjects 
of both "for all purposes of commerce and settlement, the sovereignty 
8 
remaining; in abeyance."" 
The Oregon countj^ became of interest to Ajaericans at an early date. 
Jefferson's desire to learn scHnethin^ of this vast region antedated the 
purchase of Louisiana. As early as 1782 he had endeavored to gather semi© 
material concerning the flora and fauna of this section. Again in 1785 
he showed his keen interest by persuading John Ledyard to attempt the 
experiment of visiting the isrestem side of America, having first traversed 
9 
Siberia. After the purchase of Louisiana tram France in 180S, interest 
in the Oregon country further increased until the expedition of Lewis and 
7. William Ray Manning, The Hootka Sound Cwitroversy. (American 
Historical Associaticm Annual Seport 1909) Page 285 
8. Cai'dinal Goodman, The Trans-Mississippi "^esti 1803-1866. (New York-
Londont D. Appleton and Canpany., 1822) Page 239 
9. Henry Adams, The History of the United States of America. (New Yorks 
C. Scribner's Scms, 1909-11) 5S367-8 
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and Clark resulted. TViis expedition bccsrae the basis for later 
Ameriosn claims of the Qref^on omaritry. In 1819 Sj«in transferred 
to the United States her claipis to the Pacific territory north of 
tte forty second psralleii in 1824 an arreement reached between 
the American natics^ and Russia by vHiich the latter agreed not to 
o 
fom any estcbllshBients south of S4 -40* in return for the protaise 
of the CJnited States that she would form none north of thot line. 
In 1818 a policy of ,1oint-oooupat3 on was decided an by England and 
the united States to cover a period of ten years, and so natters 
stood until the ticw rolled eroiind for a terminati(m of the 1818 
agreement, fi'hen this tisae ap proached, Aaericac interest in the 
Oregon territory reTiired soffiewhatg but the two r«rties decided to 
extend the joint oocupenoy agreeiaert for an indefinite tin®. In 
o 
1844 Polk was elected on the platforas *^54 -'40* or fight" btst in 
1045 Biaohanan diplcwietically ffian8-"ed to iBske the resultant o<»!pro-
mlse of the 49th parallel acceptable to tije ma.jority of the Aaierican 
people. By this time, however, AEMsrican aettlere in Orsp-on had 
taken siatters in their own hands and in 1843 had established a pro-
visional government at Ch^poer;, and in 1849 Oregon territory was 
orptanized by Cor.j^ress and for tVsQ first t'se ic history the Lolo , 
10 
trail was f-OTOmed by an tesericnn Adtiini strati on. In 1855 'ssL-
inf-ton territory ads founded wr-d wester^ ycsnters divided between 
it and Oregon and the regic»i conteirinft the Lolo trail was trans-
ferred to -^ashingtcKi territory. In 1063 Idaho territory' was estab­
lished and included all of Montatia west to the Rocky Mountains. 
IC)^ (focdwin^ jyj. qiitj., page 240-2£5. 
9 
In 188S Idaho 'bacaia® a stst©^ o^sapleting th© political growth of tb® 
Horthwest and saaking parmanarit the territory snd state wMsh moat of 
th© r.0lo trail rims its oourse through* 
'fh® ooiaitiss «hich the Lolo trail passes through have 'beer! urtdar 
the control of many differsnt eo^mties as t?ell as the different terr-
itorieSs the first ©ounty that th® Lolo trail case under was ^»ell8 
Walla^j wMoh was established in 1B64 by the Washingtsm legislature in 
mx act that follows* 
AW ACT TO CREATE hMD TTIS COUKTT OP WALLA ?''A!.LA 
Sea 1- be it enacted by the leglslstlTra ssssBible of the territorj/ 
of Washingtooj that sll that portion of SkaEoanis county within th© 
followlnr described boundsriesj to w>tj ooraaencing st a point opposite 
the Deschutes rit«>r, thenoe rianning: to the 49th parallelj thence 
seat alcmg said 8\aamit of Hooky Moim»^ins, theno® south along suBsait 
of Hookj' Momtaina to 46th degree of parallelj thenoe west along said 
46th parallel to ^rhere it crosses the ColtJtabie ri^rj thence alor.g said 
Coltanbia rj vsr to place of be;"i ^ same is hereby ooristit-
uted and orgarsized into a se|»rate eoimty to be known ard oslled Wall® 
"'.8lie ooijnty.ll 
This oowity contained all of northern Idaho the other hiige 
county of Slrasianis conteined the rest of that ntate. ill's dtvisioi 
93Ei8te'i uritii the discoveries of plscer ^old were msde at 'Oroflno and 
other tributaries of the Clearwater river. Ib 1861 tF« legislature 
of Aashinftton terHtosry passed an sot as follows, creating *'9* -^eroe 
oounty. 
AV ACT OHBATT'-<G AI-SD ORGAMIZIJfS THE COUKTY OF NL'Z PFRCE 
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the lei^islatlve assemble of the terri" 
tory of S'ashingtcmj that all that portion of <^'ashington territory lying 
•within tf» following botmdarSes be organised into a county called Keg 
Perc0s to witj Beginrdng at the mouth of the Cleanrnters, thenoe up 
the sasi© to th© south fork of the Clearwateri thenoe with the south 
fork t© the Lolo creekj thence with the southern botmdarisa of Shoshone 
coimty to the sismiit of the Bltterroot motJBJtalnsj thenoe south to the 
njein divide between the waters of the sala<»i river and the South Pork 
11. Sessicai Laws, ^ashingtcm Territory 1854. 
10 
of the Clearwater to the Snake river vmst to the niouth of the Cleanvater, 
to the place of beginnieg....12 
Those jboundary lines continued until 1911 ?fhen ClefarP'ster county 
T.'ss crested by the Idaho legislature, frcsn the eastern hslf of Ke?- Perc® 
county. Orofino v:as given the honor of being the county seat. 
At present the Lolo trail r\ms most of its course in the state of 
Idaho and that portiran of the trrail that is in Idaho is esr.brsoed in the 
county of Clearvsrater, 
12* Session Laws" of the territory of Washini^ton, 1861-62, Olyiripia, 
iashington. 
11 
CJssptar 2 
THE inmm u: lclq -raaiL 
J'jst wlien tViB first Indier; penetret-vd the barriers of the 
j30UDtalns that surrotmded tl® upper Clearemter and fomd hisself in 
the land of the Flstheads sr;<2 near the buffalo eoia:.try no one isdll 
e-sTBr kno^, '=© sre fairly certain, ho®«v®r,tlmt it viss ©lth®r a ?ieE 
Pero® or a Flatlsead, Hsore than likely tb® forraer. We say this be-
cs'ose th® FlatJsasd Indian, fotnd on the eestors side of tho Ritt®r~ 
root Mountsins, never had cnioh ooossion to travel to the west. Tl.s 
souroo of food snd shelter was the btiffslo to tl^ east, so w» can 
surmize t!mt the J'esE Peroos SMSt haw been the first Ir.dians over 
th® Lolo trail. There was isore oeoaslon for the Kez Peroe of the 
western side of t^» Lolo trail to move eastward, tlsan for tlie Flat-» 
heads &a east side to aov® to the west. The Kes Peroes depended 
can orajt®! hiants in tt® bufffelo country to supply thouj with food and 
robes. It ®as probably the desire to find a direct route to the 
hunting grotmds to t]^ east that tlie first Indians aoved eastward 
over the Bitterroot aouctaine via « series of ridgetops which we kobt 
oall the Lolo treil. This trail was pin>bebly in existeooe som tiass 
before tiie arrive! of l^'wis srd ClRrk. Tlwy ressarked several tiaes 
in their •iotaT>©l8,^ thet ir fsvor^ble locstlcffis the trail was deep and 
^•ell-deClned. During the time of Lewis and Clark the Kez Percea l^d 
horses in unco\a:ted nxssbers, but prior to the advent of the horses it 
is big!dy iciorobeble tljst the Lolo trsil esv^ isuoL trevel. flwre are 
traditiorss thet before the horse oasse tlie "ez Peroes used the do?; as 
a beast of burden. Butttese animla tmre too smll for mountsin 
j»okir^ or hitching to the travois and if tJte Indians I^d gone to th© 
buffalo ranges to hunt they could heve bro\:^ht back very little of 
th« Jerked ©eat with dogs. Tie Imm tJie hors© ^&a Introduced into 
•teerioa by Cortes in 1£20« from tliat tin:© caaward this aiiiEisl grad­
ually worked nortlT^erdj but it as a slow jaroeess. It is improbable 
tbst the first hors© reached the Jlorthwest much before the seventeenth 
century end 8t®e estiinat© tljat It might have been even as late as the 
beginning of the eightemth. TrR'^rel owr tl-ie Lolo trail must h®ve been 
ratlier lijht before the advent of the horse, end we oould probably say 
thfst the greatest Indian traffic over the trail did not oocur laatil the 
use of tl^ horse beossw fairly ttasmon emang the ^lez Feroes aed FXatheads. 
Se oould probably ssy then ,iB light of the iRforsKstioti above, that the 
Lolo trail was in exist®aoe as an important Indian highsmy csily me or 
two centuries before tlie exploretians of Lewis snd Cleric in 1805. 
If we are to take the premise that the Ke* Peroe Tndiens .••ere the 
first to use the Lolo trail, then perhaps we had better disouss tisetn 
at greater length in regard to their hi story, habitat ©nd custom. 
There se^^s to be no information as to where tl® ^et Peroe Indian 
originated. We knew,however, that they celled thenselvea Tisaiper, 
but this n@®e seems never to have acquired a hold in the usage of out-
eiders. They apply this term to the tribe as a s-hole, having otlier 
names for the geographical divisica^. The name, however, is in no sense 
a stock nam and does not include the neighboring tribes which 8:;«sk a 
related language. Th^r® is apparently no native terra th«t embraces 
the whole stock. The word She";.aptln, nc^ supplies this need, is 
of sh orii?;in, snd was used by the earliest fur traders as the ebh® 
for both the He* Peroe nation and the Snake River. It is tJ» nam® given 
th« Ttez Pfe. OS by tlo Spokane Indians. The word takes dlffeimit fonss, 
such as Saptin, Sapetens, Shawpstlns, Chohoptins, Shew-haptlns, etc. 
IS 
The word Choptamiah, auoh vtaed by Lemls end Clark, stay ha'?® b«ec 
obtained froB the eastera Salish or corrupted trm the Indian word 
T»8uppit^Iftn« the word Choptainlsh »®»as not to have been «««d 
after Lewis aisdCl«rk oxoept m their authority, fhe nasie Sei Peroe 
i« a translaticm into French of a Siotian designatitm said to bo 
taapnttpelun» fhia referred to an early ou8t<BB of wjaring a dentaliu® 
shell through the septim of tta nose* Lewis and Clark aoraetiaws sailed 
the tribe ^lereed Eoaea, and (s»nti<m explicitly the oooaslosial wearing 
IS 14 
of the shell. Boss said the people are oalled Pierced Kosea frcau tho 
oustcsa "of having their noses bored to hold a certain white shell like 
the fltdce of en enohor", Hds mtter of the nerae of the Wee Percea 
appear® to be a very ocajtroverslal qmstlm» fhs naase Pierced Koee 
aeema to be a mlBnoaior as the !'e« Perce Indiana thessaelves have denied 
ever piercing their noses* It Is true, the los^r Colv»jbia Indiana 
pier^d their aoaes and it sight have been tlmt Lewie and Clark observed 
a Icwer Coliaabia Indian with this omaaent, vial ting t^ie Ses Berces and 
so applied the tens to the tribe in general, or another explanatiws 
which aeetaa Ic^ioal could be as H. G, Bailey of Lewiatem explains! 
When the expedition (Lewis and Clark) reached the Set Peroe country 
tl»y had enterjaretera tram the Shoahcmea who could readily converse with 
the See Fercea and isideratood perfectly the western Indian righ languorre. 
Preqtwntly the Bee Percee in ccxivgrsing would olose the right hand leav­
ing the Index finger extended, hand wotild then be shoved across tl» 
face with the Index finger lasdemeath the nose* This was the si^ for 
their nasM, but had no reference to piercing of the noses, as was easy to 
asst^ was the case. 15 
The Missionaries and the Indians otmcemed say ttrnt the naaw is a 
Is* Spinden, H. J. the l^es Perce Indians jtancaster, Pwin? t^ Wew Era 
Pointing Ccsnpany, 1908) ltl-2» 
14. Alexander Hoss, Advroaturere of the first settlers m the Ory<»i or 
Columbia Hiyer. twadoB* 1849 (fteprinted in Thimites ^rlyj'iestera 
Jravels) (Clevetond: the A. H. Clark CtKcoany, 1904) Rsge Sll. 
10. Bailey, H. 
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misnoEser because they have never known a Kez Perce to pierce his nose* 
However, the fact remains that they are still called Net; Perces, what­
ever explanation is correct. 
Linguistically the Nez Perces are ccmnected irith several important 
tribes living west of them. The best known of these related tribes 
are the I^louse, Walla Walla, Yakim, Klikitat, and Tenaono. The relat­
ionship is clear and is seen in social intercourse and similiarity in 
culture as well as in langtiage* 
AREA OCCUPIED 
The range of the Hez Perces extended fr<Hn the Bitterroot Moxmtains 
o 
on the east to the Blue Mountains cm tl» west, between latitude 45 and 
o 
47. Thus while mostly in Idaho, they extended a considerable distance 
into Oregon and Washington, the exact boundaries are in many places 
difficult to determine, since the area actually inhabited was tmly a 
small part op^the territory under ¥es Perce control. The permanent 
settlements were situated only alcmg the rivers. In th® south t}» 
villages extended a considerable distance up Salmon Hiver, at least as 
far as Slate Creek and in all probability as far as the western line of 
Lemid county. On the Snake River the mouth of tlie lamaha seems to have 
marked the southern limits. On the southwest the boundary line of the 
Net Perce area circled the drainage basins of the Inmaha and WHlowa 
Rivers and crossing Grande Ronde river above the mouth of Willctwa, ran 
north along the crest of the Blue moimtains to a point on the Snake 
river near the mouth of Tucannon Greek. On the north it followed the 
divides at the heads of the short streams flowing into the Snake and 
Clearwater Rivers till it reached the Bitterroot mountains, thence 
southward| these high ridges formed an effective barrier boundary on 
IS 
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the easto 
Thea# th«n were the Indians who -were tba first to us® ti» Lolo 
trail. Hie usage of the trell was prisMsrily to go to the buf^lo 
oovBotry. All the lea Peroes did not mke ths axmual excta*sion over 
tM trail to the btifftilo, mly th» upper Icz Peroes who inhabited the 
headwaters of the Clearwater es far west as Lapwai. Indians below this 
looality hardly ever went to the buffalo country and were known as the 
Lower Wes Perces# These exoursions over tl» Lolo trail occurred every 
spring and returned after <aie year, two parties, c«e going and «ie 
returning, %mislly laeeting on the w«y» The Braves who were going for 
buffalo would gather their wceien and oMldren together along with a 
substantial supply of Caaaas and Kouse roots, smdiced Salmoa and perluips 
s(^ dried meat fVcis tto deer or beer. Tepee lodges were folded and 
tal^n along with the group. The Indian group would start out early in 
the ®oming, traveling leisurely up IJie Clearwater. The valley at 
Kamiah was the taklng-off plaoe for the L^lo trail, so scmie tliM would 
be spent thez^ repacking and putting everytMng in order for the ascent 
of the ridge after fording ttie Clearwater. On the point of departtare 
ttw next Qoming tb^ Brave would be somted cm his favorite war h<»^e, 
usually all white for this type of horse was in greatest ^saind. Bext 
in line were the white speckled, the pinto, and at last the solid color 
sorrel or rocm. 'tim 3rave had many other horses besides his war horse} 
tiwse preceded the oaravan and were herded in a group by yotmg sen and 
wo^n. The squaws brought up the rear} they ustially walked but often 
rt»de as most of thm supplies were carried on the back of the horsea. 
The hxaotinf departure wtis a merry tiiwi. Instead of the dignified 
l^. ^pinden, op. cit.» page l72'-i^S. 
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taciturn manner that was his eharaotaristic around the white-man, the 
Indian when with his trib® was loquacious, merry and vary playful. He 
would dash ahead at a mad gallop in a race with scsne other Brave or play 
trioks on the riders in ftront or back of him. He was constantly laugh­
ing, chattering, and boasting which oade the caravan appear as a very 
jovial and happy pilgrimage. 
The first camp after leaving Kandah was Weippe i^airie where grass 
and water were found in abtindanee* Game and Cataas were plentiful and a 
large open meadow made a good camping spot* The next morning the group 
would be up early and csi their wayj their camping spot that evening 
17 
would probably be near the forks of Collins or Lolo Creek, 
Tl» next day's jounney would find the party near Weitas meadow 
where camp would be made for the third night. After leaving Weitas 
meadows the trail becassse very steep and difficult because of fallen tim­
ber and precipitous slopes. The Indians would camp the next day near B^ld 
Moiaitain or perhaps if they had pressed their horses hard they would make 
18 
Howard's Camp. Bsre again water and grass were plentiful and a goodly 
space was available for the lodges and fires of the Indians. Early the 
next morning the party would set out, a short time later they would pass 
over a high mountain where perhaps a message would be left in a pyramid of 
rocks for a following tribe or party. This spot was known as the "Indian 
Post Office" by the whdtes later on for the ap|»rent rees(»i listed. The 
next day's camp would be at the western extremity of Glade Creek or 
Packers Meadow as it is known at present. The day following the Indians 
turned in a general northerly directicai, ascended Camp Creek and crossed 
17. This creek is on the eastern slope of Lolo Passj it is to W ~ 
differentiated frcsn Travelers Rest or Lolo creek, on the western 
side of the pass, that drains into the Bitterroot river. 
18. So named later when 0. 0. Howard used it as a camp when he was 
ptirsuing Chief Joseph over this trail in 1877. 
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th© Lolo i^ss and foiKid thessel^es mt the headwaters of the Lolo Cre«k„ 
h short distance sorth of the pass they reached the wans springs where 
eTreryan® disiaoTinted and plunged into the hot •water for a very •welocme 
sweat beth. Gasp ^ould be raade at this poiat ajod the rest of the day 
spent in bathing and prepstricg food. A near attitude would be aotioed 
emeaig the iBdiens bo»» rhey would be alert and watehf«l| cgxtversation 
and merrysaaklng would be at a ainiromii scouts would trawl sh«ad of the 
B?alE pertyi the Ixorses were herded close tq^ether and sentries would 
flwtoh throughout the night, for the Indians •mr9 apprMiohing olose to 
the buffalo country and the dreaded Blackfeet might steal their horses 
or make a surprise attack saa the perty. Ihe oaap would be broken early 
next morning and the party descended Lolo creek to its junction with 
th© Bitterroot Hiirer. Perhape at this point t>ie Hes Perces would 
their allies, the Flatbeads, and a counoil would be held, where the 
pi|» of peaoe would be passed from hand to hand, eaoh Brave taking a 
puff, then handing it to the next jbmj in the circle. The F'latheads 
Edght Join the party at this pcAnt and accompany theia to the buffalo 
country or else t>»y raight tell the He* Perces that a large force of 
Blackfeet were lying in ambush where the Clarksfork Hiver enters Hell-
gate fro® the east. If this were so the Indians would turn to the right 
end ascend the Bitterroot Si-srer to its headwaters at Sula or Hoss Hole} 
then cross the divide over Gibbon's Pass and follow down Big Hole River 
to ite jtmotion with the Jefferson Hlver. This river ws in turn des­
cended vmtil it joins with Hubj Creek to fona the min Jeffersrai ia.ver. 
The Indians at that point foimd themselves at the edge of the buffalo 
country and when the three forks of tlwa ^ssouri were reached the htmt 
coass^nced. 
Another way to reach tl» buffalo ooimtry without risking a battle 
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with Blackfoot Indians who frequented the Hcligate, was for the Indien« 
to turn south up the Blttorroot Rivwr a distanoo of ahoirt flfte«Q sdlea^ 
then tvam east up fhre® Mile Creek near present day Stevwneville and 
cross the Sapp#ire Motajtaine tsitil Flint Ci^eJc was reached. Here they 
would follow t3ie ereek to it# sio«th and rejoin the saia trail near ^at 
la n<m knowi a« DriKaaood, Mtsstana. Still another way over the Contin­
ental Divide and to the buffalo oovontry was to ocmtinue east from the 
!»adwaters of Flint Creek and over the divide by either Anacmde or Deer 
Lodge P^ee. 
W}^m at the Jvaaotion of Lolo Creek with the Bitterroot Hiver the 
Indian had no areason to auepeot hostile Blaokfeet ®r other Indians In 
the Hellgatej they would have turaed left, deaoended the Bitterroot to 
ita jmotitm with the Clarkefork| cross that river and ocastinue east 
tai the north bank WQtil tlw Big Blaekfoot Biver was enoouariteredi tlmi 
follow up that stream to its headwaters and cross the Coatinental Divide 
by either Lewis and Clark or CAdettes Fass. After the divide wss crossed 
they would find themselves m the headwaters of the Dearborn Hiver, 
Dosm this river to the buffalo country was only a day's .•Journey® This 
latter road we are describing traa known to the Indians as Cokala-hish-
kit or the '*Hoad to BuffSilo*** 
After spending the spring and susffier in the buffalo ootoitry, -he 
Indians would begin the long trip back to the Clearwater in the fall. 
By that time, if the htmt l«id b©en sueoessful, the horses were loaded 
to capacity with the aore tender porticas of the buffalo, auoh as the 
tosgue and rtaep. This neat was dried and ssf^ed by the squaws during 
the sxmmr while the men-folks were hunting* If the ?«rty had not 
been molested or the horses stolen the Blaokfoet the oaravan returned 
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to the Clssrsrater exulting in & successful hunt. Sc^tisesj, however, 
thes-e busting expeditions laet -with tragedy, ftuit® frequently the 
Blaekfeet would steel all their horses and put the H«« Peroes to death* 
The We* Perce and partieulerly the Flathead were oourageous and 
powerful warriors hut the Blaokfeet hsd eooess to guns fro® the trap­
pers snd fur trader# and the otmeeqaent s«i»riority in arms nullified 
the fighting prowess of the Kee Peroe# 
The Colyeshia plain Indian and i^artioularly the Shahiaptlan used the 
tolo trail m. his annual hunting expeditlcaas to tlm buffalo cowitryj It 
is stfe to assuiswi, then, that considerable of t>© good and bad traits 
arid irfluenoes of the white mm and the Indians to th® east could hatse 
reached the Sez Peroe Indians tV>:roujh the l.olo, or its neighbor the I3ez 
Perce trail. Due to the contacts of these annxaal hvaitin?^ part5eg, pro-
hsbly tlie first guns reached the He* Perce over the Lolo Trail, and it 
would be safe to conjecture th«t the I«2 Ferce receiYed his first harmm 
froa the plains Indians am one of these himting trips. Ho <»ie knows for 
certain hoar the first horses reached the Ses Peroes. Th®y could have 
obtained them ft-om the Colvrnibia H5 Ter Indians. The writer thinks the more 
plausable theory is that the nlslnR Tndians had horses before the Col\aa-
bia River tribes, and as the Kess Peroes •were in cos tact with the Indians 
of t!» plains asi a yearly basis they would be sore apt to observe and 
obtain their first horses <m t>^ plains of eastern Montana. 
We know fsar certain that the first white man in the t»raans of Lewis 
and Clark cas^ to the He* Beroes over the Lolo Trail# 
The Indians of the upper Clearwater considered tl» Lolo Tarail as a 
direct route leading to the buffalo coiKitry. It must have been quite 
significant in their culture because it was their sediua® fo** contact with 
the plains Indians, who could }»ve supplied them with their first horses 
20 
snd perhaps their first guns. These things could have come to the K®z 
Peroes over the Hez Perce trail farther south, but geo^raphicsl direct­
ness must have made the Lolo Trail more popular 'srt.th these Indisns, end 
explained why in 1805 the Indians led Lewis and Clark over the Lolo Trail 
rather than the more convenient Wes Perce route. 
The Indian hunting excursions over the Lolo frail continued on 
until about 1875. By this date the Bison hsd Isrs^ely disappeared from 
the plains of the fassouri and the majority of the Nee Perees had been 
forced to reaaain on their reservation at Leoymi, 
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Chapter 5 
THE LOLO TRAIL OF LEWIS AND CLARK 
The Lolo trail first beeame known and traveled by the white man 
when Lewis and Clark camped at the mouth of Travelers Best or Lolo 
Creek on September 9, 1805. The oaptains had left St. Louis on the 
14th of May in 1804 with 46 men, and credits and equipnent to the 
amount of |2,S©0«00. Tl»y spent their first winter of the journey in 
the afendan Indian villages near the oity of Bismarok, North Dakota* 
In the spring they left the l&ndans and ascended the Missouri River 
to the forks at Three Forks, Mm tana. Frcm there they follcsred the 
Jefferson river to its right hand fork, ascended this fork to tlw 
Junction of Horse Prairie Creek, then followed Horse Prairie Creek to 
its headimters and crossed the continental divide at Lemhi Pass. Capt­
ain Clark made a reocmnaissance down the Salmon river but gave the route 
up as impractical and dangerous. The main party then went down the 
Salmon as far as Boyles Creek, cut across the ridge to the north fork 
of the Salmcm, followed up that stream to its source and crossed the 
ccmtinental divide once more and found themselves at the head of the 
Bitterroot River, until they reached the mouth of Lolo creek or Travelers 
Rest creek as they so aptly called it on September 9, 1805, where we 
will follow them across the Bitterroots by way of the Lolo trail. 
It was inevitable they would anpear at the Lolo trail, considering 
the route they used to travel to the west. The Missouri River wa% nd 
still is ,one of the favorite routes for overland travel to the Korth»rest. 
Anyone traveling up the l^ssouri before the nodern roads and byways of 
today would naturally follow the cotirsfc of the Jiissouri River to its 
headwaters. At Three Forks the iiissouri branches into three streams. 
The principal stream of the three's the Jefferson felver whose course 
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takes cme to the top of the Cmtiners'tel IXlvid®, once across the divide 
via Gibl>«3*8 Pess tl» traveler would be at the headwaters of the Sitter-
root. Polloaring down the Bitterroot valley the traveler finds himself 
•t the south of Lolo creek. The route is natursl end is probably the 
laost direct «ay to the headeaters of the ColiBifcia and tt» Pacific ocean. 
There has been s«»s questicaa as to why L^arls aud Clark had not taken 
ti^ soutJwm Ke« Peroe treil w the route of the Clarksfork Hiver af-ter 
they crossed the cootln^tal divide. Tim answer to that is simple. The 
Lolo trail was the beat Jmcsm to tlws Indians tlwfy «ere in contact with, 
and of course that would be the me thmy would reo<»»^d when tlm ex­
plorers asked them how to get to th» great river of the west that flowed 
into the Pacifio ocean. As to the easiest of the three routes, the 
Clarksfork Siver route would have qi^lified smreservedly, althoiigh it 
would have proven more circuitous than the other two. But the import­
ant fact resaains that the old Shoshone Indian t!mt Lewis enootmtered on 
the Beaverhead River and hired as his guide was familiar with the Lolo 
trail and thus led the explorers to tlie Solusbia over that route. R. 
G. Bailey, the author of The Hiver of Ko "etum .says he cannot figure 
out why Lewis and Claiic did not take the Wet Perce Pass. Surely if 
this !»8s were as important as Bailey thinks, sooe of t^ie Shoshone 
Indians that Lewis siet oi the BeaverliMiad would have recomended it to 
the explorers. Kowhere their journals is anything mnti(»}ed about 
the Kes Perce i^ss or any hint given as to its existence. Granted the 
Wes Perce r^ss was a fairly direct route to the Snake River Plain, still 
the Lolo Trail was the isain Indian highway and oansequently was asore 
familiar to the Indians of that area. That was why Lewis and Clark were 
at the junctitans of Lolo Creek and tJse Bitterroot Rivers cm the 9th day 
of Septessber In 1805 instead of on the I?e« Perce or Clarksfork routes. 
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The expedition oamped at the south of Lolo creek for a day and 
prepared to cross the Bitterroots by ascending the streara to its source. 
On the afternoon of September 11th, the party started what wa# to 
proTe the most difficult part of their journey to the west coast. The 
loumal entry for that day la as follows s 
Sept, 11th Wed. 1805 
A fair morning wind froa the N« W, we set out at 3:00 o'clock 
preceded up on the travelers Best Crek acocmipanidd by the Flathead 
(or Tushapaws) Indians. About seven miles below this creek a large 
fork c<»fie8 in fr<Mn the right and heeds up against the waters of the 
lS.S80uri below the three forks. This river has extensive vallies of 
open leavee land, and passes in its whole course through a valie, 
they call it Valie Plain River (Chicarlusket we call it the East 
Pork of Clarks Hiver) our gtdde tells us a fine large roade passes 
up this river to the Missouri. The loss of 2 of our horses detained 
us until 3 o*clock p.m. and Flathead Indian being restless thought 
proper to leave us and proceed on alme, sent out the hunters to hiait 
in advance as usual. We have selected fo\ar of the best hunters to go 
in advance to hunt for the party. This arrangement has been made 
long since. W© proceeded on up the creek on the right side thro a 
narrcw valie and good road for se'^n aiiles and Ehcamped at some old 
Indian lodges, nothing killed this evening, hills on the right high 
and rugged, the mountains an the left high and covered with snow. 
The day very warm. 19 
The travelers were up at dawn the next morning and cwitinued their 
journey up the creek at seven o'clock in the moraing. Clark records in 
his journal of September 12th the followingJ 
A white frost set out a 7 O'clock and preceded caa up the creek, 
passed a Fork on the right. 20 on which I saw near an old Indian encamp­
ment a Swet house covered /ith earth at 2 miles assended a high hill 
and proceeded through a villey and thickly timbered country for 8 miles 
and <Ki the right of the creek, passing several branches frcsn tte right 
of five olear water and stuck at a fork21 at which place the road forks, 
on© passing up each fork. The timber is short and long leaf Pine, Spruce 
19. Rueben Gold, Jhwaites. •^rlgipal Journals of the Lewis and Clark 
Expedition, (Hew Yorkj Dodd Mead and Ccaipany, 1905) Page 62, vol. 3. 
20. Present day Woodstead Creek about 8 miles up Lolo creek. 
21. Present day Grave Creek. The road to Alberton and the Clsrksfork 
Hiver crosses the ridge at this petnt at right angles to the trail. 
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Hi30 and Fir. The road throi^h this hilley country is Terry bad pass^ 
Ing over hills and thro steep hollows, over falling tlaber and eto. 
Caatinued m and imased »omt moat intolerable road oan the sides of the 
Steep St<Kiey Mouantaina, which might be avoided by keepixig up the creek 
TSfhioh is thickly oovered vrith tmder groth and falling timber, orosaed 
a mountain 8 miles without water and enoaatped m a hill side on the 
oreek after deseendiag a l^g steep momtein* Sesae of our ^rty did 
not get up imtill 10 o*elook P>M. I mde csasp at 8 on this road und 
partioulUurly on this Oreek the Indians .have pealed a nueiber of Hne 
for the laader bark whioh they eate at certain Seascns of the year, I 
aai told in tlMi spring they mke use of this berk, our hunters killed 
only one Pheasant this aftemo«i. Party oad horses auoh fatig\ie<i.22 
Early on the ISth the party reached the Sot Springs, a detenainablB 
point of fjreat importance in their route across the range® There are 
two sets of Rot Springs here and it is caily in the record of the compass 
ooiirses of the |:®rty cai tl» return, in 1^)6, that anything is said that 
mkes it unadstakebly olear which springs were visited. 
Less than two miles above the explorer' camp of the 12th Travelers 
Rest Creek forks, the northen* branch bearing the name of "ranite Creek. 
Ju3t above the forks, on the latter creek, anoasg a mite of h\^e granite 
boulders, the Sranite Hot Springs pour *(H«th. On the other fork, the 
Travelers Hest, or Lolo Creek proper, iMilf a 5iile perhaps by the trail 
across the hill and somewhat farther as the oreek and road nan, are 
what are known as Boylea Springs and these are they to which the Journals 
of the explorers allude to when Clark says in his enti^r of the ISth— 
I find this water nearly boiling hot at the plaoes it spouted firoro 
the rooks (which (are) a hard corse g;rit and of great sise the rocks ras 
the side of the mountain of the same texture). I put my finger in the 
water, at first could not bear it in a seo(»id....23 
After leaving the wara springs the travelers reached the head of 
Lolo Creek, crossed the Lolo Pass end proceeded doen Pack Hiver and 
24 
eaisped et thm lower end of the ismadcxn*. 
22. fhsmites, op. oit., pa^e 62^3. 
23. Ibid.. p8?-e 64. 
24. Lewis and Clsrk called this creek Glade Creek, which :the writer thinks 1 
ffiuoh aore appropriatai name than Paok Creek. Although tl» road runs 
through the ©Iddle of tl» glades cow, me can still see wtgr Lewis 
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Lewis end Clark cow arm cn the source of the Lochsa riiwri it is 
2S 
the s«oond tisse tl»y haw r»sohffld Colrasbla waters. The jotamey th« next 
day is very pustling to people who knew the Lolo trail. Evidently the 
Shoshone gtdde was not too familiar with tl^ trail as he turned almost 
at right anglea to the trail and pliaaged south doim the oacyon of tlw 
Loohsa* They crossed the L(»»h8a after followizig it for about tiro miies 
and took to the south ridge, finally rettamiag to the Loohsa or Keoskees-
m 
kee they called it at the forks of that creek and Whitesand Creek. 
They oontiniMid down the Loohsa for two adles farther and oassped opposite 
a small island^ at tlw eouth of • branch *hieh fell in on the right side 
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of the Loohsa. The Indian p:«lde rectified his error of the 14th by tak­
ing the party <m down tJ«t Loohsa for fotur idles, then left the oreek, 
cliffibed the steep ridge west of Wendover oreek, now called Wendover ridge, 
and rejoined the Lolo trail proper at the top of the divide bettreen the 
Loohsa and the north fork of the Clearwater. They 0(»itlnued altaig this 
ridge fottr sore miles and oaaj^sd for the nifrht a little east of Canycax 
^taaoti on. 
to Septanber X6th the Journey was resu3®ed and seased to be cme of 
the most miserable days of tl» entire journey to the coast* 'T}» jourrial 
of that day reads as followsi 
Began to snonr about S hours before day snd continued all day the 
snow in the morning 4 inches deep on the old snow and by night we found 
it fro® 6 to »3 inciies deep. I walked in front to keep the road and 
fotmd great diffic -Ity in keeping it as in ©any places the snow had 
entirely filled up the track. At IZ o'clock we halted <m top of a moxaat-
ain to warm and dry ourselves a little as well as to let our horses rest 
and grase a little oq som lonf» ^rass which T observed (on) ty» (douth) 
25. The first tis® ims after they crossed t.«Bhi as. 
26. Lewis and Clark called it Colt Killed &lreek because it was necessary 
to kill a colt to feed t!;© mrty as gaae was quite scarce. 
27. Powell Ranger stati<m is on this precise spot. 
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knobs steep hills sides and falling timber continue today, and a 
thickly timbered country of 8 different kinds of pines which ar® so 
covered with snow, that in passing thro* them we are continxjally 
covered with snow, I have been wet and as cold in every part as I ever 
was in my life, "f^ndeed I was at one time fearfull njy feet would freese 
in the thin TSockisons oh I wore. After a short delay in the middle 
of the dmy20 I took one man and proceeded on as fast as I could about 
6 miles to a siaall branch passing to the rif^ht, halted and built fires 
for the party against their arrival which was at dusk verry cold and 
much fatigued we encamped at this branch in a thickly tia>.ered bottoin29 
which was scarcely large enough for us to lie leavel, men all wet, cold 
and hungary. Killei' a seo<»id colt which we all suped Iwartily on and 
thought it a fine meat, 
I saw 4 deer today and what is singular snapped 7 times at a larp-e 
buck. It is singular as roy gun has a steel fugee and never snapped .7 
tiines before, in ex mining her foind the flint loade. To describe the 
road of this day would be a repition of yesterday except the snow which 
made i t much worse...SO 
The miles traveled on the 17th were few but rough. Lewis anr' Clsrk 
must have wondered to themselves what would happen to ^he party if much 
more country such as they had Veen passing through remained. Provisions 
were at a low ebb and the morale of the party had sunk to a new low. 
There was nothing else to do, however, but to push on as rapidly as 
possible so as to reach the headwaters of the Coluabia. 
Cloudy morning our horses much scattered which detained us until 
one o'clock p.m., at which time we set out snow falling frcan the trees 
^-Hiqh kept us wet all the afternoon. Passed over several high ruf^ed 
Enebs and several dreans and springs passing to the right and passing 
on the ridge dividing the waters of two small rivers. Road excessively 
bad, snow on the Knobs, no sncw in the vallies killed a few pheasents 
which was not sufficient for our supper which ctxnpell-ed us to kill 
something, a colt being the most useless part of our stock he fell a 
prey to ovir api>etites. The after part of the day fare, we made only 
ten miles today two horses fell and hurt themselves very much we en­
camped on the top of a high knob of the mountain 31 at a run r»ssing 
28l This camp is at the Indian Post Office but Lewis and Clark probably 
did not observe the mounds due to a peculiarity of the trail. 
29. This passage had led to much ccHifusion in interpreting the journey 
of the expedition alcmg the trail. The expedition at this ooint 
is away fran the main Kooskooskee altogether, a mountain inter­
vening and has struck on a creek flowing BortJiiresti, Therefore ^^y 
are on a sejntrate watershed frcHn that as the main Kooskooskee basin. 
30. "Lonesome Cove" of Si»rgeant Whitehouse's Journal, about three miles 
east of Howards carap. 
31. Not Bald Mountain as Wheeler and C. V, Piper 8\J^gest, this camp 
was orobablv about 9 miles east of Bald Moxmtain iust east of 
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to the left.38 
During the caap of th® ni?;ht of the 17th the two captains realizing 
that their plight was serious, spent the better part of 'tiie nif^ht talk­
ing over what could be done to insure the success of the mission and 
provide provisicai for the men who were becoming ill and weak with the re­
duced fare. 
Ever since leaving the Bitterroot River game had been exceedingly 
scarce. Many people wonder how such a primitive area should have such 
a dearth of game. The explanation is simple to one who has lived in 
the Hiountaina for any length of time. When the first snow falls in the 
autumn the game moves off the high mountains to the creek '^ottcxns and 
lowlandsi as Lewis and Clark for the most part follow the ridge tops 
it is not surprising that game was scarce. In the sutraner the jame re­
turns to the mountain slopes »nd ridges Jko th® same piece where there 
was no game in the winter ©nemip-ht find plentiful game in the sxjmmer 
months. 
After the loaig talk of the seventeenth, the Captains decided to 
divide their forces. Captain Clark with six men was to push on ahead 
as rapidly as possible to the level country ahead and hunt provisions 
to send back to f'e main party. Lewis with the remainder of the party 
was to follow Clprk in easy stashes to conserve the strength of the men 
and horses. Frcsn now on the .lournals use parallel accounts, Clark 
who precedes and Lewis who follows. Clark's entry for the 18th reads: 
A fair morning cold I proceeded on in advance with six hunters... 
We passed over a country sim.iliar to the one of yesterday more fallen 
timber passed several runs end springs passing to the right, from the 
32. ffoyaites op. cit., page 70. 
top of a high part of the moimtainaSS at 20 miles I had a •riew of an 
immense plain and leevel country to the S, W. and west at a great 
distance a high mountain in advance beyrane the Plain. Saw but little 
sign of deer and nothing else, much fallen timber, made 32 miles and 
encamped cm a bold rvaaning creek passing to the left which I call 
himgary creek as at that place we had nothing to eat©, I halted only 
one hour today to let our horses feed and rest.34 
The main party under Lewis follcFtred behind more slowly and at 18 
miles made a dry camp on the ridge, where they had to procure water 
with difficulty in a deep ravine at a distance of half mile. This 
camp is placed on the ridge about two miles east of Bald Mountain. 
This day's joiinaey with discrepancies in distances and bearing 
has caused more difficulty than any other part of the route. By check­
ing back On the records of the return journey and on the oovmtry itself, 
the route seeras unmistakable, Clark continued on the main divide, past 
Bald MotJntain to Sherman Peak where he s;ot his view of the open prairie. 
He then continued down Sherman Saddle, up the top of the next moimtain, 
and at this point left the Lolo trail and plunged down the mountain 
southwesterly into Hungary Creek, Lewis, following him the next day, 
took the same route. "At a distance of six miles frwa camp the ridj^e 
terminated and to our inexpressible joy discovered a large track of 
prairie country." Six miles beyond this point he reached Hxmgary Creek,3 
It is not clear why the Indian trail now led them to depart frran 
the Lolo trail. Either the old ruide had givt'>n them instructions that 
carried them down to the creek, because the old Shoshimes had taken that 
route to fish, or else the Indians wanted to avoid dropping 1,200 feet 
33. Sherman Peak. 
34. Thwaites op. ctt., page 70, 
35. Elers Kooh, "lie^s and Clark Route Retraced Across the Bjtterroot". 
reprinted freaa the Qregoo Quarterly (Eu|i;iene ore; University of 
Oregon Press 1940) Pas^e 8. 
into Deep Saddle, wMch here breaks the continxiity of the ridge, and 
takes a straight course tcsrards the open country. Whatever the reason, 
both Lewis and Clark left the nain Lolo trail at this point and dropped 
dorni the moixitain to Htaagary Creek. Hunpiary Creek is the creek formed 
by the confluence of Obia Creek and Fish Creek which flows into the 
Lochsa River, The eicpedition struck it above the forks of Obia Creek 
and then crossed soae of the upper branches of Fish Greek, but apparently 
used the term Hungary Creek to apply to both forks. The Lewis and Clark 
map of this porticm of theroute, which is remarkably accurate, clearly 
shows the two forks of Hwigary Creek with their route up the north fork 
of Obia Creek. 
Following Clark's tracks of September 19th the main party followed 
along the ridge until they reached the spot where they could see the open 
prairie to the south. They then turned south, hit Obia Creek at the 
junction of Doubt Creek and continued up the stream for about six miles. 
Clark in the meantime proceeded up Hungary Creek and at six miles reached 
a small plain which is located at the forks of Obia Creek. Here he dis­
covered a horse grating, on which his men made their breakfast, leaving 
the remainder hung in a tree for the main party. Two miles beyond this 
he left the creek, crossed the ridge between Obia and Fish Creek just 
west of Boundary Peak, cut across scsne of the upper branches of Fish 
Greek, a Lolo creek tributary, which they subsequently named Fish Creek, 
He followed down this four milesj Lewis following it, said two and one 
half miles, then left it, crossed a mountain, and camped on a small 
stream running to his left which was doubtless Cedar Creek, a tributary 
of Eldorado Creek. September 20th,Clark <»i ahead, the next morning; 
Clark and his six hunters crossed another divide and at four miles 
so 
arrived at th« forks of Lolo and Eldorado Cr#ek. He continued down 
Lolo Creelc f<»* two miles, th«n left it and ttanaed to the westward 
orossicg oiRir th« shoulder of Brown's Bidge and oaae out on WeipjMs 
Prairie, & large ares of open grass oouKtry near *hat la nm ^eippe, 
Idaho» ^ probably entered Weipp® Prairie at its southeastern edge, 
about three miles south of Weippe, Here hs fosaad t»o Ke« Peroe Indian 
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•Ullages, where he was reoei-rod with great kiiMtoefis. The asin |»rty 
followed Clark's trail yp Obia Creek end at the forks fovmd the horse 
that Clark l»d so prudtmtly left behind. After limehiijf tm tlw h^n'se 
they prooeeded IS lailes and mde oamp <m a fidge betareen Pish and 
Eldorado Creek. Water and grass were scarce* The sain party ocsxticued 
on ti» nesct day (Septeai^r 21) and early reached Eldorado Creek after 
on© and a half miles end followed it dosm tero and a >«ilf miles* They 
than tiarned westward through thick timber and across ridges to the 
jvmotion of Lolo and Sldorado Creek. 
Two years age. the writer was at Weippe, Idaho trying to find some traces 
of the old trail south of the tosn but to jey knowledge all traces of 
the trail have disappeared. Feoent burns and new tisber cover have 
precluded finding any trace of this old Indian road. The road evidently 
•eras not used verj' such enyhow, as the main trail swlnpjs sromd to the 
north of the route taken by Lewis and Clark. 
The art0mo<M3 of September 21st the party ci*itinued do®r Lolo 
Creek for a raile below the forks and oaisped at a seall aeadow. Septessber 
22nd ti» main pasirty after ten si les travelirr reached a Nez Psroe villsge 
m Weipjw ftrairie or Quaadsh Flats as it is known new. Lewis records in 
36. Ibid., page 10. 
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his Journal for Septeaber 22nd the following aceoimt of his happiness 
in reaching the level ootaitry of the lowlands: 
...The pleasure I now felt in having triunaped over the Socky 
Mountains and deoending c«ice more to a level and fertile ooixitry 
-where there was every rational hope of finding a offlofortable sub­
sistence for lyself and party can be more readily omoeived than 
expressed, nor the flattering prospect of the final success of 
the expediticm less pleasing.37 
While Lewis and his party had slowly trailed over the moiaitains. 
Captain Clark had oaltitrated the Ghopwnnish Indians. These people had 
not seen a white man before and they were in a state of intense exoite-
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saent. The Indians received the itain party as warraly as the Shoshone 
and Ootlashoots had before. Captain Clark, after spending a day in the 
villapre of the Chopunnish, had proceeded to the main Clearwater or Koo-
skookee and established relations with Twisted Ilair, the chief of these 
Indians. On September 22, Clark and Twisted Hair returned to the Weippe 
village in time to attend the arrival of Levris and the main party. 
The next day the Indians were all asserabled and the two officers 
told them why they had ccsne to their country, where they were bound 
and that they wished to spread peace and goodwill between the red and 
white man. Medals and presents were given to the Indians. Twisted Hair 
invited Lewis and Clark to his lodf^e that evening and gave the explorers 
boiled salraon to eat. The next morning Twisted Hair and Ms followers 
acccsnpanied the explorers down Jim Ford Creek to Twisted Ifeir's camp on 
the Kooskooskee or Clearwater. 
37. Th^itea, op. cit., page 83, irol. 3. 
38. In her book. The Ket Perce Indians Since Lewis and Clark, Kate 
McBeth says that when the white men appeared the Hes Perces were 
going to kill them without further ado. However, there was lying 
ill in on® of the lodges of the Indians a squaw who had been captured 
by the plain Indians SOTse years before and taken to the Red River 
country in Canada. There she saw the white aen and learned to like 
them. She called them the **Say-Poo" or "crowned ones". When she 
heard of the Indian plan she warned the® to treat the whitemen kindly 
and not to harm them. 
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S®pt«Etl)®r 2&th Ggptaia Clark and s yoimg sen went doam the riwr 
^at thm junction of the North Fork with th«. «8in straaia for the purpose 
of finding suitable timber for eanoes that were to be oonstruoted at thet 
point to flwat the ^rty m doim the Kooskooakee. The spot flnslly de­
cided eB3 was oo tlw south side of the Cleanwter opposite the to«m of 
Ahsaka, 
^o jears ego the writer stood on the narrow neck of land which separates 
north fork and the ©sin Clearwater end tried to Tiauslise the osrap 
<m the opposite side with all its bustle and industry In the raeking of 
oenoes mm hvmdred «nd forty years ago. Fcx" several years the stmps 
of the trees that Lewis and Clark out do»R for canoes were still standing 
but when the Sorthens Psolfic laid Its branch line up the Cleanmter tl» 
last of the st\iEg|« was obliterated* 
The land opposite Csnoe Casp is ncm used f<Mr the storage of tele-
ph<me poles that the Potlatoh Lumber Company brings dcsm fro® the Korth 
Fork each spring. 'He state of Idaho has a marker at Q&ncm Gamp whioh 
reminds the interested passer-by thst the first white nsen in that area 
oaiaped there cai September 26th to October 7th, 1805. 
B-^er since that day thet Lewis and Clark had reached Weippe Prairie 
end ffflr raany days afterwards all of the expediticm l»d been very ill as 
the result of the c}mnge of diet. The roots of tbi Cia»s and House did 
not digest very veil in their stossaohs after the days of fasdlne on tlie 
Lolo trail. Clark kept busy giving the mttn Rushes fills. Tarter eEsetie, 
Jalop, etc. 
It is not tl» scope of this paper to trace LewSs and Clart's route 
trcm this point to tiwi Golxsabla and the Pacific Ocean, '^e know that they 
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wsbarked CHJ their handmade ;ar.oe« cm the 7th of October and desoended the 
Clearwater to the Snake^-which In turn was navigated to the jxaictlcai of 
tim Col^Habia near Pasco, "^asMnston. Frae this point they followed the 
Columbia to the sea and arriwd there an "ovember 7, 180S« 
In SeptesBber of 1946 the writer Tisited the Sacajawe* Museum which is rui 
by a Mrs. Bvana, who tea collected a great aftoiait of historical objeota 
and art!facts near the old Spslding IB.8sic«i near Lapsrai, Idaho. 
Evans and was talking about i-he Lewis and Clark Expaditica:) while at her 
museua. She ahoared mo a canoe whioh she swears is one of the canoes 
built by Lewis and Clark# I aia inclined to doubt that story as there 
are no records of the expedition abandtHiing any canoes in that vieinity. 
She showed ise a canteen that she said bel(mged to ti^ party. This could 
be genuine as it does have the clasped hands and tOEBShawkiasignia cm it 
that we know wereimprinted cai the ^dals thi^.t Lewis and Clark gave to the 
Indians. fker« was also a pipe toeahawk which she said belaiged to TVristed 
Hair, the chief we have mentlcaned before. This, too, oould be authentic as 
the Journals aention on October 7th as they were leaving canoe oamp, th» 
following« 
I continued ^rry usnrell but obliged to attend every thing all the 
canoes put into the water and loaded, fixed our oanoes as veil as possible 
t as we were about to set out we faissed both of the chiefs who 
proBiise to aocoQ|»ny us. I also missed ssy Pipe ToiMhawk which could not 
be found.39 
We have followed the first white men over the Lolo trail. The next 
spring they return up the Clearwster on their way back to oivilisatioc. 
They have spent the winter at Fort Clapsop at the mouth of t e Columbia 
River ar>d in the spring they return by way of the Clearwater River. Their 
trail Is somewhat different cm the return joumeyi they ascend the Clear­
water as far as Kaasiah vslleyj there they established wtiat they called Camp 
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Chopurmish end remained there fraa May 13th to Jxjne 10th as it was 
useless to attempt to reoross the Bitterroots until the snow had 
jwlted and the streasss had passed their flood waters. The oamp was 
looated less then two miles belov Eaniah, Idaho end tm the opposite 
side of the Kooslcooskee River, ttie railway now outs aeross the old 
village flat and the railiwiy bridge crosses thr> Kooskooskee at the 
same point. 
the explorers had a w<mderf\il tiiae at Camp Chopunnish. fhe 
Indians were hospitable, gaiw» and water were abundant and ti» valley 
itself is a beauty to behold, the men enjoyed this weloome rest 
along t>» Chopwinlsh but when the ramth of June had rolled around 
they were iapatient to be gone. The Indians warned the® not to start 
too early but they «®re anxious to start. Cto June 9th the Captains 
observed thst the rl-vmm are lower and so they decided to set out. 
On June 10th thsy oolleoted their horses and set out for "Quamish 
Flats''©f Weippe* Aa&mding the river hills they oriMised the divide, 
descended to Collins or Lolo Creek which was swollen and difficult to 
ford} they t}^ crossed the streaa again, clisbed the !&ountain and 
going nortbarard reached the prairie and caisped on the banks of a staall 
oreek in a point of the woods bordering the level and beautiful jwairie. 
Tiw expedition resained at this oanp froes June 10th to 15th. Meanwhile 
they 8«\t the hunters. Fields and ift'illard, forward tight ndles to a 
j^airte cffi this side of Collins Greek with orders to himt until tliey 
caught up. Qa June 15th the c«rty followed their old trail to Mussel­
shell Creek, but leaving the old trail at that point they reacluid Collins 
Creek at a point south from the forks where they overtook Fields and 
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Willard. Wien crossing th# «trefii& stnd th« *Moh li® south 
of th® ©astern Ijranoh at a point about tm ssilea above th« saiiB fork® 
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where they oaspad in • little botttm. Cte tl» 16th sndl 17th they virt-
t»lly retraced their old trail crossing Rungary Creek twlo« ais th#y 
states In olisibing th« ^pur of th« motmtalns l««diEg fro® Hiasgary Cre«k 
Borth#a8t to feh« ®8in ditdd# betwsen tl» north or Chopijomiah, Fork sad 
th# Loehs« Fork of the So©skoo#k«e, they fomd theseel-Tes. 
Soveloped In snow frost twelve to fifte<m feet is depth, even <m 
tl» south side of the moaataiiis with the fullest expoettre to the sun, 
winter noar presented iteelf in all it« rigor, tl» air was keen and 
ot;^* hands and feet bentamhed. •• 
To proceed therefore laader ayoh oiroiaastanoes -would be hazardous or 
being bewildered in tl^ Koimtalna, and to inaure tl» loss of otir horses 
and even should be so forttmate aa to esoape with <mr liwa, we might 
be obliged to abandm all o\ir papers and oolXeotims* It was therm fore 
that to venture ary Hirther...,,.,. ouar tmggage was placed on 
scaffolds^ and carefully cca-sred, as were also the Instrments and papers 
which we thought it sal^r to leave than to risk thea over the roads and 
creeks by which we cam« 
Iteving completed this operaticm we set out at (me o'clock and tread­
ing back our steps, reached Hungary Creek which we ascending for two 
^les till, finding 8<»e scanty grass, we enoeaped. The r«in fell diaring 
tl» rreater j»rt of ti» evening and as this was ttM first tim we had 
even be<m oorapelled to make any retri^rade sov^sent, we feared tl^t it 
might depress tl:;« sj^rits of the next j but though they were soeMnrlMit 
dejected at the oiroirastances, the obvious necessity precluded all re-
pining. 
It was a serious and gloo^ tiine but they bore tl^mseXves nobly in 
their disappolntaaents. Again they learned by hard, bitter experiemce 
that the Indians knew prevailing ccHaditirass better t}mn they, and lad 
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spoken the truth to thein. 
The ex|»diti(m.now retreated to the camp on Quasish flats and sent 
Drewyer and ShannoD to the Kama® Prairie to <Migage an Indian guide. 
40> b. g. Wheeler, trail of Lewis and Claric, (Hew York^ The 
Knickerbocker Press, 1904) 2s 281 
41. Ibid, page 282. 
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Th» expedition then remained in oa»p vmtil the 24th of June when 
again they set forth upon their journey. The journal account of the 
trip back to Travelers Reat Greek is as follows: 
Set out <Hi a second attempt to cross the mountains* On reaching 
Collins Creek we foxmd cmly one of our men (Frasier) who informed us 
that a short time before he arrived there yesterday, the two Indians 
tired of waiting had set out, and the other four of our isen (Gass, 
Wiser and H, and J, Helds) and aceampanied them as they were directed. 
After haltin, we went on to Fish Creek the branch of Hungary Creek 
where we had slept wi the 19th inst. Here we overtook two (Gass and 
Wiser) of the party who had gone on with the Indians and had been 
fortxmate enough to persuade them to wait for us. During our stay 
at Collins Creek, they (B. and J, Fields) had killed only a single 
deer and of this they had been very liberal to the Indians whom they 
had been prevailing uptMi co remain| so that they were without provis-
itms and two (E, and J. Fields) of thea had set out for another branch 
of Hungary Creek, where we shall meet them tcaaorrow. In the evKjing 
the Indians, in order, as they said, to bring fair weather for our 
jovu-ney set fire to the woods. As these consisted chiefly of tall 
firtrees with very ntanerous dried branches the blase was aliaost instant­
aneous} and as the flame mounted to the highest trees, it resembled 
a splendid display of fireworks. June 25th c,ne of our guides oaaplained 
of being sick a symptcaa by no means pleasent, for sickness is generally 
with an Indian. "The ia*etex± for abandraiing an enterprise which he dis­
likes. He promised, however, to overtake usj we therefore left him with -
his two canpanions and set out at an early hour. At eleven o'clock 
we halted for dinner at the fork of Hmgary Creek, where we found our 
two men (H. and J. Fields) who had killed nothing. Here too we were . 
joined rather unexpectedly by our two guides who now appeared disposed 
to be faithful to th«ir engagements.....In the evening we arrived at 
Htmgary Creek and halted for the night about a mile and a half below 
our camp of the 16th inst. 
June 26th having collected our horses and taken breakfast, we set 
out at six o^clockj and pursuing our former route (June 17th) at length 
began to ascend for the seoond time the ridge of the mountains...on 
reaching the top of the mountains we found our deposit42 touched... 
It required two hours to arrange our baggage and prepare a hasty 
meal, after which the guides urged us to set off, as we had a l<»ig ride 
to make before reaching a spot where there was grass for our horses. 
We inowited and following their steps sometimes crossed abruptly steep 
hills then wound along their sides near tremendous precipices, where 
had our horses slipped we would have been lost irrecoverably. Our 
route bay on the ridgy mountains which seiparate the waters of the Koos-
kooskee and Chopunnish, above the heads of all the streams so that we 
met no nmning waters. The whole cpmtry was completely covered with 
42. Cache made an first attempt to travel east <m June 17th, ^ 
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•ROW, exo«pt that ooo««8i®nally we saw a few square feet of earth, 
eb tl^ roots of acaaae trees aroimd which the enow had dissolved*45 
The K«xt day thoy brc4ce oanp early and tra-^led aliaost identical 
coiantry as the dey beforej <ki this day the trr.velera stop at the 
Indian Post Office which they mentioD briefly in their journals, as 
follows: 
At eight miles distance we reaohed an esdcenoe where the ladiens 
have raised a cowio aotand of stone six or eight feet high m ^hich 
is fixed a pole ©ade of |rf.ne about fifteen feet long* Sgre we sat 
and smoked for aossm time at the request of the l&diaQS..*44 
On this day the travelers remarked on the woaderful capacity of 
their guides to r^Miin on the trail although covered for long 
stretches with snow. 
But our guides traverse this trackless reeicai with kind of 
instinctive sagacity} they neirar hesitate they are never embarassed} 
and so tmdevisting is their steps that whenever the snow has dis­
appeared for even a hundred paces we find the suimser road.•.4S 
After some tiiae at the Indian Post Office the travelers resumed 
their route and at a distance of about ten miles they reached their 
old camp of September 16, 1805 and continued m for nine miles, 
covering a total distance of twenty eii^ht miles without takinf: the 
pecks off their horses' backs, or iriving tt«iE «nythin|» to eat. The 
horses the next morning presented a rather gaunt appearance when 
they were collected and packed to reswie the journey. The Indians 
had prcBnised hoy.'ever, that they would reach frrass around noon and 
so an early start was aaide. Tn about six miles the travelers passed 
the site of their camp on Septesiber 15, 1805} a mile and a half furtlier 
cm they passed the point where they had rejoined the Lole trail at the 
43. lilliot Cooes, History of the Expedition Under Lewis and Clark 
(Hew Torks F. P. Pkrper Coiapany, 1893) page S)S. 
44. Ibid., pare 507. 
45. Ibid., page 609. 
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top of Wendover ridge on the western .ioumey, but this time they 
remained on the main trail so that the descent dcwn to the vicinity 
of Powell Sanger Station they had made on the 14th of September (m 
their westeim journey was not repeated. The travelers moved <m 
another thirteen miles and found themselves on the ridge above the 
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fisheries. As the mountains here were on a southern exposure, the 
snow had disappeared and grass wf>s to be foxsad so camp was made for 
" V ' -  "  
the nip-ht. The next day, «ialy 29, they orastlnued axong the ridge 
until at a distance of five miles the ridge terminated and they 
ascended to the main branch of the Kooskooskee near where they pre-
sent day Camp Craek joins the main stream# fhey than forded thm 
ormek and ascended for two miles the st«@p aoolivities of m momt-
aiHj on the staisidt of which they fotmd their old road of the follw-» 
ing spring coining in» TvrelTe miles frc^ camp they reached present 
day Camp Creek and graced their horses in the wide meadows foimd 
there* Com tinning on their journey seven miles farther witil they 
reached the hot springs of the fall before® Drewyer had been success­
ful with his rifle and the party was cheered by the pleasing prospect 
of Teniaon for supper# 
The next morning a deer oamm to the springs for salt snd was 
killed by the party before mo^jntini^ their horses for the ioumey of 
June 30th# The travelers now followed dmn Travelers Rest or Lolo 
Creek on its north side until at a distance of thirteen miles they 
4? 
stopped on the same creek^ at which they ted noon camp on September 
46# Weirs they had foimd on their detour on their way to the west 
coast# 
47. This is (Graves Creek# 
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12th of last year. The road here forks, one branch going north to the 
Clarksfork and the other continuing eastwmrdly towards the Bitterroot 
River. 
From Travelers Rest Creek, Clark went south over Gibbon's Pass 
to the Beaverhead and over Bozeman Pass and up the Yellowstone Siver 
•sphere he met Captain Lewis at the junction of the Yellowstone and 
Missouri. Captain Lewis went north to the Hellgate and up the Big 
Blaokfoot Hiver and over the Continental Divide, at present day Lewis 
48 
and Clark Pass. On the eastern side of the mountain he explored the 
Sun and Marias Hivers and marked the way for future travelers to OOTie 
on their way to the Paoifie. 
This closes a very important chapter of Idiie Lolo trail, Lewis and 
Clark have conquered and mapped it for the others who will craae later. 
They are the first white men to travel the Lolo Trail, 
48. Clark never saw Lewis and Clar^ Another geoj^raphical error 
in place names. 
Chapter 4 
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THE ?aH TSADEH MD MS LOLO TEAIL 
Following Lewis asd Claa^c, th# Horthoeet regicm ksb fre^jucmted 
for years <mly tl» traders «nd trappers, and so thwwagh isere 
their expi«8*«tiOBS that no portioss of the ocRmtry rwaalned to 
explored after 13^* In their search tor header these hardy ®o«nt-
ain smn lad oo-iwred practioally ewry route nowadays ecsnverted Into 
sain hlghHrays* the Flathead eouBtary wis a© es^ptim to the general 
rule} Is faot^, slnoe It w&a a regicm rich in furs d«rin|:; f<«rty 
years which spaimed the height of the fta* trade it iwis frequented 
at various times by the laa^ority of those whose saiesea have srcne 
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down in t)M atmals of the fur trade. 
Eirm thot^h the Lolo ft'ail was saie of the jwiraary entrances to 
the Flathead country from tl» heed% atars of the Snake and Clear-
walair Si vers ,'t played a negligible role in providing a thwough-
fare for the fur traders. There are several explanationa for tlwse 
hardy individuals avoiding the I>olo trail as a ^eans of aooess to 
ti» Flathead o<»mtary« Qti9 explanatic®, and perhaps tl» parmmomt 
one was the Lolo traillt reputation for being extremely rt^ged and 
difficult to travel. Even tl» Indians who w«re gacerally indlffersnt 
to tarail eonditifms were not- too lutppy to aot as guides^ .when any«> 
one suggested Lolo as a route over the stoisjtains to the Fletbead 
country. 21»e early brigade leaders must have been aware of its 
barrenness of beaver and its extreisely fatl<|uing oourse, frosn the 
49. Chitt<Bidfl®, Pit., vol. page 891. 
d«8 0rlpti0Bts found in the dlffeieiat editieais of the Lewis and Clark 
journals which we ksow wag faffllllar to sc»»e of the Northwest and 
Hudson's Bay C®nip«iiybrigade leaders. That Lewis and Clark infor­
mation tras available can be seen when Da?id fh®ap«<Hi; remarks in his 
journals that he had a copy of the Lewis and Clark joamStls with 
his for reference when he was exploring the ClarksforV fiiver Valley 
5ust five years after the expedition of those intrepid explorers/ 
Another explanatltm why the fur traders avoided the Lolo trail 
was the fact that tiwre had been established at early dates trading 
posts along ti^ Clarksfork Hiver Valley thet stade oon-renient stop­
ping places for the big brigades that trapped for plews in the Flat­
head coiBitry. Spokane House and Sal^sh or Flathead posts were two 
of these early way stations that had cffiisiderable influence in woo­
ing travel away the Lolo as well as the St. Hegis Borgia and 
Nes Perce routes* Spokane Hoiise was located near present day Spokane, 
Washington,at the jimction of the Little Spokane and Spokane Ri-rors. 
David ThoKpscm established Spokane House in 1810 and the year before 
had constructed Selush House just east of present day Thcanpson Falls, 
Mcastana. Th«spson not caaly had ccnstimcted these posts, but had 
thoroughly mapped and explored most of the Iwj^th of the Clarksfork 
River frem it« juncticai with the Colvsnbia to the Hellgate Roide. 
It is sisall woaader then, that the fur traders would prefer the 
Clarksfork rou1» to any of the others. With accurate maps and posts 
at strategic intervals, thanks to I^vid Thraipscm, the Clarksfork 
Siver route was a favorite with the fur traders. 
As has been mentioQed before^the Clarksfork route oould be used 
a good share of the winter season because of a more moderate oliawte 
mny ot i:h« o%h«r more southern routes ovmr the Bitt«rroot#» 
Captftla Killftn cogm years after 89l«eti«f the St. l^s 
rout® in pr«f®rs®e® to tlio ^larksfork Valley trail, l^eoause h« 
thougM th« sore seutfeera route would mtvsrmlly hsiw a slider 
oliaate, had tMs to says 
,,,! »oul4 Stat# tiat has 1 knam i» 10S4 wi»t I 4id not l«ar& 
tmtil 16^, I should hati# r«oo^i@eR4o4 that tho s^otlora road ^^oa 
^toin« Plasta* to the £bll*a gatai should follomd, at any 
cost of ocmstruotlon it oalled for, tJ» (Jlark*s route instead of 
tbe ©eotie® vie tia* Ci»ur d* Alene sdssioa. But it vas not witil 
a later date, irtiea *e lad mde snow profile® hy sieasurinf its 
depthi every tarn ailea during th# wlater end amA« a reoord 
of the readings of tJie theriaoi^ter on feoth sides, that we were 
enatsled to fcrm a Juat eoBparatiiw of eaob* I oan only 
trust that the developments tnkin*; plaoe so rapidly In that region 
el 11 yet dwaand that the Clark's Fork be opened*oSO 
Captain Mullanh obser-vatifms oertaiinly proved to be oorreot 
and his hope that that route be opened was AilAlled *hen the 
S^rthem Baeific railriwd used the Clarksfork Valley far tiielr 
sssin line to the j»cifto ooast* 
When csae omsidered the ft|Ct that trm roi^hly the first of 
Deo«sber to the first of July the Uolo and fles Feroe Passes were 
snoeboisic, and that ti» St» He^is Borgia was snoefree oily a raocth 
earlier than these treilSi^ it is easily understood why the traders 
and trappers used the Flathead trail in preferenoe to these other 
three* 
Aaotimr reasoc fcsr tJ» popularity of the Flathead Route with 
these hardy traders, was its ge^raphioal relationships to the 
B*in supply posts of Sorthwest and Hudson's Say Goia^nies. 
The K{»rtfcwe8t Ooepany mis organised mem. after the Aiaeriean 
Sd, ^llan, Johns cm ttm. 
tram ^ort MUm WjiHa:..ta-F4gfe..Ba^tap (WaMnfton'-Sowmffient 
Printing <^fl©e, ISeS) Psge 6-7. 
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BeimlutiQiQary war by s umber of M«3tr»al aerohaotB. This n«r 
had Issediately penetrated into soufchweatens Canada, a»d with ti» dis­
covery of Athabasca fti»« and the Kootena# ^wr by David thfmpsm, 
their proolivltias extandad aouttward &imr tha presi®Bt bordar lato 
tha r«gi«i of a«!rtl»rn Idaho asd aortlsfastefti lft»ta»«» During tha 
«urly ymmrrn of the fur trada, fur# ware saat to Fort Ulliaia hy way 
of tha l^ok and SootKiaa Bivara. Sine® Baok Bivar, the s1»rt of t}» 
trail, was right on tta» Clarkafopk routa It **« qyita iap^rtant to 
tha traders Ib thet r««|%st« Th» is tar fwr trada saw Fort Vsaoouvw, 
eft tha lowar CoIiraMa, baocBdng t}» a»ia supply routa, and goods ware 
sant ovar tha short-out aoroas t3\a Sp^^ana Plains to ti» Company Post 
at Fort Has Paroa. Ivae using this routa thera was a diraot oonneotion 
with tha Flathaad trail via Spokane Houaa arid tha Spirit Laka out-off. 
This relatioDShip of tJis Flatt^ad trail in the aattar of diraot o<ai-
naoticm with Port Williaa^ Paroa and Vanowavar also «cplalns wigr 
tha fur trada \ised tha Clarksfork routa la praferenca to any of tha 
other three. 
Qtia oannot say,howawr, that nsna of tha fur tradars asad tha Lolo 
trail* J0I93 Work, who l^dad th« Snaka Rivar Brigade in 18S1, \aillka 
most of the fur traders, kept a journal and in It gives an interesting 
acoo?j0nt of travel over tha Lolo trail during the tiae of tha fur trade, 
A good desoriptioc of fall traveling oiMaditioBS over the trail can 
gleaned fre® quoting axtanaivaly fro® Ms journals. On kogvmt 18, 
1831, W«rtE left Fort Tanoouver f<M* a great trading and trap|dng ex­
pedition to the flathaad and Blaokfoot oo^try* the expediteodQ 
Sl« l^vidson, G« C<, Tt» Hcytlarest Coapany (Barkalyt OniWrsi^ of 
California Press, ISlfe) ^ge 9. 
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cemsisted of over forty men infetir Ijoatsj they resohed Fort See 
Peroe on August 50th and remained at the fort for SCSSMJ days await­
ing recruits and horses frrea Fort ColTille. On Septesher llth the 
party left Fort Sest Peroej they proceeded east altsng the northern 
edge of the Blue Moiaitains by an old Indian trail, until they 
reached the Snake Hiveri they then traveled up the Snake to its 
Jtmoticaa with the Cleamrater and at the coofluenee of the north 
and south forks ascended the ridge to Weippe prairie. Works dis-
criptifflfi of his Journey oirer the Lolo trail is as followst 
Sat# Sept, 24, Cold in the morning but fine weather afterwards. 
Cfflatinued our Journey tme and <»)e-half hoxirs, jR.Te miles up the 
river to a ferk52which falls in fro® the northward, where we en-
oaiaped with soen Indians as it would have been too long to go to 
another good encampment. There is plenty of grass for the hcwses. 
Sunday Sept. 25th continued our Journey up the riirer to where the 
road leaves the river to strike into the country to Camass Plain. 
The country hilly and partially wooded. Monday Sept. 26th fine 
weather but cooler in the morning* Quitted the river and proceeded 
across the country twenty isiles E.H.E. to Casass Plains. The road 
through a woody ooantry, very hilly in the moraing but pretty level 
afterwards. Fotmd some Indians here. It is a great place for ool» 
lecting CansBss. 
Tuesday Sept. 27th sharp f^ost in the night, and cooler in the 
morning, fine weather during the day. Did not raise caap in order 
to allcnr the horses to feed before taking the sussmit. Some horses 
were traded fran the Indians and SOT» exchanged. It is very diffi­
cult to effect any bargians with them. 
Wednesday Sept. 28th Sharp frost in the night fine weather 
afterwards. Proceeded caa our Journey five and one half hours 
eighteen isiles H.S.E. to a little plain, the greater ]^rt of the 
way through very thick woods and difficult rcmd though well fre­
quented. 
Thursday, Sept. 29th fVost in the morning fine weather after­
wards. Did not raise camp due to (me of Satrux children, a little 
girl who had been seme tiaie ailing, dying this morning. 
Friday Sept. 30th fog and fVost in the ©oming line weatter 
S&, Clioptmnish or ncarth fork of the Cleanrater. 
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afterwards. Proceeded on our journey eight h®ursj twenty fota* miles 
H.K.E» through oontinued tMek woods and up several steep hilla and 
encamped in a valley where tber is very little grass for the horaes 
and very little vraiter. 
Friday Sept. SOth began to rain a little before daylight and rained 
all day. In the evening a great deal ofthunder with very heavy rain 
and hail. Raised oaiap and moved eaie and ®i»-half hours, four »ile« 
K.H.E. to a little valley,SSwhere there is a little grass for the 
horses. The oovmtry here has been burnt and is pretty bare of wood. 
Sat. Oet. let, began to snow in the night, and snowed all day. 
The bad weather deterred us from raising camp. H. Plante lost a colt 
yesterday. 
S\mday Oct. 2nd. Scaae snow in the morning cold weather the snow 
thawing continued our ^oxumey eight and one-half hours, twenty foiir 
miles H.H.N.E. over very steep hills and through thick wood and en­
camped later in the evening in a deep valleyM with little or no 
grass and nothing but brambles and briars for our horses to feed up-
cm. We let them loose in the night and expect we will be able to 
find them in the morning as they cannot travel in the ( ?• )^ Our 
Indian guide returned for us this morning; we have now fallen on 
the great road.56 There is a better place for encamping tm the hill 
behind vw, but we did not know it. ^o horses gave up tm the way. 
The snow <m the hills is about nine inches deep. Both people and 
horses much fatigued and completely drenched arrival at caiap. 
The soft meltl»g"sn«w falling off the trees wets ever^hing. 
Monday Oct, Sr4. Pair weather till towards evening w}»n it be­
gan to sn^w, Cmtinued our journey four and one half hours N.N.E, 
seventeen sdles over steep hills, through thick woods and encamped 
later in the evening in a hill t}» side of which was clear of woods 
and where we had the satisfacticai of finding a good deal of grass 
for our horses though it was covered with snow. 56 By dayliieht all 
hands were seeking the horses, most of the® were fomd soener tlain 
expected, atmo of thejB could not be found during the day the people 
went in search of theo till late, but the one trusted to the other 
and I think did not seek effectually for them. 
Tuesday Oct, 4th snowed thick nearly all day the snow melting a 
little. Did not raise camp tm account of the bad weather and to 
allow the people to seek the stray horses, they were off in quest of 
tt»Bi all day, thiree of them wr« foimd, there are still missing 
seven... 
63. On Ifosselshell Creek. 
54. I^ep saddle <m Weitas Creek. 
55. The IJOIO trail as \2sed by the Indians. 
56. Present day Bald Mountain. 
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(tet. §th Sncnring mmt of the (ley^ tlw snm asIMs 
«8 it 
C<sitin«#d our rout# fl^wn hours fiftews aiiles S.S, E« through thiok 
wood# BBd omr 030 very steep as4 eoosffij^d Ister la m 
sisill mNtKp «itb sosreely «ay grsss end tMt little e^vered vlth snovS? 
so tl^t the po«r starrtsg hrapsss eould not g#t st it. Owlag to tha 
soft snav felling sad the had weather the people, and horses »tKih 
fstlgued, s dlsmel enoemfm&ent* 
fhorsdey Oot. Sth» Snowed the »ost of t!^ day. It ires late W* 
fore the hor«*s vere fsnmd SBd sm» of thms not till owning. 
W» nevertheless raised oaap end aarohed four and (me^half h«a*s, 
twelve fd.le8 H.B, K. over billy ooimtry thlokly w<M)ded and moamped 
In eFimEsi&g m tl» side of a hill olear of vo(^s and very little 
mm with a little grass, and bsrheg# soattered thlokly over lt.S8 
Our poor horses will he ahle to feed allttle* A few lodges of tl» 
people r^Dnlned behind to seek the s^ray horses.** A horse Iwlmg* 
ing to L« Pa\^ died la the enoeatment. Soma more horses gave up im 
the vay. 
Friday, Ckst. 7th. Snowed thiok, and oold weather tl» most of the 
day. 
Prooeeded oj our jov.roey five and aae-half hours, fifteen oiles, 
and naoamped vl^re there Is a little feeding fw the horses on the 
deollnity of a hill where there is a little snow and pretty olear of 
vood. the people vho rffi^ls«d behind (^n&e i^p with the oasp» fhey 
f(»and all the horses that were astray yesi^rday, but two owQsot be 
fotmd today, fwo of ms, J. Louis and f« Tyburn who wmxt baek 
to a si%tion of the first la quest of the stray hordes, but sacw 
nothing of th«n. T|^ snow m tl» aotmtains there Is nearly six feet 
deep« it vas with dlffioulty they could keep the t»ek. We have not 
yet had the snow a foot deep* The road today lay over hills, one of 
thfflB very steep^, end the raid embarrassed with fsllen wood* 
Saturday Oct. 8th air weather. 
Continued our journey five and csie»hslf hours, flfte«s sdles over 
a suocession of Mils and down a very steep bank to the river50, which 
we left on Hm 25th of Seplmnber. Here wa stopped for the night though 
we are ajaong the woods, and soaroely any gi^ss for the horses but ws 
ai^ehend several of the horses would not tws able to get to a little 
statltm ahead, but im do not know how far. Here we Mve no snoer... 
Svmday Oct. 9tii. ^Ined In the night and forepirt of the day. 
^Ised o«sp and aarohed two and oie-talf hours, a eight siles 
§7. Indian Grave Casp. 
Indian Post Office. Work doesn't saHitioo the pyramid of stones 
because tbs trail contours tJw aomtaln an the north side. 
1^. Ko<»kooskee or Loohsa. 
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up & steep l<8ig hill to a small oreek60 with scsne swampy clear groxmd. 
Or ita banks where ther is a good deal of good grass for the horaes, 
of which theyare in much needs. Scene of the people remained behind 
to alitor the horses to feed and repose, they said they foiaad a little 
grass among the hills. 
Mmday Oet. 10th. Hained and a little snow fell in the night and 
forepart of the day. 
the bad weather detered us frraa raising eamp, moreever, o\ir horses 
are in muoh need of feeding# this is a good place. State of the people 
who were behind osm-p up, 80®e remain behind still. 
Tuesday, Oct. 11th. "Very heavy rain all day, 
Cta aocomt of the bad weather we did not raise oasip. Though the 
horses have a good feeding this e®itinued rain is auch against them, 
and a great many of theat are very lean. 
Wednesday, Oct. 12th. Caatinual rain and sleet in the night and 
all day. 
Did not raise eaaip the rest of the people who remained behind came 
up, they are o<Hapletely drenohed. 
Thursday, Oct* 13th, Overoast, fair ireather forepart of the day 
rain in the evening. 
Raised camp and prooeeded i;lar«e and one-half hours, eleven miles 
north to a saall plain at hot springs an Saloas RiverSl the road • 
today not hilly but very auoh embarrassed with fallen wood, and 
fatiguing cm tlw horses* Three gave up by the way and three were lost 
at the enoarapment and could not be found, a^d <Hie lost in the wood. 
The people who are ahead killed fourteen beaver. 
Friday October 14th Light rain In the morning, it then faired a 
little, but the rain 80<m caine em again and continued all day. 
Raised camp and marched five and rase-half hours, fifteen miles 
north to a little fork which falls in froro tl» westward. S2 The read 
very hilly and slip^ry and miry and exceeding fatiguing both on the 
horses and the people. Some of the horses gave up on the vtLy owing 
to the bad road and the bad weather. This was a most harassing <^y 
both <m ths men and horses. S(»Be of the people were out hxaiting but 
60. ^e Glade Cireek of Lewis and Clark or present day Pack Creek. 
61. Graves Creek, the creek which the road to Clarksfork river 
follcmrs at present* 
62. Saloas Mirer, Travelers Beat Creek or present day Lolo Creek 
draining into the Bitterroet. 
witliout Thsre ar® a f«» chlvaraoxes about this plain. 
Hohette killad a bear. 
Saturday Oatober ISth. Oyercaat, showery weather. Did not 
raise oasip in order to allor t>*e horses to repose a little and feed 
after the hard days work yeaterday, th^ are mesth fatigued. Those 
that were left behind yesterday mwre brot^ht to the oasp tMa 
aoming. Several of the people out la®ting. Satoia killed tux* 
keer« Sodif one, T, %dth two and Charlie ane sheep. 
Sunday, Cfett. 16th clear, fine, ay weather. not raise 
oaap in order to allcw? the horses to f«ed as tl»re ia pretty good 
grass here, and as we amat aoois begia night gt»rd. It was aore-
over, neoeeeary to dry out tMngs, they are nearly rotten. Soiae 
of the horaea ^rtsloh were left behind were bro?^ht up, A part of 
tl^ people raised oajsp and aowi to a short enoaapraeat farther caa. 
Soeae of the people are out hm.tiRg. 
Mcsnday (kst. 17th. cloirfy, showery weather, lalsed oaap and 
prwseeded three houM, nine siilea S.I. E. to a nioe plainc4 where 
there is a good f^seding for the horses, the aea a!»ad killed bea­
ver and one elk and two 1»aver. 
Tuesday, Oct. 18th nlmidy, showery in the aftemooD. 
Contini»d our journey six hours, E.K. S. ttmlve miles down 
the river to Bitterroot Hiver. The road good. Ber« we ooiswneed 
night guard oa our horses. Some of the people were hteating but 
with little 8t»oess.6S. 
After reaching Bitterroot R5wr, Work followed Ceptair. 
Lewis* trail up tl» Blaekfoot Hiver and over I^ewis and Clark Paas 
to tiMi Sub Biver «aid ths easterc foothills of the Hooky "oimtains. 
His trading jmrty was not suooessful beeeuae of the hostility of 
the Blaekfoot Indiana. 
Work never used the Lolo trail again nor do we have any record 
of any of his successors using this route, '^oric was quite die-
owraged with the trail and in all probability warned others of 
its exti^me r\^e<te^e8s. 
si# dhivemux - fV«fioh fW dear# 
64. ^ear Wooden* 
S5. Jofm Work, Journal of an Hxpedititm frcKa Vanoouver to the 
Flatheads an^ the l^laokfeet o^ t^ BsoUlo gortt^st. 
(Cleveland* the Arthur R. Clark Company i^^S) 1^'^d by 
%lliam S. l^nria end Bsul C. Phillips. 
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There probably were some fVee trappers stnd traders who used this 
rugged road, but as the fraternity of the fur trade wag not much 
interested in letters, no record that we know of exists of any other 
of the brigade leaders, or any others using this thoraughfare to reach 
the Flathead Country# 
Clmpt0r B 
HIE mssioBAmw 
R«ligioE s&m to thm vtelnity of th« Lolo trail during th« #r« 
of the fur trader bat taslike the far trsde it feBc««e a permnrnxt 
rather thsa m transitory iastit«Moa» A d<iair« for r«llg?oas 
eoBBnaiioat«d it««lf to the flatfeead Indian® dm to tl»lr 
ooutaots with of Catholic Iroquoi* lsdi«n« l^t wmrm #«nt to 
th» Flathead ooimtry hy th« Hudaeo'a Bay Coa|»ny* These Iroquois 
}mA 0QB» in o«n1»ot with th« Jesuits of upi»r Canada and soat of 
thws had bee case em-mrts to the Catholic religiosi. In t^ early 
1850*» Bay Cos^my «««t the Iroquois to the Flathead 
country t>«oause of their skill as trappers. fl»se Iroquois told 
the FlatJwads of the Blaokrohes who were a hlaok go<m, oarried a 
hotdt, end nerer raarried. frm these iwmderlng Iroquois tl» Flat-
heads reeeiwd their first eon«»ption of Christianity. The Flat-
heads were ooE-vert^i? to the Black Hohes religioK throt^h the ef forts 
' of lf;Tjaoe LaMousse, tjsually called Old Igsace to dlstingxdsh hia 
fro® his SOB, young Ipiace. Old i™aoe worked hard, taryiag to 
isspart what informtlon he had at his disposal to the Flatheads. 
After iBuch effort he decided that they needed the help of a Catho-
lio Father. 
During a period of twenty j-ears, four separate pi/grim" :»s 
were mde by th» Indians to St. L<Hais to obtain Blaokrobes as 
teaohers. In 18S8 their persistence was rewarded wl»n persiss-
ian was giiwn to Father De Sset to aoocRspasy then laick to ti» Flat-
bead cot»?try to establish a missiosi. tm Flatheads were at Qre<m 
River to laeet his, and the oosabined party passed throv^h Jackson 
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Hole, across thm T®t<m recge to Pierr®*s Hole where sixteen hundred 
flatheads and Pasid d* Orel lies were there to met him. Things locdred 
so prordsing to De Saet at that point tJmt he decided to retxim to 
St. Louis that same seasm to Und aseans to fotmd a perswisent JsissSm. 
Pimds t»ere not awilable at St. Louis and so Be Saet raised t)» fonds 
hifflself in Bew Orleans. On April SO, 1841 De ^amt left St. Louis 
for the Indian aomiary^ aeeoiaiamiisd hy Father Wioholas wad Sregeary 
ftttigarini and three 3a y brothers. S<»ie Plat!^ads met the party at 
Fort ffsll and esoor^d the Blaokrobes up the Snake River. Winding 
their way mmr the Costlnental W^de they reaohed the imters of the 
T 
BeaTarhead where they set the min body of the FlatlwMid Indians. 
After a few days rejcdoing tlas ooesbined |»rty ascended th® slopes of 
the Eowitains^ reorossed tl» Continental l^vide and foiasd themselves 
at tT» headswters of tim Clarksfork Biwr. They passed through Deer 
Lodge Tslley and follcwing the Clarksfork tlwy finally arriired at 
^ the present day eity of J&ssoula, then turned southeest and entered the 
Bitterroot Valley. About tsmity eight siles up this -valley tl»y halted 
and made preparaticms for the establishing of a aissicm. To ooaamefflorate 
the Blessed Virgin, father Ve Siwt named the adssioD St. M»ry*s, also 
calling the -willey, the river, and the rugged peak to the west In her 
honor. Ctely the peak and tl«» ®lssi«Bi retain their original desig-
natic«i»66 
TImi next ysar was a busy me for Father De Sî t} the ^ssion was 
osBistrvasted of oottosnwood l«^s, and shakes asade of cedar served for 
66. Pialladlno, Indians and Whites in tbs Sc«rthwest.^ Lanoaster, 
(Hekershi^ ihjblisWLiig cWp«»y, 1922} ^ge 
m 
shingles* Moat of the Flat}Mad Indians were Peptized and educated 
in the rlttral of the Cefeholio Faith# In 1845 Be Saet returned frota 
a trip to Europe, bringing with hira Father IsYslll* It was F^ttl^r 
IkvsXll ^ho constructed a SJBall saw mill frott the sswtal tires of 
««fC3i3 wheels in order to out the posts and luaber that wer« neceesery 
for t}^ erection and aalntalnlng of suppleaseatary ®issl<K3 bxdldings* 
Father Ha-paHi also s<mt to Europe for two ssiall Bdllstones and cwt-
struoted fras odds and ends a grlsteill thst could grind in a day a 
do*en busl»ls of grain into flour. Various vegetables and grains 
*»re planted and thrived vmder the watchful care of Father Havalll 
and his Flathead helpers. A start -ma mde in the dcsiestio breeding 
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of cattle, hogs, and other dcsestio aalE«ls. The influence of the 
zaissicr.arles sl^dlly grew during tht short peri<^ iMtntiixted, and 
Indians ccms^mtly Plaited the misslcm froa all the neighboring red 
nations. Even the hostile Blackfeet cuae to St. Mary's Missiosi. 
There are three good reasons why the Lolo trai 1 was not used 
much by tlw oisslanariesi the first and moat Important reason being 
that «m tJ» western <md of the Lolo trail the ^wrend Spalding had 
fetmded a mission the banks of the Cleartrater at tl» south of 
Lapsnal Creek. This salssloi had been fomded by th« kmriomi Board 
for Foreign l&ssiacts, a Pirotest^nt organlEatic«| o<mseq\»ntly there 
wB# no desire on the part of the Catholic Fa-^Mtrs located at St. 
^ry*s In the Bltteircet, or the le^erwid Spalding to comunicate 
with aaotber. Ewn though the trail was tl» st»t direct route 
betare^ these imo localities b^ause of difference of religioi there 
67. I^erre Jean de Saet. Life. Wtters and ^fra-gels. (edited by fftraa 
M. Chlttimden and A. T, mcWrdson, (Wew Torlc* D» Appletoo and 
Gasfway, 190S) Tel. 1, tfS-S27» 
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was no traffic on the trail by either De Snet or Spalding. 
Another reason for ignorinr the Lolo trail by the Jesuits was 
the fact that the new route to the Spokane Plains by the Clarksfork 
Hiver had been discovered as an easier way by the fur traders. iost 
of the Missionary trairel fr<»n the Bitterroot was for the purpose of 
prociaring supplies at Vancouver and the Jesuits found that the Clarks­
fork River was a much easier route than the Lolo trail. 
In 1853 the Pend d'Oreille laission was foimded at the head of 
navigation on the Coeur d*Alene River by Fathers Point and Huet. 
The Catholic Fathers when traveling used the Coeur d'Alene aissic® 
as a resting place or way statim so that necessarily routed the Jesuits 
up the Coeur d^Alene I?iver to its headwater* over S©h<xi*s or present 
day Lookout Pass. C^ce over the pass they followed the St. Hegis Borgia 
to its junction with the Clarksfork. At that point the Clarksfork was 
forded and the trail traveled up the north bank to Hellgate and from 
Hellgate southwest up the Bitterroot valley to St. Mary's Mission. 
The third reason why the Clarksfork route was used instead of the 
Lolo trail was that the Flathead Indians used the valley of the Clarks­
fork as their tribal grovmds and as the missionaries at St. »tary's 
were OOTJcerned about the spiritiml welfare of their wards ,!;hey made 
it a point to stop at the different villages on their waj to and from 
the headwaters of the C^lvar.bia. 
The influence of St. Mary's Missicai on later travel over the Lolo 
trail cannot be minimized, however. The establishing of a permanent 
outpost that would give shelter and aid to the travelers, attracted 
many to that vicinity that otherwise would have probably taken another 
route. Then, too, the Christian behavior of the Indians that occupied 
the territory served by the fort tended to lure the traveler who 
might otherwise have detoiired the area if the Indians were hostile. 
We know that the settlement and exploraticm of north central Mon­
tana was held up almost twenty years by the hostility of the Black-
feet. The friendly Flatheads had lust the opposite effect as far 
as the Bitterroot and Clarkafork valleys were concerned. White 
travelers and settlers knew that they would not be molested by the 
Flatheads or Nes Peroes, As a ««nsequenoe the region attracted 
fur traders, surveyors, gold-seekers, road agents end other travelers 
who knew that the doors of St. Mary's ciission would be open to them 
for canfort and shelter on their jouj*ney and that the Indians would 
be friendly and help guide thCT! to their destinatitm. It was these 
factors that lured Major John Owen to settle in the Bitterroiot. It 
was these ccmsideratiisns that attracted I. I. Stevens and John Mullan 
to the vicinity of the mission to establish their surveying parties. 
It was an important factor that convinced Higgins and Borden that 
Hellgate would be a favorable place to construct a store and later 
om. the first cc^neroial flour mill in Montana. 
5S 
Chfafter 6 
TR^YEi.r OY"F: TITE LOLO fiiniL 
The first pei'msnent white settlor in the Rittarroot valley was 
Major John Ofers. ' ppeajc;' «t St« fury's Miss* cm In 18K> and 
as Fsther Jo-5et -as In the proceis of oloslog t^s ni^sion and dis­
posing of the pr the f,ood Father deeided to " aase the .dssi on 
i?,nd all it3 isproreaeuts to Mr, O'.snsn, The bill of aale dated 
eiiiber 5, l''CO that te'eaafert-i:'' the property to Major «Iote Osran Is. tJie 
3o 
aerliest kri^w. roaord of such a traasaoticKj Its th«t; ares.. Thie Bill 
of Stle co/ttRirc.) ar a^re^'iaent that Owtri ahoald r-^Varn i pRr*c of 
Mfe purohaF2 tc t.iv: sissiemaries in case they rft-m"'' to thiS rlsslcii 
he'ore Jaciiary i, lb52. .r» mtsjsiaaaries did not return in the atipii-
Istrd time J so C*eu became the outright owner on th?/ ueie® 
Little WC.S kno.-r' about Owen's early li Tej t's c-h.^--
ever we '^lean tht ftct '••hat whfT> ha ariiVed at St. Mark's !•:< 
18S) he was t^ ^rty one year® of age and that he hac been ' ar. i'; 
Psnnsylvania en June 27th, 181{5. Pres;sa'oly he had se' \.„'u v: x:'m 
Mexican war but e:''fie"3bi vo se«iin the War %p-'t recc.'ds 
shew no mentioii cf his name. How he received the citlc .jf i4.Jar ij 
also unknown, obsitly oasie to the sor+'hwest as a au wlê  v i th t':"« 
treop4 marching to Oregon under the ooi^Mmd of Lleu^rsnt C^l^izel Lor-
iiig. These troop® spent the winter of 1849-60 at Cantciiaent Lsrinf 
n^isr fort llall on the Oregon Trail, Durini; th» wir.tpr or scily epritif" 
%?r. ieit the troops and began a desultory trade with t^se Indians, 
66l Paul G, Phillips and ^evBjour Btmber, The Jouraala and Cotters of 
i^ajor John Owen, (ftelenas Mantans Historical jooiety, 1327, )i^aBte 2. 
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trappers and xjasigrants who were on their way to Oregon and California. 
In the spring or early susffier of 18S0 Oarers appeared in the Bitterroot 
valley with his wife, Jfisncy, who -sbs a Snake Indian wtMaan. 
Owen's Journal entries of 18S5 fail to show •with certainty whether 
or not he had ended his duties •with Loring'a ColvKsn before the purchase 
of the s3issl<ai» Some of the® indicate that he was already sellixiE 
staple provisiaaaa to white ©en in smll aatomts, after the manner of 
a frcsitier trader. Others such as those relating to the issuance of 
rations to the Indians end concerning ailitary drafts and cash trans­
act! ons 3tr<aagly suggest that he maintained his mili^tary status laitil 
69 
the end of the year. 
After the missicsR pror^erty was leased to hi®, John Oiren ccsmenoed 
work on the cona-truction of a fort to be sailed Fort Owen after hi a 
natae. Stanley, an artist, employed in the Ste'wms survey of 1853 tl»t 
headquartered near Fort Owen drew a pencil ske^toh of the Fort •which 
aeesis to be the only drawing of the fort in its fir«t stage of con­
strue 1,1 on. Chren ccmstruo^ted the fort along the lines of the fur trad­
ing o<»npany forts, i.e. cutting poles to a height of towelve feet, 
sharpen the ends, •then dri'ving them in the groiand side by aide to fona 
a sort of palisade. Li-ring quarters, blacksmith shops and storage 
bins •were ccmstruct^d inside the walls and a-ttached thereto. A well 
was in the middle of the atockade to insure a peraanent water supply. 
Se^^'eral structures of wood were constructed haphatardly sroiaid the 
outside of the fort, according to the sketch of Stanley. I^o block­
houses or bastiosis were located at each southern comer of the pali­
69. Ibid, gage 6. 
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sades* In the south wall tltere was a strong arched gate -jrhich was 
th« principle ontrsnoe to the fort« There -sfas a sjsaller gate on the 
north side which was used ocossionally. In 18S2 Owen smployed acaa© 
Mexicans to fashi^ni adobe bricks for the i»alls of the fort and by 
1860 the palisades liad dlaappeared to be replaced by a strtMSf adobe 
wall fro® eight t> t«m inahas thioke The interior of the "aralls 
were lined with hewed lath and plaster. All ths buildinga were 
floored isrith heavy planks and nearly every ro<m had a large fireplace. 
Prom such headqiisrters as this Owen issued on lengt}^ trad­
ing trips extending fresa Port Benton to the east and Th» Dalles on 
the west and southward to Fort '^all. 
Between the eras of the fur trader and the i;oldseeker jOwers was, 
next to the sissionaries^ the caily civilisiar influence in the Bitter-
root Valley "^nd western Montana. Owen was not content to ply a trans­
itory trade bxisinessi he was soing to sake Fort Owen his permanent 
hcxRe» thinking along these lines Owen brought to the Bitterroot valley 
agriculture and machinery and built a gristgaill that was of extreme 
iapOTtance and wlue to the later settlers. He introduced better 
qualities of livestock and finer seed. He planted an orchard. Se 
sought for and helped to create better overland roads. He strove to 
protect the Indianaj to alter their earlier aethods of livingj and to 
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turn them to a settled life as arriculturists. 
Considering the fact t)ve Lolo trail was <ajly seventeen alles north 
of Fort Owen and that it was the most direct route fro® the Fort to the 
Colmbie River settlmMmtsi it is not surjarising that Owen used this 
70. Ibid, page 10. 
route on most of his trips to Walla Walla, the Dalles and Vancouver. 
Another reason why the Lolo trail was used frequently by Owen was the 
fact that the Lolo trail joined the main Indian trail that paralleled 
the Bitterroot River for most of its length. This Indian trail passed 
through the land surroxmding the Port, and Jolm Owen utilised this 
trail almost exclusively when moving either north or south, ^hen Owen 
was appointed special agent to the Platheads in 1856, he used the Clarks-
fork River trail scxnewhat, because a considerable portion of the Flat-
heads used that co\aitry for hunting and fishing grounds. Then to, Owen 
had a small agency located near present day Ravalli, Montana that was 
<Hi the old Flathead or Clarksfork trail. The Kea Perce tr^Il was forty 
miles to the south of Fort Owen and did not take suoh a direct course 
toUie headwraters of the Clearwater as did the Lolo. Probably because 
of these two considerations Owen never used the Wez Perce trail much 
although he did use this route once or twice that we knor of. 
As has been remarked before, Owen was an inveterate traveler. He 
leaves us in Ms journals an account of his travels over the Lolo trail 
on a .journey to the Dalles in the fall of 1852. 
Tuesday, Sept. 21/52 Left Fort Owen for the Dalles party Robinson 
Crusoe, Mancy, Madam Harris and 2 children and Indian boy nine |Mok 
animls. Made a late start the morning being vmfavorable crost St. 
Mary's close to fort and continued down west bank some 12 milss and 
left trail and turned into the left and a few miles stuck Lolo trail 
and camped. Bicks wet and heavy.71 
The next daj"- Owen went up Lolo creek on his journey to the Dalles, 
crossed to the north bank of Lolo creek and continued up that stream 
sane eleven miles, then took to the mountains which were covered with 
snow due to a storra of the night before. After crossing ridge tops for 
71. Ibid,  page 53. 
about eight sdXes he rcsohe d lolo Fork end there enoanped at the eisall 
prairie fovr.d &t that point. Me estimates his jcmmey at about eightean 
or twenty siles for thsit day and remarks that the raily cot^ifort they 
have th^t night is a large log fire. 
Cfe Thursday, the ZZnd, Owen mentiaas in Ms Journal th^t he tra-sseled 
•bout 20 ailes and oampodi at a warn spricga. This xindouhta^ly was 
Boyles Spring#. But if he traveled tarentj' sriLles the first day ajnd 
twenty ailea the second day he should have heen •well ovsr the Lolo Pass 
instead of at the warm springs. These springs are Just twenty six Mies 
fro® the mouth of Lolo oreek. Either Owen makes a had error in his 
mileage judgements or he was lost a oensiderable portion of the day. 
This latter rea8(Hi Is probably correct. Owen never was a good raotastalceer 
and was lost a good portion of the tisee he was raa these trips. He was 
lost the next day, also, because he relates in his journal that he 
traveled fifteen Mies and osmped «»i Olade Creek. This camping spot 
isn't over ten siles fro® the hot springs so Owen must have covered 
a lot of extra ssiles in this day's journey. Re is ctmfused on his Satur­
day route because he sentions crossing Lolo fork againj this obviously 
must be the Kooskooskee or Lochsa, not the Lolo oreek. Sisiday he se^i^ 
to get el<mg a little better, although he oomplained of the j;teep olifisbs, 
lack of water, and fallen timber which impeded his way. I!is journal 
entry for Monday reads as follcwrss 
After traveling soiae six sdles, we reach a very small spring cm 
side of ffiountain, but not sufficient for stock. Sopie eleven miles 
further travel w« case down on to a creek branch which we followed 
dsnm a short distance and camped. There is eome grass this is tb* 
first water I have seen sufficient for stock in the travel sinoe cross-' 
ing the river the 25th, excepting a spring on side of mountain som 
two or three ailes this side of oreek the trail has been more open 
today but rery hilly, sotse rock end but little fslleB timber there 
is "but little grass on the route so fsr not adopted for stock by 
any aeens. Cocing doro one of the bsokbcsies today oould see e smll 
streaia over to th,e right with small strip of far-drie, sosc 6 or 8 
Ed lee off the tr6ll.?2 
Tuesday Owen was in the ssddle ebout «is snd a half hours. I'he 
roed ®Bs rery rugged and travel was quite slo^* Oerec estimtes 
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his distaooe trswled at about fifteen sdlea. A S^daa Isrris who had 
accompanied ••>ma is forced to leaire me of her horses behind rs he 
has >j«c(Kie winded and exhausted^ The rext day the party is movi.,!;; 
slowly in the Tlcialty of SherassB Peak, and probably crossed the head-
•KBters of Obia or Fish Creek on tb®t day. The distance would cmform 
and also the distance in his entry which ®«nti<ais orossing the heads 
of two fair sited streams. On TInirsday, snow that had fallen in the 
night obscured their trail in the morning and so for fear of losing 
the trail the party umited until afternoon when the snow hsd salted 
to begin the day^s journey. The trail became better during the day 
and the party made fair tigas considering the few hours they traveled 
cfft this day, Fj-iday was a repeticon of Thursday, the <aily exoeptitm 
being that it snowed during the day instead of the night. Owen at 
this point fowid the trail very exhausting. He is fccwseirhere west 
of Shenaan saddle, probably on the ridge between Fish end EJcorado 
Creek, ^ater is very scarce on the ridge to;: and Osren is bec<*ning 
inpatient to reach the prairie land of lower Clearwater. A short 
iBareh was eade the next day and O^en felt that he must bfe near the 
end of the mountains. His journal in part reads for this day: 
Traveled 801^ 3 hours today to morrcw I hope to get out of 
tiw Eountains as it seess to do nothing else but snow ou the®, 
72. Loohsa. 
?S, Msdaa Harris aust be an Indian waaan. Ho sasentian of white 
vosmn at Port Owen this early. 
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Trail not f!:ood todajr some fallen timber and plenty of snow. 74 
The next day Owen left the rest of the party behind and pushed 
on rapidly in hope of reaching the foothills. His camp that nirht 
is on a tributary of Lolo Creole, probably Cedar Creekj after making 
camp he sent one of the Indian boys back to search for the women, but 
it vms too dark to find them. Owen estimated hia travel at about nine 
miles that day. His journal for the next day, Mcmday-, October 4th, 
records his arriving at Weitus Meadows. 
Got. 4th. Started without waiting for the women and traveled 
s^ae 5 hours and caate down onto small prairie which we followed up. 
Passed through strip timber and came out tat to a much larger prairie75 
sad oam^d. Sent Boy back to see after women. Was gcme hour came 
back not finding them. Traveled 6 hours today - grass fine twiight. 
Tuesday Oct. 6th. Sent boy back again this morning and after an 
absence of four hours came up with women. Made a late mtnrt followed 
up several strips of prairie crossed a small mountain and came down 
to a fine prairie that lets us out on to Clearwater valley.76 Made a 
horse camp. 
Owen was now in the Kamiah valley which is the he - of Lawyers 
band of upper Nez Perces. Owen mentions stopping at the Indian village 
and havin>r a pipe of jwace with them as well as a feast. He remarked 
about the presence of agriculture which had been encouraged among the 
Net Perces by the Reverend Spalding who had established a missicm in 
1836 at the j«nction of Lapwai Creek with the Clearwater. 
Owen spent a couple of days in the Indian camp resting and reor­
ganising this retinue for the trip across the prairie to the head of 
Lapwai Greek. 
Prom the above account in Owen's journal of the trip over the Lolo 
74. Dunbar and l^llips, op. cit., page 54. 
75. Dunbar ani Phillips, o£. cit., page 54. 
76. Dunbar and Phillips, 0£. oit., page 64. 
trail, one can see that Owen Jmd as bad a time negotiatiag the Lolo 
^ trail as Lev/is and Clark. After striking the Clearwater HiTer, Oarm'a 
party out across th® Kams ooimtry and arriwd at the horaestaad of Col. 
Craip; at the foot of Grains Moi-r'taln 2i«sr Cul-de-Sac, Idaho. He th«n 
follcwred Laparai Creek dcran to its junotim with the Glearwatei- wMah 
he followed down the south bank to present day Lewistcsi, Idaho. He 
crossed the Sneke at the point -rhere the present day bridge is betsi««is 
Lewistcm and Clarketon, theo followed dowr. the Snake stout fiTO aile® 
and crossed the Snake «;gain at n«d Tfolf Crossing, then took ?«d Wolf 
Creek uj? to the plain and ocmtinued to Tucannon Riverj then ite out 
over prRlrie to Touchet Hiwr »nd down this river till he hit the 
Whifennn I.'isaion at Waiiletpu nbout eighteen miles fr!» the Colmbla. 
At the aouth of the Wella Walla ^iver he reftohed old Fort '-ez Perce 
end follosred dosm the Columbia to T he Dalles. 
"The next spring he left The Dalles for "ort Oiren taa April 28, 18S4. 
He retraced his •western route to the "raigs, snd fro® there crossed the 
prairie to the Clesrwster. He was adjnonished by the Ker. i-'erces not to 
try the Lolo trail as the saow is still too deep. He tried the asoent 
hotrever, crossed the Kooskooskee at Kamiah and climbed the hills to 
Ifeippe prairie where casp was rasde. The next day isfhich is Tyesday, 
2Srd of June, 1854, his loumals reads as folloarss 
Or the move early ard a few "iles after making a long ajid rooty 
"^ascent brought us to the foot of the Mt. (trail). ha^ had sorae 
trouble frc® fallen timber which had ompletely barricaded the road 
in many places which we could only move by using the axe. letter 
part of the day (the) snow banks whieh are not str<Hjg enough to bear 
the anlraals so I coaeluded to oaasp ar?d tie up to night as there is 
neither grass nor •water....77 
The records of the next journey shew his naming into deep 
anmt and cosiing to the ooTselusim that he will hsT» to retrace his 
steps to the Saake asd ollmb the Mountains until he reached the 
Spokane Plainsj there 'he traveled •*"-0 the Bitterroot by way of SohOTis 
Pass and the Clf.rksfork Hiver, 
His journal on this day reoords the following: 
Wednesdaj' 24th. In the saddle before sunrise and soon struck the 
sncnv.... '^e canp up on another Icaig drift some two miles in length arid 
about five or six feet deep and not hard enough to bear the horses.....78 
On Thursday, Jiaie 26th, Ossren still thought he could find a way to 
circumvent the snow, and made a brief reconnaisenoe to find a way around 
the snow. After several hours fruitless search he reached the conclusion 
that all he oould do was to use another route. 
I think there is nothing left for us but s retreat to take the 
road to the Spokane river, but I fear we will have much trouble fr«»a 
water but to lay idle here for two more weeks would be too much for 
endurance.79 
1^ Owen then, we find, had beers In an identical situation that Lewis 
and Clark were in when they tried to use the Lolo trail in easrly June. 
The snow does not disappear from the heights until late June or the 
first week in July. The Indians knew this but when theji- pave Lewis 
and Clerk this advice the travelers had to give it a trj', anyhow. The 
Indians had friven Owen the sarae advice and, like Lewis and Clark, Owen 
had to see for himself. Both parties found that the Indisns were right 
in this respect. The raily difference being in the two casas th't Lewis 
•nd Clark resiained vaitil the snow had melted while Owen detoured the 
t—snow by using the Coeur d'Alene and Clarksfork River route. 
The fort was ftnally reached on June 22, after incredible hard­
ships over the more northern route. We would presume after all the 
trefflimdous hardships of the Journey of ISSS.snd 54,that the Major would 
78. Ibid, page 61 
79. Ibid, page 68 
b<5 content to remain at the fort and conducting Ms trading locally. 
But the indefatif;able Owen in Aurust of 1867 is soddling un for a 
trip to Vancouver snd evidently his trip over the Lolo trail to the 
Dalles in 1852 had not discoura^-ed him frcm using that route. Svi-
dently the novelty of the trail had worn off because his journal 
entries are very brieft 
24th, Mcmday. Made a start for Vancouver accc»npanied by Mr. C, 
Irvin«' and my two Indian voyageurs Antoine and Charles. Camped on 
Lolo ?brk some six miles above where it cranes out into the Bitterroot 
valley. 
26th, Tuesday. Road moxantaineous with faH<m timber traveling 
bad. Made five and caie half hours and camped an Lolo Fork, 80 arain. 
Flushed a covey of Blue Grouse, got two shots but baoTjOred none. 
26th, Ts'ednesday. Road bad for some eight miles nountaineous 
and fallen timber. Traveled five and (me half hours, camped at Warm 
Springs.81 
27th Thursday. Off early in four hours travel we reached qioite 
a good sited prairie,82 m the divide which after leaving we had a leng 
tedious and sharp descent <m to Clearwater 83 which we crossed and had 
a tedious ascent up the mountain again. Our descent after reaching 
the highest poln'v had been gradual - asost of the way along the backbcsie 
of the rrjountain after a tedious march of six hours fro© the prairie 
we found what appeared to be an old camping grotmd. Mr» Irvin sotm 
found a cold spring some one hundred fifty yards froro the trail and we 
were glad to camp for the night in the saddle 10 hours. 
28th Friday. Road rocky and moimtainous some four miles to a 
s»all spring made a tedious ascent down and descent down to a small 
stream in a densly timbered bottcwi. Caae to a small lake crossed a 
small stream, found we had missed the trail and stopped early, five 
and one-half hours. 
Frffls the foregoing account there is no doubt that Owens had been 
lost most of the time since leaving the Lochsa. The jymall lake he ment-
ims must be the"Sinque Hole* that anpears in Sergeant Whitehouse's journal 
80. This is the foark about 23 miles above the ccatfluenc© of the Lolo 
Creek with the Bitterroot. 
81. Boyles Hot Springs new, 
82. Present day Packer Meadows are the quamish Flats of Lewis and Clark 
located at the southern extremity of" Glade Creek. 
83. Not Clearwater, but Loohaa. 
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of the I..«sri« and Clark oxpedltion. 
29th Saturday, soon fotaid the trail we left last evening and we 
iM-Te bad a Jmrd day*® mroh SMiking 8<we tlx sharp and tedious asoents 
aBd descerts in the saddle eight hours. Garajwd in a ssisll openin* on 
the isoimtain* Met aome Indians today eapoiite for buffalo. 
50th Smday. Mowd in fair tim had a tedious day in the saddle 
elewfi hours. Grossed several tedious ridges in faot it has been 
ssotsstaia ridges after sountais ridres. Met gone Flathead Indians re-
tunaiag hose camped in a sisall prairie in the mountain. 
31st. ^(mday. franreliug l>ad bushes wet rt»d hilly with plenty 
of fallen timber. A twry tedious day in the saddle mlmvm and one-
half hours, fussed two creeks sojne ten lailes bseV. Caine out into 
a good sised prairie and oaaipNwi all of us qui te tired. 
SSIPTBiBKR 
Ist. txassdfty. Off in fair ticMi @ads a si stake in the trail soon 
discovered it four hours travel brought m out to Caaish prairie road 
fair throiigh sieall pmirie openinps and alaag tiie mountain slopes. We 
laid mo long and tedious asecnat and deseent acme ten Mies after imag­
ing Gaiaiah i^rairie. Caaped early an Clearwater, ^t the Hex Peroe 
oasp. Their crops lo4^ed well. Jn the saddle eight hours.84 
This is the aeocmd trip over the Lolo trail fsade by ^^or Owen. 
We kno* that he made a ta*lp to the Chiles shortly af1»r arriving in 
the Bitterroot in t(^.e year 1851 but there are no records in his journal 
of what route he tocdc. I dmibt whether he used the Lolo trsll as his 
journal shows a great deal of bewilderaent with the trail on his trip 
I In 18^. Of ooisrse Owen did not seew to have ar instinctive nose for 
i: 
1' 
I direction. Even after he had wade se^swral trips over the Lolo J:rall 
j 
il he atill loses his way m frequent oooasions. 
In 1863 Owen used the Lolo trail again oc a homeward journey fro® 
Fort Walls Walla. Qn this journey his aoooiast is even ssore brief than 
the preceding trip. CNa«Hi*s travel journals beo«^ briefer and brief^9r 
as Iw beoam ®ore acquainted with his route, Hiere ar« probably two 
r«6903i« for this brevity. Ctee reason being that as Ow*m becasw sore 
04.' fhillips imd thaiWr. op. eii», pasge 177»I78« 
aoc totsd to the trail h® was able to make the trip irs less tiiae. Th« 
reasoci Is that ai en Owen was drinking (which he did frequently) 
};» yms caicl^ss ic his writings snf! -"-landed to tslescops M« cays by using 
a sentence or two for •^aoh day. A typical example of tiiis is the foil dy­
ing account af his trip over the Lolo tr«H in 1863 rcturaln.?: to Fort 
<Ven from Walla Wall«» 
ia<2sday 14th* Mowd to t-jrossing of Clearwater... 
WedBesikiy loth. Four hours travel fYo? Clearwater Fe^ry orought 
vc C ; .jh i'rairief-C visi iod until o'sl^k and then tre-reied three 
hours to a 6e®11 prairie in the sotmtains.87 The Issc -hree sdles of 
th® roDu oT3Struot»d with i^ll-tn tiaber. M««qiiit<^ bad, day very ireraj, 
iaeicury 101 in ahade. 
hiirsdaj^ '6th. Traveled ten hoars and oamped ct S&.:ldle88 of 
mour cain. The trtil today isowitaimius and Buol obstruc^i;d th "alien 
tissbej'. 
Fridsiy 17th. Sight hours to a sprin.^;, mlt:!!d sme /w-ijnd ualf 
hours, -'ftar whioh two arid a h?lf hours further ta*eTsi l,j 
fti:i sics© Jnaian oamp. 
iiatwrday 18th travel s^! ten and fflrsa half houis and car-ps'i.d o.: sprring 
on sidi;^ Uiountain. The road today ^^cry ffiountalnous. 
Sunday 19th. Pour hours travel breakfasted .jsl^ad wo h^ura. 
Hieht hours furth-ar tr«v»l tr ® amll atreain whioh eaptiss 1 -to Loi,, 
for':, i" H-.:- ro.-*d boda^ jsountain-; and f'allea tiaber. -luir . ?•* hills 
(Lolo hi lisy very h^avy, animals tired. 
dix i c.y 20th« Three hourr- to Ho'; c^^pring. Breakr'at-tt:;' . .1 led t^o 
hours* e\~bb hours further travel to^SBKll {srairie openlai, 89 oat.^jed 
2a«t two .dn' rs bomd for Oro Flno.90 
_ .M in all ^jor 0*«n covered about 23,000 rai las by l-wrsuba^k 
end foot in hLs trading trips to the west and east. bisid-
85. Ferry ^s looated et Kami ah, Idaho. ' 
f?6. Cumaeb i-'reiria is present day '""eippe Prairie. 
87. W^itus Meadovs probably. 
8S« Sherman Saddle* 
S9. Woodman Flats. 
90. Gold had been dissevered at Peiroe City on the i-olo trail in 1861. 
red of these miles were spent on the Lolo trail. From Owen's graphic 
, descripti ons we ?3re onoe more reminded of the difficulties and hard-
' ships of travel over the Lolo trail. 
In 1856 Owen -was appointed special agent of the Flatheads. Ife 
continued to act in this capacity for six years and fr<»a time to time 
his responsiMlity was increased until it included the Hatheads, %per 
Pend d'Oreille, mountain -&iake and Bannock tribes. 
Owen never approved of the Indian policy of the government end 
was frequently outspokenly critical of the Government and its handling 
of Indian affairs. Bven so^ Owen enjoyed the trust and confidence of 
the government and tras just and sjinpathetic to the Indians voider his 
charge. 
In 1887 the first iirsnigrants arrived in the Bitterroot valley. 
Ifejor Owen had been the firstj he had resisted the lures of the gold 
I camp and remained at his fort, encouraging agriculture and frequently 
predicted that the BitteiTOot Tsrould in time be a valuable agricultural 
settlement in the northwest. know that his prophecy has come true. 
The Bitterroot valley is one of the more important agricultural units 
in the Pacific northwest at the present time. 
Soon after 1871 Owen's mental powers began to fade and he was 
brouf^ht to the St, John's hospital in Helena. He stayed here several 
years and was finally taken to his home in Pennsylvania in 1877. On 
July 12, 1889 the Fort builder died, far away fran the scene of his 
labors. John 0??en was a credit to the west and to the nationj due to 
his efforts the way of the settler to western Montana wa-t opened. 
Port Owen will be loQg r^meabered in Mcaatana and Washington territory 
history as an outpost that was a beaccas to the ioanigrajit, the gold 
seeker, and the traveler. 
John 0won*8 name has been added to the illustrious procession 
of travelers who ha ire used the Lolo trail in their journeys to the 
west» 
Chapter 7 
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SUSTEYS OF I. 1. STSVlJrS JOft? anLLM 
Fca A R/JLBOAD OVIPR Tl/E SlITEEHOOTS 
In 18^ tlie thirty-sscorKl Cougr«ss of the United States GoverB-
B»Bt pea8»d a law that had treraeadous effect on the northwest tind the 
nation as s whole® This Isw was an set giving the Secrstar',' tTar 
authority to explore the jsountsins of th® west for s practical rail-
rofld route tram, the Mississippi liver to the Pacific Cf^st. Seotioi 
10 of the expleins its purpose, rs follosrss 
Sec. 10* Acd be it further eneoted thst the secretary of Wtr 
be, and he is hereby authorized, under the directiOT of the Presi­
dent of the United States to emploj' such porticrs of the Corps of 
Topographioel Srifineers, and such other persons es he deems necessary, 
to aake such explcKrations and surveys ss he aay dees advisable, to 
ascertain the stost i^ecticable and eoaaasicsl route for a railroad 
ftrom tt» ^ssissippi liver to the Pnciflc Ocean, sod that the stjaa 
of one hundred and flfty thousand dollars or so much thereof as smy 
be necessary, be, and the sattw is hereby spprojariated out of any 
soney in the Treasury not otherwise spiaroprSated, to defVsy the ex­
pense of such explorati{»s snd surve>-s«91 
This authoarinatlcffj wes completed c» Karch 5rd, 1853 end Jeffer-
8<m Dsvis who was the Secretary of '.Jsr at that time iiaaediately sade 
arrangements for persormel to carry out the survey, 
Mr. Davis entrusted the expedlticm to the territorial Governor 
of ".'ashinf^ttai, Isaac Ingalls Stevens, ^iho was formerly an assistant 
in charge of the Coast Survey Office. Or. April 8, 18S3 Stevens re­
ceived his fom^l orders. These orders for the most part esjbody his 
o»n suggestions, ®\ioh of tlwm in the very language of his letters and 
memoirs to Secretary Bavis. In fact, he really prepared his osna in-
91. Congressiooal ^Wcords 3^d Congress, Secogid Sesslcai, pp. 999-1002. 
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struct!ons. The following '.wordings of the original orders show tiie 
magnitude of the task Qovensor Stevens wras entrusted mths 
vYsr Depsrtment 
7fashingt<m, April 8, 1853 
The Ti'er Department being directed by a recent act of Congress 
to surTey the Several routes of a railroad frtwi the Mississippi River 
to the Pacific Ocean, it has been dotersaine4 to explore and survey a 
route frcm the soxurces of the Mississippi river to f'uget Soiaidj and 
the following instruotiraas are f^iven in relation to it{ and for the 
information and direction of several branches of the service. 
1st, The exploreticai and survey is placed in charge of I sac 
I. Stevens, governor of the territory of VYashingttm, to •Hrh<»i all 
officers detailed to the same will report for instruction. 
2nd. The genersl prospect of the operation, subject to such 
modlficeti<M3s as circumstances may direct, is to operate frcai St. 
Paul or some eligible point on the upper Mississippi towards the 
great bend of the Missouri river and thence on the table-lsnd be­
tween the tributaries of the Missouri and those of the Sa8k9tcha"Bran92 
to sane eligible pass in the Bocky Motantains. 
3rd. As in the prosecution of this exploration and stirvey, it 
will be necessary to explore the passes of the Cascade range and of 
the Rocky Motmtains frran the 49th parallel to the headwaters of the 
Missouri river.... Great attention will be given to the geography and 
meteorology generally of the whole intermediate regic»i, 
4th. Brevet Captain George B. McClellan, already under orders 
to report to Governor Stevens, is assi^ed to duty tm this survey, 
according to his brevet rank. 
5th. Brevet Seccaad Lieutenant John Jiullan, Jr., first artil-
lary, is assigned to duty on this survey and will report to Governor 
Stevens for instructions. 
11th. The SUET of forty thovisand dollars (40,000) is set apart 
from the aoprorriation for the survey thus entrusted to Governor 
Stevens.93 
It is difficult to realise the enormity of the task that ctm-
fronted Stevensj in effect his instructions told him to traverse and 
92. Saskatchftwan River would be considerable north of the 49th 
parallel. This shc^s indefinateness of the War deparfanent 
concerning Canadian and Horthwest geography. 
93. Hazard Stevens, The Life of General Stevens. (Boston and New 
Yorkj Houghten Mifflin, and ^esnpany, 1901} vol. 1. Page 292*4, 
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explore s doRKiin iMO thoiassnd miles in length by taro himdred and fifty 
in breadth, stretching fras the Mississippi river to th® Faoific oo®st» 
across s thousand ©iles of arid plains scd two great soxsntsiB ranges, s 
rericHi elsost vaiexplored and infested by pcw-erful tribes of predatory? 
and warlike savsges| to detemine the navigsbilily ef two great riverSg 
the Missouri and Columbia that intersect this regiwii to locate by re-
oormaissatJoe and to suri^y a praoticable railroad route} to examine the 
Botaitaiij passes and determine the depths of the winter snows in the®} 
to oolleot all possible Information on the geology, climate, flora and 
fataaa, as well as the topograpJ^ of the region tra-versedj end finally 
to treat with the Indians <sr the route, cultivate their friendship and 
oolleot iRfontrntiOR as to liieir languages, niasbers, oust<^, tradStims 
and history} and .ill these including the work of preparatl<m and orgmi-
saticsi, to be aecosplished in a single season. 
Governor Stevens proposed to effect this task by or»rsting two 
different expeditions in the field. Ctoe tmder Ms o®n ct^mand was to 
operates the eastern side of the territory out of St. Paul| another 
under McClellan was to handle the western end and the Casoade range in 
particular. The two were to iseet on the Colxsibis plains at the tenai-
RsticBi of the work. T®o subsidiary parties, one imder Lieutenant Dojoel-
soo, to ascend the Missouri isith a stock of supplies, and there airait 
the coedng of the sain partyi and the other under Lietttenact Saxtort, 
to proceed jfrom the lomtr Colv®ibia to the Bitterroot valley with an 
additional stock of supplies for the ti^in party. In Lieutenant Dooel-
soii^s i»srty was a yotaif seocmd lieutenant by the name of John Mullan. 
Mullan was the son of a native of Ireland and wns bom io Hta-folk, 
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"Virginia in 1830. r-iullan had entered the United States Militsry Academy 
in 1848 end in 1862 had graduated and been assif^ed first to the Topo~ 
graphical Engineers and later to the artillery. In 1853 this young 
lieutenant had been assigned to General I. I. Stevens survey by orders 
firran the war department. 
By the 30th of September 1863 Lieutenant Dcaaelson by the Black-
foot trail and Lieutenant Mullan by the Hellgate route rendetvoused at 
St. Mary's village. The headquarters of the survey party was estab-
94 
lished at Cantonment Stevensj exploring parties under Donelson, Tink-
ham, SaxtcHi, Lander and John Mullan spread in all directions. Tinkham 
explored the Nei Perce Pass and trail in November of 1853. Tinkham 
stated th-^t the trail was "steep and laborious, wholly impracticable 
95 
for wagons." On the 27th of Kovember, Tinkham was snowed in by six 
feet of snow. Deciding the trail would be impossible to traverse with 
horses, he sent his horses beck to the Bitterroot while he and the rest 
of his party pushed on. After a fatiguing journey of eighty-nine itdles 
end fifteen days, the exhausted little band reached the Gamas IVairie 
country and after a brief rest pushed on to Walla Walla. Heedless to 
say after this discouraging trip and the resultant unfavorable report 
tl» Nes Peroe route was abandoned as a feasible roadway over the Bitter-
roots. While Tinkham was struggling over the Nez Perce trail other 
laembers of Steven's Survey were exploring the Clarksfork Biver rout*, 
Cadottes, Lewis and Clark and Marias passes as well as several other 
minor trails and passes. 
94. Cantonment Stevens was located about fourteen miles south of Fort 
Owen raa Willow Creek, About where Corvallis, Mcsitana is now lo­
cated. 
figports of the Secretary of War tm the several Pacific railroad 
explorations. 18^5-1861 ('ffalihingtont A, 0. P. Mcholsffla, printer 
1855} Page 165. 
?g 
In 1854, Lieutenant Mullan started OK MS reoonneissance of the 
Lolo trail. It was the only u.ss left by this tia« and, as Mullan was 
desirous of investigating all possible routes for e railroad, he de-
cidfic! to trssBTerse the Bitterroots by the Lolo Pass route although the 
trail WHS steep, n^ged and wry 
Qrt th® 19th of September both Mullan asd Doty left oantraament 
Stevens for the Colmbiii plsins. Doty took the Coeur d'Alene route 
end Hullsn the Lolo trail. 
The folloaring description of the beginning of the journey is 
taken frm Mr. Mullan*8 report of T, I. Stevens, headed Fort Vancouver, 
fioveisber 12, 18c4 
...I therefore decided that, as Mr, Doty was to take the rout# 
by the Coeur d'Alene country, T would exaadoe the Lolo Pass and meet 
hisa at Fort Wallah-Wsllah. Accordingly *e left the Bitterroot to­
gether <m the 19th of September, enoas-.ping ;;t the crossing of the 
river after a siaroh of twenty miles 96 but owing to the straying 
sway of <Kie of wy animals, we remained in oarop on the next day, but 
resursed our march <83 the 21st. which oorat^noed clear bright and plea­
sant. •. 97 
The day, after a fw miles travel. Doty coRtinued dowa the Bitter-
root to Hellgate and '^'ullan turned off the sain trail at Lolo creek. 
There he halted a few minutes to make a sketch of the entrance to Lolo 
canyratj then crossed to the left bank and prepared to ascend the stream. 
i'.tullan*8 description of the creek and cenytm doean*t differ materially 
fra© Lewis and Clark's "Bold Running Stream" only Mullan vras more des-
ori ptiv». 
The streesi at the crossing, is well timbered with the oottwi-
wood and poplar, and is fifteen yards wide with g<K>d banks on either 
side and channel water two feet deep.98 
96. Hear Florenc^'tfarletOTi. 
97. Heports of locploratlqis and Surveys frcm the Mississippi Siver 
to the feci Ac Ocean, Secretary of ^%r WasMngtsxi, 0. C, Vol. 1. 
Page 623. 
98. Ibid p. 529. 
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As for the mountains and canyon itself the desoription is as true 
today as it m r s  then. 
The mottntains on each side of its valley, which here is five hv. -
rsd yarda %riLde, are quite high, end -well timbered with the pine and 
oedflr.99 
The party,as did Lewis and Clflrk, followed the stream up the left 
bank for about six miles. At that point they crossed over to the right 
bank where a good road through the pines continued, A short distance 
farther they crossed the stream a third time when their trail ascended 
the ridge- this was presumably the trail of Lewis and Clark- then they 
Tsassed over a series of side hills that Mullan mentions as steep and 
fatiguinp;, seemingly meeting the same difficulty as Le'aris and Clark. 
100 
Mullan traveled that day about 20^ miles. Their first days camp -was 
about 6 miles from the fiot Sprinfts. Mullan who is constantly seeking 
a route for the railroad has this to say concerning the country, he 
has .lust covered, 
A better road could be made by followring the valley of the Lolo's 
fork. Of course many crossings of the stream would be inevitsblej but 
as the water here is very shallow the crossinj^s -srould be of minor im­
portance, considering the advantages to be pained by a level road,101 
The next day the group remained in camp as their horses had 
strsyed back along the trail. On Seotember 3rd they resumed the jour­
ney. Their road followed up and aloie; the ridges for seven milesi 
much fallen timber was encountered and the horses and men were very 
fatiffued from the constant hui diin?^ of the windfalls. After seven 
miles the explorers reached Lolo Forks and took advantage of the mead-
ossr at that point to rest their animals, 
99, Ibid p, 529, 
100, Camp is a present day Graves Greek, 
101, Report of the Secretary of y«ar, OP. cit,, PAPE ^0« 
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They ocKitinued their loumey after a brief respite. Their trail lay 
along the south fork of the creek they croased several times. 
At a distance of two ailes from the forks they reached a ranf^e of Hot 
Springs flowing from a bed of lii^ht, coarse-grained sandstone. 
These springs ere highly impregnated with sulphur and are of 
the same degree of heat as those I found at "Big Hole" the temperature 
of which was 1S2® p. Here occurs a small prairie, with very good grass 
affording an excellent camp. The rock in the -rtciiiity of these springs 
being easely disentregated by the weather presents a quite wild and 
piotures(|ue appearance, being worn and rounded in every possible con-
oeivjable shape. They formed truly a relief to the eye from the aono-
tonous character of the country through which we had been traveling...102 
After evei^one had taken a bath, the party commenced its journey 
by asoer.dinr the dividing rid^e of momtains which separate the waters 
of the Bitterroot from the waters of the North Fork of the Clearwater. 
At a distance of seven miles they reached the "Glade Creek** of Lewis 
and Clark and camped for the nifrht. 
Early next raoming (Sept. 24) the march was resumed. The weary 
travelers crossed Glade Creek three timesj then be^an the ascent of a 
high mountain about nine ailes across, th® trail rendered difficult by 
fallen timber, rocks and stones. At the end of this distance they 
reached and crossed the Lochsa and ascerded another steep mountain 
which put them on the divide between the Lochsa and the North Fork of 
the Clearwater. The party traveled altogether this day about twenty 
five miles. Towards evening the ^uide became embarrassed as to what 
fork to take but finally chose the right or north fork of the trail 
which turned out to be the beat way, Lewis and Clark had taken the 
left fork which was a very difficult trail because it descended to the 
creek bottcw. thenimde a tremendous pscent in order to regain the ridge 
trail. At noon, the next day, the surveyors continued the moriotonous 
102. Ibid, p. SSO. 
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course of the day befor® snd after two miles they reached a good oaaip-
103 
ing spot in a little hollow. 
Sept. 86th the party resumed its journey at an early hour and in 
the aftemoeai the trail became perceptibly better and the mountains 
less rugged, 
Sept. 27th, Mullan and hi8 men on this day reached Bald Mount­
ain and were greatly struck with the beauty of the high mountains 
seemingly swiinining in a lake of rdst which had collected in the can­
yons during the early morning. On the 28th the expedition continued 
along the ridge line, alternately descending ard ascending the crests 
of the ridges. Giant cedars and mountain balsam now take the place 
of the pine and the mountain cover begins -l cake on a less depressing 
aspect. 
During the journey of the 29th the oarty reached Sherman Peak 
where they obtain their first view of the prairie country to the south­
west. They descended Sherman saddle still keeping on the ridge line. 
Later in the afternoon they crossed Lolo Creek above its forks and 
camped that night on '.%itu8 meadows. The next cay the traveling was 
much easier. The little group realitinf^ the last of the rugged 
Bitterroots were in sight, pushed eaprerly forward. In the afternoon 
they came out of the Indain trail on 1^'eippe Prairie. Thet evening the 
party reached the main Cleax*water and their hard journey over the Lolo 
trail was over. The party reached the Clearwater at the end of the 
Lolo trail at Kamiah where several encatrtHnents of l^el Perce Indians 
were observed. Mullan camped with the Indi'ans the next day but on 
103. Eowsrds Catnp. 
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tbe following afternoon set out over the prairie countryj his party 
started xij Lawyer Creek and followed to its source, then they con­
tinued over the pine covered prairie until reaching a tributary of 
Lapwai Creek, which they followed until reaching: wain stream. 
This they followed for about si* miles when they reached Col. Craigs 
homestead near present day Cul-de-sac, Idaho. 
On Oct. 4 the party continued down Lapwfei Creek to its junction 
with the Clearwater. 
The party had traversed the Lolo trail and on the 9th of Octo­
ber 1854 arrived at Fort ifalla Walla. 
Mullan wrote a very discouraging report on the Lolo trail as a 
possible route for a railroad. An excerpt from his report to Governor 
Stevens gives his opinion of the Lolo trail and the oovaitry it crossest 
Taking a retrospective view of the country passed over from the 
Bitterroot valley to the Net; Perce camp I can arrive at but one con­
clusion- that the route is thoroue-hly and utterly impracticable for a 
railroad route. 
From the head of Lolo's fork to the Cle#i*water the country ' s one 
inanense bed of rugged, difficult, pineclad mountains, that can never 
be con'-'srtftd to any purpose for the use of man. 
This is the route followed by Messrs. Lewis Br.d Cl^irV in 1804 
(1805) and by Dr. Evans the United States geologist, for Oregon in 
1850. In a ccmversation with the latter named gentleman, he told me 
that it is by far the most difficult and uninviting that he had ever 
examined in all his tours through the Rocky 'iountainsj and I am com­
pelled to say that in all my explorations in thst region I have never 
met with a more uninviting and rugged bed of mountains. The whole 
country is densely timbered, save at a few points where small patches 
of prairie occur sufficiently large to afford camping groundsj but be­
yond this it cannot be converted to any useful purpose. 
Having examined three routes across the Bitterroot Mow;tains, 
I pronounce the one by the Coeur d'Alene country to be the most feas­
ible and practicable...104 
This report was sent to Governor Stevens and was incoroorated 
into the final report given to Secretary of W^ar, Jefferson Davis. The 
104. Report of the Secretary of l^ar. op. clt., page 603. 
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reports make up two large -yolumes ond are paitistsking in detail not 
only as to routes and passes but to Slora, Fauna, Indian tribes and 
other phases of western travel in the years 1853 to 1860. 
The lnfonnf5tion in the report on the practicability of a rail­
road to the Pacific utilizing the northern route met with an unsym­
pathetic reception by Secretary Davis. The secretary, who was a south­
erner and S3®pfflthetio towards the South, was more favorable to a rail­
road to the Pacific using the southern route. Davis belittled Steven's 
report and cited the findings of McClelland who had conducted some 
very superficial explorations in the Cascediss and pronounced the passes 
over that range as not feaaable because of the heavy snows. That his 
judgement was in error can be readily seen when we know two railroads 
now that use the same passes the ?.!cClelland said would never be suit­
able for a railroad grade. 
Captain Mullan selected the St. Re^is Borgia route as the most 
feasible for his military road throuf^h that area. He gave as hiS rea­
sons "its direction and short distances and the connection with the 
Spokane on caie side and with the Bitterroot on the other as recom-
nendations in its favor that caused it to occupy in his judgement, a 
hip-her place than a line by the Clflrksfork". 
Pftoause of these cotisiderati ors and rhe fact thst the Lolo trail 
was so rugged and adverse to travel, the St, fie^is Borgi®. route was 
given preference over the Lolo trail and even the better Clarksfork 
river route. 
Chapter " 
fm: r^OLP B¥7ZEU iCt> HCAD AOF:-:! 0^: THE LOLO T?AIL 
The first record of a wh^te man findin,i!^ gold in northern Idaho 
?ias the discowry of gold on th@ Pend O^Seille river by w 'French 
CsBadimi} in 1852» The discovery didn't amomt to Emch md conse­
quently attracted very little attention. 
Two years later -i^old w b b  discovered in this mcinity by General 
Lauder while be was exploring a route for a ^nilitary ro@d from the 
Co1\2.k'^., . n river to Fort Brid^-er. 
From 1852 onward^ placer mining v; 'Conducted in a desultory 
maBBer or^ v9.riou8 streams in m-hat is now Shoshope coianty, Idaho# 
But was not ratil the discovery of ^old in 1860, by a. party tmdar 
the It:- r;-';:'sbip of Ceptsin £• D. Pierce tl-r^t a vfreat mining boom ba-
p^an to BSBxme proportions large enour:b to attract atterjtior# This 
discovery was on whst \w.u ©ftenvards known as *^Cana'^ Gulch**^ 
a tributary of Orofino Creek which in turn empties into the Clear-
i7ater ^^lver» 
during, the udnter of 1860-61^ the accoiants of the strikes thus 
::wAe vjere published in the ""-alia -a 118, snd. Portland pi2p@rs ca'usiiif: q 
starr^oede the following spring to the nen^^ Eldorado# the stmrner of '31 
found the banks of Orofino Creak &nd its branches lined ^vith tents^ 
v/r.ich '.^^ere occupied by thoxasf-nds of r^'iners snd prospectors. The '^in-
in;^ oity thet w^s fo-imded, on CbpqI 3ulch was ^*novm as Pierce City 
after D. Fierce the discoverer of the p;old in that localit^r^ ":1s 
citj was in existence only a short time 'ontil the ^^old fields becsr^^e 
the prospectors ^>nd c^amp followers moved across the 
Clearwater to the new Florence di-F:in^s. Fierce Gity^ because of its 
locaticTi at the western end of the Lolo treil^ became an i!?^portant 
part of the history of the trinlo When the. g:old seekers in iontana 
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heard of the strike at this locality, they left whatsTOr .ioba they 
were doin;^ ^at the tiEj® snd rushed for t^se r.ts%u dig?:inj»s. "ost of the 
travelers from Montana come .frora the headTsrsters of th© Missouri and 
places along the Clarksfork or ''ellfsta River. As the Lolo trail was 
the Kost diraot rout« to.Pierce Sity fro® theso looelltiea, the travel 
over the treil in I860 and G1 vms pertioularly heavy. The goldseeker 
as in th® aase of the fur trader wasn't usually » literary raan nor did 
h® hsv« tl!s« or ••Btienae to bother aVout writing a loumel of his 
wanderinp;®. As a oonsequenoe we heve few loumals of the f^oldsoekera 
describinr the traffic or aonditions of th® Lolo trail during these 
yesrso do know however, th-t traffic was fairly heavy by the re® 
ferenoes to minin?: parties snd prospectors is'ho erere using the Lolo 
trail in the ;ioxin!al8 of ^a^^or John 'men and Granville ^tuart. 
John Owrent who was an inive"»'-.erEite trsveler, hiud his hesdqusrters 
at "ort Ower. about sisrhteer rrflcs nbovc the east entrance of the Lolo 
trail. As a result much of the travel was observed snd remsrlced by 
him in his journals. 
Granirille end James Stuart -a-ere homesteadin^ at Aiaerlcan '^"orkg 
on present day Sold Creek and obv^erved the passs^^e of the ainers both 
amsinr. sr:d itoinf; froc the digcini'^s who used the Tellg-ate river route 
to the east or v/eat. On the 17th of August 1861 3tu8rt*s .iournals 
mention ths followin^^s 
Prospected, washed seven wans of dirt and ^ot six cents. Adams 
returned from above. He saw two sen frc®i the Mez Peroe mines in 
route for the states*ICS 
"Those roen nrobably traveled the Lolo trail. If they had used the 
southern Kee Perm trsH they would have f^one south over Gibbons pass 
IPS. drRnvilie SVu&rt,ii"'"F(^^ ^'esrs on the Frontier, (edited by Paul 
C. Phillips, Cleveisndj the Arthur Clf^rk Ccsrspany, 1^25) 
Vol. 1. pare 106. 
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and follo'-ved the Bsarerhead TOIIsj to the "f^issouri. 
I'r June of fche next year the Journal has this to sayi 
Jtiue 29th, Mr. Lauther, 3. T. Houserg JoIto Auet, Dr. MoKellcps 
and Jake Manttie arrived here from St. Louis ha vine; coae up the river 
on or f the steamboats. They sre enroute for the Salmon river p-old 
mines, never having heard of this place.106 
Major John Owen mentions frequently meeting with these miners on 
the Lolo trail and also mentions their presence in the Hellgate Ronde 
and at the mouth of Lolo Greek. 
Monday 20th (1863) three hours to hot spring-s, breakfasted halted 
two hoursa 8 hours further travel to small prairie openinr^. Camped 
met two miners bound for Orofino. 107 
The Lolo trail durinjr the years 1860-62, well traveled by 
^old seekers. In 1863, most of the miners at Pierce City were south 
of the Clearwater to ne^ dig«rin^s «t Florence and Blk City. As the 
southern !Iez Perce trail was more corversiert from thot ooint, travel 
over the Lolo trail fell off and the K'ea Perce trail bore moat of the 
fold seekers. 
THP -'CAD AaE"T3 
The discovery of g;old at Pierce City in 1861 attracted to that 
region another class of person besides the j^old seeker. This class 
was the lawless -"roup who were tver Ir, attendance at any gold strike. 
The ."resenoa of ^.reat aso'urits nf .tcIg and ths sfcsenac vf law a;id 
order was the rnsgnet th' t sttrr.ctf^c these desperadoes. In the spring 
of 1861, there appeared in Lewiaton, Idaho a nan of f^ientlsmanly "bear-
in? and quiet demeanor. He was acccsnpanied by his fe, a quiet, o-en-
tls-p.Qpaarinff woman. This counle registered at, the Luna House, Lewis-
106, Gtuart, op. cit., pagi~2Tle 
107. Phillips and Dunbar - Journals of '«ajor John Owen, vol. 1, p. 2P7. 
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ton's ImdlTiK hotel st th«t tine, and appeared as though they were 
^oir.^ to settl® down in thst loosli ty<» A few deya attandence in the 
(jaffiblin* hftlls of Lmviaton iDranded ths gentleman for what h« '*88, s 
jrambler# This man was "'enry Plumraero Being a garobier his profession 
•broni^^ht him in contact with the rouj;h and dissolute ohapaot©rs» As 
they arrived in Lawiston, these chars©,tars tegan to rsoognig® in Plum-
mar « leader and flocked to his standard. Being a keen jud^® of ohar-
aeter, he was abl© to choose fros the ccrariOn herd or "would be" desper­
adoes 9 the roost reckless and d8rin<»j, the ones ^»fho oosnbined with these 
traits the greatest sMli in the use of fireamia. These he organized 
into a band of choice cut-throats^ rovemed by ircm-clad ruleSj the 
enforcement of which >?/as left to a ccwuroittea, Plummer being; its ohair-
nan or head} in fact he was chief of the outlaws® 
Pl'UOTTter remained in Lewistw. durinr the svusnsr of 1862 followini?; 
his profes3i<Mi« ile beiran to see possiMiitiea "f fstteninr his pockets 
by preying on the travelers to the ftold fields. To accomplish this 
purpose riuiTaaer aode seyeral noatarsl -visits to the interior to set up 
his hand on th.e fa writ# trails of the (-joldseekers. His esteblisVanerita 
were ostensibly road houses on Fahata Creek end up the Clearwater near 
Orof^.nos Althour:h these reaorta which they termed "shebanys" were 
supposedly nana^ed bj/ t7?o aen, th« travelers sight observe several 
other hangers-on who were supposed to be sruests, but who v;ara actuslly 
silent partners holding theaselves ready for action. 
As Leriston was the main point of divergence to the .^old fields 
in the Clearwater and Salmon rifrer country during 1861 end 1862, it 
was the hebit of Plusaaer's henohsen bo si s« up any stranger, arritring 
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or leaxdng tcfwn as to his jrobable ivsalth® This information was im-
medifJtely dispatched to th® "shebangs" and by the tiaie the stranpcer 
arrived at their hospitable portals^ a bill of sale had already been 
made out for his property. On arriving at th® "shebang"' he was oon-
fronted with the sight of two or three griin-Tisage hombres looking at 
hira •wdth s^isnlet eyes over the sip;hts of a shotgun or derringer. The 
stranf^er was told to dismount on pain of sudden death. The prudent 
wayfarer complied with these de^^and.-s ?ri.th alg-^rlty, or foimd himself 
inhabiting a shallow grave in a specially prepared clearing in the 
vicinity of the roadhouse. After the traveler was presented \vith the 
bill of gale liis only recourse w^s tc continue his journey on foot. 
This business proved quite profitable to PluKiner b-.it soon he found it 
necessary to base his operations at the f^old fields. He moved his 
headquarters from Lewiston to Elk City where with a new coteHa of 
henchnen he plyed his nefareous trade with vigor and zeal. Soraethdng 
happened in Klk City that made Plummer drop his old pals and the next 
time he is heard of ' s in the Deer Lod.=^e vBlley. He had crossed the 
Bitterrocts -arith an old friend, Cleveland, 
Granville Stuart records in his .iournals for Sept, 18, the follov/-
in? informations 
Ok our irav to He Ura te at Da;i Mil we net t^o fins lookin?^ 
younp: men. One of them said his nam® was Henry Pluiraner, the other was 
Cbsrles Keeves, "''oody and I told then who v.*e "were, they were from Elk 
Sity on the Cleansrater and inquired about the mines at Gold Greek and 
at Beaverhead, They rode two food horses and had another packed with 
their blankets and provisions, »'e liked their looks and told them •«•© 
•were onl3/ eoin;:^ dovm to Hell,•ate and would return to Gold Ireek in a 
few days and asked them to return to Hellgate with us and then we 
could all ffc up the Canytm together. They accepted our invitation anJ 
in a few days we all went up to Gold Greek to-^ether,., 108 
108, Stuart Ibid vol. 1, page 22v5» 
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It is probable that Fiuffimer had crossed th« Sltterroot by the way 
of IJez P«roe Pass but then it is quits possible he had used the Lolo 
trailo The Lolo trail was quit® zonular with the road agents, eapeaially 
after the forsiation of the -ffigilantes because of its isolation and un~ 
limited area to hide in. 
Wa know thst in January of 1864 Whiskj'' Bill "raves was apprehended 
at Fort Owen by the 7i!T.ilantes and hanged. Thomas W, Harris, who was 
in control of the fort during Oven's absence in the east leaves us this 
aooount of the end of Whisky Bill, in his journals 
Mon 25th,.a Three men got in from the mines in search of road agents 
or hip:hwayffien. Found and arrested Bill Graves and have him in custody 
at the fort toriiptht. They say they have hung four at Hell Gate and were 
after the 6th one. Say they feel sure he was caught and hung this morn­
ing. The names of the men hun<t are as follows; Skinner, John Cooper, 
Alec Garter and George Sheens, the fifth one not yet caught is Robert 
2;a chary. 
Tuesday 26th, this momini* the vigilance party left 1,^1 tr. il^lr 
priaioner, -.vent about two miles below the fort and left him r<vin!?:ing 
to a pine limb. This they say is the 20th man they have hung indthin 
the last two months and if Zaohary is caught he is twenty one.109 
Bill Graves was hiding; out at Fort i^fenj we have no record of him 
contemrji-atirr a trip over the Lolo trail, probably he -was jfrointr west ir 
the sprinf^ eitier o.er Lolo or Ne? Perce trail. It is very unlikely 
he -rould b® headinr ov»r -ribbons Pass as that would put him near VirR;inia 
City ana the Ti^ilantes TJ'hich wers the last two objects whiskj/ Bill was 
desirciis rf seeing. 
History has lost much because none of these desperadoes left ?•;. 
jouraal of their travels or depredations. Most of them ^t one time or 
another used the Lolo trail to travel to and from ti. • gold fislds on the 
Clearwater and Beav^erhead, but we have no first hand account o."^ ouch 
journals. If these road agents had kept journals a lot of mysterious 
109. Phillips and Dimbar, Journal of^ohB Owen, vol. 1. page 293.~ " 
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disappearanees r^rould, mve oome to and more complete pictures of 
their eYil "vsrould "be drawn<, 
By 1870 the prosperity of the placer mines began to decrease and 
most of the "booming mining towns in northern Idaho and western Montana 
became deserted# The movements of thd prospector and goldseeker took 
them to other localities and OTer the I^olo trail by the f^old-
aeaker was limited to an occasional r»rospector who was hopefial of find-
iiui^ color in its remote fastness® 
The road a^^ent had disappeared from the fields in 1866. The 
activities of the vigilantes had resulted the hanging of the most 
obno'xious members while the lessor fry wre either banished or scared 
oat of circulation# 
^'%nry Pliimmer^ and twf bf his lieutenants, Hed Hoy^ and Buck Stim* 
son were hanged in Bannack City eJaniiary 10^ 18C4# This broke up the 
ran.j? but the resl end came when the viorilantes uiade their tour of ?/0st* 
era Montana in the ^^nter of 1364-^ Durinj the month of January twenty 
two ro«^d 'SL'TOTLt^ if-are put to de^^th by the vigilantes and from that time 
on -Montan® and Idaho were oomparstively free cf this lawltss element# 
The road agent had plaj^ed h i s  pn.rt in travel on the Lolo trail hixt 
like the; fur tr^.der and .^oldseelcer he wbs not prone to write joum&ls# 
From the ^-'oumals of their conte-f":^orari es^ thour^h^ we can ft^rljrwell 
piece together tht^ story of the road agent and arrive tt a definite con*-
cluaion that the Lolo trail was used somevrhat by these dasperadoea be­
tween the yeers 1860 and 1865# 
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Chapter 9 
THE NEZ PF.RCTi; WAR OF 1877 
The year 1877 was the date of the beginning of a grest drsffi® 
which was to aake one of its soenas on the Lolo trail. 
The Kez Perce Indians, form.arly traditipn&l friends of the 
white man, were now at war with their fairskinned brothers. The 
reasons for this tinexpected outbreak of war were vried, out can 
be blamed on one particular factor and that was the policy of the 
Federal (Jovernment in negotiating treaties with the Indians. 
The treaty idea itself was not bad but the deceit and indiffe­
rence of the govemiacnt in living up to the word of the trefeldes 
was a cause of great dissatisfaction to the Indian. 
The Nez Perce Indian had always been a friend of the white 
maa} he had welcomed Lewis and Clark to his territory in 1805 and 
1S06. The niissionaries found the Ne?, Perces very hospitable and 
kind. The fur trader always breathed a sigh of relief when he left 
the Blackfoot country end found himself in tha lands of ths t'latheads 
anc* " ez Perces. Even when the Indians saw their land overrun in 1360-
6, \.i th jC^oldseekers in violation of government treaties they still re­
frained from goinfr on the war-path. But in 1877 the ?erc8S v;ent 
to war with the white rnan^ 
The cause of the outbreak of hostilities had been smolderin,^ for 
several years. The reason for the final blow-off was the removal of 
-hief Joseph and his band from their hereditary hunting lands, the 
Wallowa valley. 
The government had been tryins*; for severs 1 years to f,et all the 
<'«2 Perces to settle on a reservation which was located in the valley 
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of the Clearwater river, and the prairies to the south. 
The first stas^e in the Kovernent to put the Kez Perces on a re­
servation occurred in 1855, when ' ovemor I» I. Stevens and "?'neral 
Joel Palmer, Indian agents, for Washington and Oregon respectively, 
called sll of the Columbia plain Indians to a grand council at Walls 
Walla. The council was set for May 20th at the ancient couneil 
g-roiaads in "#«lla Walla valley and all the tribes signified, their 
willinp^ness to maet. Governor Stevens and weneral Palaer were there 
to discuss a treaty. 
The gist of the council was that the U» S, Ciovernnient wanted the 
J 
Indians to cede to it, most of their lands and what the tribes wished • 
to keep would be set off in reservations. After several days of fruit­
less discussion the Indian chiefs signed the treaty which would piit 
them upo£i reservations and leave raost of their lands open to white 
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settlement. Lawyer signed for the Kes Perces as well as old Joseph 
and LooHnr Glass. Old Joseph had sif^ned only because he still had 
his beloved Wallowa valley according to the terms of the treaty. 
Following the ratification of the 185£ treaty in i6£b, the Govern­
ment disrer^arded its treaty oblirations to the upper Hez Perces, Indian 
a.^ents and superintendents made bitter coinplRints in their annual re­
ports to the o«»ninissioners of Indian affairs» Mills and other fcuildinr: 
promised by the treaty, they poinied out, had not been construstedj 
Lawyer's salary as head chief was in arrearsj work done on th® required 
church was not paid for, nor were the several thousands dollars worth 
of horses furnished by the Kes Perces for the Itakima vVar of 1856-58. 
110. dhsrles J. KMPPlrr^ t-h Law" Tie-hnn. 
U. 3. Goverament Printin?- Office, 1903)Page 171. 
These ocBidltioiiS oor^tSfiued yeor sftor year, the aj^ents c®i',pXair.©d, 
while settler© wer© enoroeohing <ai !/ez Peroe land» The 
Indian*8 lm& was overruii by ainf^rs, traders, 8tookEi«r5, and farsiers 
who disre^srddd reservation botar'idaries and th« rign-csof the red men» 
?<hlte tnen took Indian xiives then deserted then and left their half 
breed children a.© a burden on the tribe* All of these thlni^s made 
ipore ®nd taore of th© Indisna dissatisfied with the brokeu pledge© 
and vacillations of the white men. 
In 1863 the rjovernffient decided to nefotiste 0 new treaty wi.th 
the Indians. Aocordin^ly s meeting was »rr»rf^ed to be field at Lepwai 
the latter part of .%y. Lmry^r represented the treaty Ttidlsns v.'Mle 
fu-^ke-kas, Ks--le fror^ the lifl;ht. Three Feathers, Big Thunder and 
Goolooolselina u-ere present to protect tJie interests of the non-treaty 
tribes. The c^ovemnent representatives asked the Inditsns to cede rsore 
land to the novermietst. ITi© proposed cession ocraprised about 10,000 
square miles and included cines «nd rich sgrioultural lands in Oregc® 
and ••aBhini'tor and larre eress 'n ' dsho| this would teire reduced the 
reserve:tic»3 to fiw or six Stuijdred anuare nSlea in the vi,oinity of 
the south fork of the Cleat-water. The rori-treety IndiRtis refused to 
ccsisider auoh an arransreffient ard 30 the boundaries were slightly en-
lar,^ed. T>;\8 did not &ppe&»et tne cissffooted Indians lauoh and nefo-
tietiofis became tense. i^e result of this d5 sssti sfeotion was the 
dissol'^iKt!- of the I"-di3!i oonfedcrscy, whioh took pleoe taa Jvine 7, l^^-GS 
™|je 003.-1 ss" oners renlzeed i-.'- i-'t a treaty would hr^ve to bp er'-'ved 
at soon ©nd so they continued to desl with Let/yer. Jiaie 9 Lewj-er 
ond n.-!' Tliunder sicn<5d the treety whioh reduced the reservstion to c 
sixth of \ts fonrier si Ee end ceded the '.'•ailasys -vwlley to the rovsmmen 
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As old Joseph hsd dejsarted he oonsidered this session of his trlbsl 
Isrds as null end void. f?e is reported to have said to yomg Josephs 
"..el hsve taker, no p®y fros the United States, 1 have r.ever sold 
our land".Ill 
government didn't seoia to realiz® th?t aooordlng to Indian 
ethios ® chief (mly spt&e for Ms follosfers arjd his band, if the other , 
beiade didn't reoogniue hisi ss their apokesaan they ecaisidared theia-
selves outside his author!ty. According to Indian thinking then, L«rw<« 
yer had no r^^ht or legel sta'-dini^ in 8if:rdng the treaty that oeded 
the ?'0llo«s?a oouritry to the whi t® r.an. 
After the L®pw®i ooianoil of 188S the tswo f%0'''0K3 of th® Pwrces 
went tlieir separate mtys, Old «3oiot!h and his h®r.d 'joctinued to m-tnter 
in the I?an®hB •'Tslley erd spend his sirasers iK "allow®, es their ancestors 
had been ©ocustoaed to do for gener^ticms. The f^overnment continued to 
preorastlrsf'te about the tre'^ty of ISSE srd clissfitisfection against the 
go-cemujent we8 spreeding amonfjat the post loyol of the treaty Indians. 
The oon liot between the aettlere "• r' t>ie Indians oulminated when 
S'elle ?io*JBll ,1 settler in '•^'^lloipm valley, shot c«rse of your.g Joseph's 
bsrd ir- ar argmient over a horae. The If-sdians were ready to take the 
war path but Joseph pr^ivalled «p<»i them to settle the mstter peaceably. 
Ifi 1877 General Howard oslled tYim non-treoty Indians to i.apt'^Bi to 
tell theiTi they i^uet move to th© reservation or th^t he (Senersl Howard) 
':o-:ld nake them sove. Joseph snd t>.e other oliiefs see'Tied to have accepted 
the ire?lt«3^l« and rasde up their rnirds to Kove to the reservation. 
On "''py 8th, Joseph, *'h-'tebl rd srid Lodcing Clga® eooosi'-^nl ed '"enersl 
"ward !»nd hi a sides ®n e reooRnal ss«noe of the reservaticr,. All three 
ill."T'eien "A, tfoiyard'arid Dsr, ^.foO'r^th, '<'mr Chief Joseph,, TC^-lc^-'^ll, 
"^dshos OestoT- i'Yintera, 1D4I) P®;"© 89.' 
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ehiefs pointed out Isnd they wished to hsv® when they arrlwd at tha 
reservf;tlcm ond it appeared as thoussb the problem of the V @ z  Perces 
would be settled at that point, Osneral Howard ^ave the Indians but 
thirty d®ys to aettle their aff^^re at lallowe and be bsok to Lapwai. 
Joseph protested tMa, saying thst tb® time was too short for Mm and 
Ms band to rotmdup and oolloct all their horses. Howard was sdamant 
howewr, ajad the Indians raturti.©d to tlwir home to begin pr«par®tian« 
for tb« move to th« reservetic»i, S'leven days before the explratioti of 
their time limit the band appear®<3 neer the eouthwosterr bowidsry of 
th® Lftpwffll res'i;rvatlcxi« ';ere they joined up '4-1 th the bands of '•'nilte 
Sird <snd Tubulhutsuts and » b;1.? ooijr.cil was held® The yoifftg mn of 
the tribes inflsroed the Tndlsns a»-®inat the whites, Joseph and Look-
irig Glasa attespted to restrain theaii and tried to allay their hate for 
the white men. Put "hit® Bird and his band seemed more inflamed a-
gsinst the whites than the other Irdisns snd it •was finally three 
drunken Indians youths frcan his band thrst killed some settlers on 
112 
Slate Creek and started the «ez Teroe war. 
Chief Joseph deaided to rewsin with t« rd -isid his bend 
beoeuse he felt the arhite um would blem him sind punish the tribe 
r yhcra* 
Captain Devld Perry waa irafedi tely detailed by "enar^tl ''oward 
to pursue the Indians and brin^ then to the reservf!tion» '.'cenwhilf 
the hostilee had ® oernpeif'" of revenge end bloodshed, -^iany 
people on th© upper prsirie were kille;'; and their dweli^ni^s bum,ed. 
Captain Perry wa defeated in the battle of »hi te Bird Canycai sud 
suffered sev re losses. Joseph and his Indiana began a leisurely 
iTi: !?. G. Bailey," opi. 'olt., pare 101. 
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retreat towards Cottwiwood whero a minor skirmish took plaoe th«t re-
8ult«d in a draw, Joseph then made s oiroulsr movement that put Howard 
at his ressr, and put him on a route to the Clearwater to joi'fj Looking 
Olaas end his band who had now icdned the hoetilea. 
Another battle wsa fouight st the mouth of Cottonwood Creek wi the 
Clearwfiter. The Indians were repulsed but rsar.eged to retreat in irood 
order. On July 18 the day sifter the battle Joseph crossed hi a forces 
about a mile above the Samiah ferry to the east bank of the Clearwater 
and after a minor skirrdsh decided to gain the Lolo trail* The Indians 
then left the river sad marohed in ?:o0d order to i%ipp« prairie whore 
in a ttrand oowioil it wsb decided to oross the Bitterrofets and try to 
enlist the Crows to their cause. Joseph didn't want to leave the 
ClearwKter but he was ovaruled in oounoil and the Indians began their 
retreat over the Lolo trail in earnest. 
The 14th of July was spent h' Howard's troops in a gerieral reecn~ 
naissanoe* Then or. the 15th a col'umn was sent eastwardly df?wn the 
Glearwater, os thourh returainn' to but actually to cross the 
Clearwater st f>unwell8 Ferry swne twenty miles reloar Kamiah in sn 
atteaspt to out off Joseph in the roar. Joseph quickly divined this 
ruse and iwaediHtely ordered his band to aov®. 
Howard had to reor^ani te Ms troops snd evolve a plan of can-
p«ign thsst would assure Mt, of a chenoe "o catch up 1^1 th h's quarry 
andtreak their military power. Howard now knew thnt he was face to 
face with a soldier th^^t was equal in militarj' ecuaer with Howard 
who was the sixth rsnkins^ general in the Civil War. Howard in sum­
ming up Joseph's leadership had this to ssyi 
The Indians h®d been well led «»nd well fought. I'hey had defeated 
two oompanies In a pitched battle. They had eluded pursuit, end crossed 
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•th© Salcion. They had turned back and crossed our ccaaaunioatior.s 
fept our cavalry m the d«fenslv«, and defe'ated a ooiapeny of" volun­
teers* They hsd been finally forced to oonoentrute, it is u 
fiad been broiight to battle. But in battle with regular troops they 
had hold out f^or nearly two days before they were beaten and after 
that were still able to keep together, cross a river too deep to be 
forded, and thers check our pursuini^ cavalry and t«ke off to other 
parts besides Idaho. The result would neoeesitat® a lasf snd tedious 
ahaS0*113 
The General took time after the bottle of the Clearwater to collect 
( 
hi 8 forces and sap » plan of 8tr«to?^y to bring the Indians to b«y. 
This reorganieation and pl«nnin|r took some time. Soon mutteriRgs began 
to be heard fran the surrounding: locutions eccusing Howard of oowardecy 
and of vacillfition. The truth of the mstter was thet the Lolo trail 
was an obstacle of forbidding propensities. The Indiana were aoisited 
on fleet horses th t were used to trfiveling Indian trails, also the 
Indians had enough spare mounts so that they could push their horses 
till they drot>ped, then mount fresh owes. Howard was not so well 
equipped in horses and besides he wanted to oonserve his rien and animals 
for an emergency. Thus it was that the Indians seesied to apldly allude 
all pursuit end that Povsrard was inactive asd dilatory. 
After selecting several plans Howard finally ma sped out a plan th^* 
seeraed reasonable of success. Ke formed two colusaas and a reserve. e 
was to ooEstnand the right coIibsr, '•'•hef«ton the left, and the reserv® to 
stay at Casnas Prairie under Griera Th© rl^ht oolijenn was to pursue Jos­
eph directly over the Lolo trail while the left ooluran was to go eastward 
by the Mullan road to keep t«j8oe atnonf? the Columbia river Indians, ftnd 
to set out for a rsndesvous at Missoula, The Reserve was to watch all 
trails, keeu lnter-c(»3Bi»1 cations, be reedy for hostile Indians and by 
iiSe 0,' 0. FoVafd. Perce Josepli,' Sh®par<i) 1881, 
Pa?;® 170. 
its presence keep the settlers, miners, friendly Indians and etc, in 
c-ood heart. 
Meanwhile the Indians were pushing their way over the steep Lolo 
trail covered with rock slides, choked with fallen timber, and washed 
out in many places "by the freshlets of bygone years. At night they 
caraped by swampy lakes where their ponies graced on grass, the wranen 
dug edible roots and the men fished for salmon in the tributaries of 
the Clearwater. The Indians cut temporary lodgepoles of spruce, hem-
look, and white pine trees. Although it was July they kept fires 
burning all night to temper the chill of these high altitudesj where 
rain fell daily and frosts lingered on the mountain slopes. As the 
Indians climbed towards the pass an the Montana border the trn'l became 
steeper and roughter, and wound around the ridges. Trees appeared 
stunted as compared to those «rrowin^ e.t the lower elevations. Jagged 
^"oulders lacerated the horses feet. Rains made the narrow trail 
slippery to man and animals, a misplaced step would hurl a pony or a 
person over the brink to a quick des th in yawning chasms far below, 
Kear the summit at Packers Meadow the Indians turned their horses 
loose to graze. The next day they crossed the stmunit and followed 
down the course of the Lolo Creek, st a short distance they reached 
the Hot Springs, almost all the Indians stopped and took a thorough 
bath in the hot sulphuric waters. The sick and the wounded found re­
lief in the healing properties of the "medicine" waters. The next day 
the journey was resumed and the Indians made their way leisurely down 
Lolo Creek. After descending the stream to the vicinity of Woodmans 
Flats the Indian scouts returned with a report that the white fflen had 
thrown up a barricade and meant to oppose their passage to the Bitter-
roots* Th« Indians oataped about two miles from the fort on July 28th« 
That same dey far to the r/estward, th® Coluran under Hcr'/crd bejran 
the pursuit of Joseph over the Lolo tr«il» The first star-e was a jseroh 
of sixteen ssllea to Ketalah, m July 27th the Infsutry, artillery, and 
ft OOTpany of Cavalry crossed the Clearwater. This movement was a slow 
me and so it wbs not until the 30th. of July before the ascent of the 
treil be^aj5 in earnest. The weather this dsy isfss rainy and the horses 
and men slipped and slithered as they laborously sunaounted the first 
ridge beyond the Clearwater. The descent to Lolo forks was as abrupt 
as the ascent out of the Clearwater and so the forces had a more slip­
pery tirae going down than up. That evening the first camp was taade on 
the Welppe Prairie after a Journey of about sixteen jailes. Howard on 
this day remarkedibout the nvsaber of fallen trees over the trail. 
It is wonderful what vast nianbers of trees of all sites and des-
oripticaas were u|arooted by the windsj and they had fallen in ev«?ry pos­
sible troublesome way, so that snatted tof^ether even when small it was 
very perplexing to get t>iera out of the path. 114 
lis 
T}>e first camp was called "Csmp Sanford" , Howard was anxiously 
waltin«t on about forty or fifty "plorteers" or axejaen who w^re owsing 
froffi Lewiston to saeet hia and clear •'-he trail ahead of the force of 
fallen logs. These sappers were under the cowaand of Captain Spia*sin 
and did not reach the party xajtil August 2nd. Howard's discript!en of 
oaicp life in Ms journal gives the reader a picture of military eamp 
in the middle of an Indian War. 
The camp was generally reetang:ulsr in form, me Battal'sss covered 
the front, usually encamping in line an^l sending guards and pickets 
well out. A secosnd covered the sides or rear and a third the rear. 
The batterj' took its place at will, scleGticai as ^ood a position as the 
nature of the ground afforded. For Headquarters, a place was sou^-ht 
li4, Howard, tbjd., 'p«|r,e 176. 
lis. Major Sanf'ord wae in cacEnand of the Cavalry. 
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of e«sy c<»nmunicati(ms and having a neat plot of ground} with wood and 
water convenient..»116 
The enlisted men slept imder pup tents or shelter-^halfs within 
the battalicm enclosure. A lar?e tent was available for the kitchen 
which was usually set up some distance from the enclosure. Pood was 
served buffet style, the soldiers filing by a set up table where their 
outstretched mess kits were filled with the daily fare. 
The Indiana by pushing their horses to the utmost were able to 
far outdistance the men of Howard's command. Many of their horses were 
left behind with broken legs or complete exhaustion. Those horses that 
were suffering-were shot by Howard's men along the wayside. 
The next day the army detachment moved to the vicinity of Weitus 
^ Meadows where camp was set up. This camp was known as Camp 'Tiiaters. 
On the 2nd of August the march was continued over some of the worst 
stretches of the Lolo trail. 
The trail led through woods of same general character as beforei 
rather a "slow trail" duo to mountainous country and fallen timber. 
The swrndts of the hills were covered with rough granite boulders 
making the path quite difficult*.. Poor grasin>? indeed here, the only 
food consists of wild dwarf lupine and wire grass.117 
The expedition continued alonf^ tlie "hog backs" and saddles, the 
travel being over the same monotcmous country day after day. On Aug­
ust 6th the expedition had crossed the summit over Lolo pass and en­
camped on the hot springs on the south fork of Lolo Creek. It was here 
that Howard learned from a courier that Gibbons had left Helena in 
forced marches but did not find the trail of the Indians until after 
they had started up the Bitterroot valley. Gibbons had wily about two 
bundled men and had sent the messenger to Howard asking for a hundred 
117, Howard, Ibid, page 178. 
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laore reinforcements. Howard decidad to lead these reinforcements him­
self and the whole force made a laborious march of twenty-two miles, 
down Lolo creek before they camped for the night. The next morning the 
cavalcade set out early and by nine o'clock had reached the confluence 
of Lolo creek vjith the Bitterroot river. 
THE AFFAIR AT FOBT PI2ZL1: 
I'Oien it was apparent after the battle of the Clearwater that Jos­
eph intended to cross the Bitterroot by the Lolo trail. General Howard 
had wired via Chicago the military command at Missoula the followingj 
All reports seem to indicate that...the hostile Indians...have 
escaped by the Lolo trail and amy reach you before this dispatch. I 
shall start,..the 30th inst... If you could move your forces this way 
as far as Lolo fork...you could prevent their escape...If you simply 
bother them and keep them baok until I can close in, their distruction 
or surrender will be sure.118 
The telegram reached Seneril Gibbon at Port Shaw cm r.he Sun River. 
He immediately sent riders to Fart Benton and Camp Baker, ordering troops 
for his post with all possible speed, while he mustered in every avail­
able mar at Fort Shaw. It the ar^^ival of reinforcements vibbon set on 
July 27th with all speed for Fort Missoula carrying along limited sup­
plies on pack mules. 
On July 25th woyd reached Fort Missoula that Chief Joseph's band 
had reached Lolo. About one hundred citizens friam the valley together 
with forty men and officers frcwn Fort Missoula end about three hvmdred 
and fifty men from other parts of the state, marched up the Lolo about 
eight miles where Captain Rawn called a halt and set all hands to throw-
inf!; u|> a fortification. In a letter to Burnett, district adjutant at 
TUT Chester Anders \F*ee, 6hief Joseph, The Biop;raphy of iTQreat Indian. 
(Kew Yorki Wilson - Erickson, incorporated) 1986. 172. 
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Fort Shaw l^awn sent this Informations 
Am entrenchinf^ twrenty-five regulars and ebout fifty volijinteers 
in Lou Lou Canyon, Have promises of mors volunteers but am not certain 
of them. Please send me fklmg more troops. Will go up and see them 
(the Indians) tomorrow and inform them that ml®88 they disam and 
dismount, will give them a fight. ?»hitebird aays he will g;o through 
peaceable if he can but will fro through. This news is entirely re­
liable. 119 
Meanwhile the Her Perce soouta had approached close to the 
barricade. Joseph was informed of the fort erected in the front of 
them 80 the Indians encaaped well back on the trail and far from the 
breast-worka. 
A captive Hez Peroe told Sawn of the approach of the Indians and 
arranged a meeting for the following noon halfway between the two camps. 
At noon July 27th the parti s gathered flying flags of truce. The pipe 
was passed from Indian to White and back again. Hawn spoke to Looking 
Glass who had been sent as Joseph's representative. Hawn told Looking 
Grlass that the Indians would have to lay down their arms or fi»:ht. 
Looking Glass replied that they were merely going to the Buffalo coun­
try and did not intend to harm anyone. Hawn was taken aback at this 
and in order better understand Looking Glass's reply postponed a de­
cision until the next day. This was fine for the Nes Peroes as they 
wanted time to find a method of flanking the fort \vithout a bloody 
frontal encounter. The He# Perces could not count on the Flatheads to 
attack Rawn in the rear as Chariot, the Flathead chief, had told the 
hostiles at the beginning of the war that if they harmed any white men 
in the Bitterroot the Flatheads would join the soldiers. 
Rawn in his report of the encounter with Lookinr, Oi«ss had this to 
say I 
119. A. g. Rothernaich. fearly days at Fort Missoula. (Missoula, Mont.) 
(Historical reprints edited by Paul C, Phillips, Montarig State 
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Had a talk •ssrith Joseph and Jjooking Glas$ this afternoon and told 
them they had to surrender arms and ammuniticaj or fight. They 8-"e to 
consider tonight. I think that for want of amraunition or Charlo's threat, 
they are wavering. Charlo has sent them word that if they oome into the 
Bitterroot he will fight them. has already sent me some of his war-
riors.120 
Rawn returned to camp with the propasal of Looking Glass and talked 
with his men about it. Tlie regular officers were for refusing! they 
had to carry out their duty.. The volunteers, many of whom knew Looking 
Glass to b« trustworthy, saw no reason for exposing their families and 
property to destruction by not aooeptinj; a truce. They wanted to let 
the Indians pass. 
The next day Rawn again raet Joseph and Looking G^lass and said that 
his decision was the same as yesterday. The Indians refused to lay down 
their arms tut another meetins: was arranged for noor. the next day, 
Joseph and Looking Glass met T^awn '-^e next day at noon. The pipes 
were smoked. "Are the terms still the same?" Looking Glass asked. Rawn 
replied that they were and insisted that the Indians lay down their arms. 
Joseph told Mm that tomorrow they would pass by him and that thejr would 
never surrender. Rawn knew there was nothing mor« to be said and returned 
to the fort expecting an attack at any mcment. He talked the situation 
over with the regulars and volimteer officers. The volunteers insisted 
h© was wrong in attacking but Rawn knew there was nothing for him to do 
but attack. The next mominf, all was to be in readiness for an assult 
but during the night several volunteers had returned to their hemes 
and those that were left the next morning refused to fight. By the time 
some of tlie volunteers had been pursuaded to do battle the opportunity 
for attack had ended. 
liiO, Rothertnich, Ibid., pap;e 4. 
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Suddenly a force of Indians appeared in front of the barricade, 
fhe whites shot at thesi but they drew off a distance without firing a 
shot. Seemingly they were waiting for a larger group before attacking. 
Rawi waited, firing off and on as the morning passed. Finally Hawn 
fomed the troops in skirmish lines and moved out. The Indians vanished 
in the woods. Eawn pursued, suddenly singing was heard from the moimt-
atn-aide above the barricade. Rawa looked up. The last of Joseph's 
column was passing out of sight into a rocky canyon. Hawn had been 
out-flanked by wily Chief Joseph. Rawn knew that with his smll force 
he had no chance risking an en^aeiement with Joseph. 
W. R. Logan who was present at that time with his father Captain 
William Logan and Captain Rawi has written an eyewitness discrtption 
of the exodus of the Kes Percesj 
J 
About ten o'clock we h«»ard sinf;ing apparently above our heads. 
Upon looking up we discovered the Indians passing alon?^ ':he side of 
the cleft, where we thought a goat could not pass, much lesu and en­
tire tribe of Indians with all their impediments. The entire band 
dropped into the valley beyond us and then proceeded up the Bitter-
root. Tare civilians and I rode from our carap and followed the Ind­
ians for a mile or raore. They were f^ood natured cracked jokes, and 
seemed veiy much amused at the way they had fooled Rawn and Logan. 121 
After the Indians had corapleted their flanking; movement Rawn 
prudently retired to Fort Missoula with his small force. In his report 
to the adjutant General of the Deportment of the Columbia appears the 
followinj^s 
I.. I met them ir. the Canyon (Lolo) interviewed ther. twice^ in­
formed them they must disarm and dismount, iThite Bird and Looking 
Glass present. They showed disposition to fi;»;ht, but after makin,^ a 
few demonstrations in front, exchanging a few shots passed me on 
flank, and got in valley. Had 25 regulars and about ISO volunteers 
frcan Eitterroot. Latter left after they understood that the Indians 
would let them altme in the valley. Ikve now S ccsapanies, 70 aien. 
121. Watalie Curtis, The ^orth Amerioan Indian. (Kew ^ork and Londoni 
Bmrper and Brothers} 1907. Vol. 8iS3. 
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Start twaorrcw* to try and delay ther., «a per your letter, and Gersral 
Gibbons order. '^111 get volunteers if" tmn*»,^l2Z 
The barricade that the Indians so cleverly out flsnkad has beso(«e 
kr.cwn as "Fort FixRle". The Kiwfsnis Club of Wi#30ula hss erected « 
large wooden sign at the site of the breastworks -where the drtver oan 
see it on the road leading up Lolo Oanyon» 
V?hile Haim h«d been negotiating with the Indians, Ho^rard had left 
Kami»h» It wasn't until August Bth that Howard with • reoomalasRnoe 
foree reached the site of Heims Fort. A« the excellent barricade of 
loj^a appeared ahead of them their dlaappointment waa keen. The men 
' oould not underatand hew the Indiana had been able tc outflank this 
seemingly irapregnable barricade. 
oould the Indiana jet by?" Wl eyes were turned to the high 
hi I la an the right and ok the left, "^^ly did not ffawn and the volun-* 
teera atop them here?" "Joaeph -wsa too smart for thes:". "Looking 
Glsaa ia alwaya a .jood Indian here, in the Bltterroot Cf^untry.** Suoh 
were the resiarks I heard frwa cm® and another as we worked our way 
crookedly paat their obatruction 1r thia famoua tclo Faa8..*123 
Howard and hia troops reached the mouth of Lolo Creek a ahort 
tirae after thia ending their feumey over the Lolo trail. 
From the tirae ^lofward left Kamiah the aettlera in that region 
had lived In oonstant fear that the Indiana would return *ith the in­
tention of buminf, property and killing the white people. In the 
Bitterroot valley end Miaaoula the aaae fear waa felt when they heard 
that the Irdiana were heeded in their direction over the Lolo trail. 
The following]; newapaper account aeema to aum up very well the attitude 
of the settlers I 
The news of an Indian outbreak in Idaho territory whioh reached 
igg» ' feothemioh, or» ol't., 'page 'S. 
125. Howard^ 0. 0. 0£» oit., 190-191. 
XOl 
her# by wire I'uesday r.lsjhts mail of last we^k, has spread terror and 
alainsj mm$ the p«opl® of the Bltterroot •w&llwy, and produced no llttl® 
nervou8B988 aaong the citiKous of our mm town and limswdietc vicinity... 
To th« people of the Bittarroot valley, we would aay, tJo not abar.» 
dc® your hones too preoiijstaly, orgsni*® ea trell aa you can for self-
protrfflftion, th® government can not and will not lea'vis you linger with­
out that Billtaiy proteotloR that you are entitled to as as Amerioan 
citi*er!.124 
The settlers had no need to worry for the ^e» heroes traveled 
throuf^h the Bltterroot without molesting a single individual. Suppllea 
were paid for in aoKey and aoBje of the more unscrupulous traders mde 
R lucrative business is selling whiskey and other supplies to the Ind­
ians. Chief Joseph and his the t.olo trnil and ^noved up the 
Bltterroot wJ th Qeneral Si'b'boR in close pursuit. At the '^ifhole a 
battle was fought but the Kes Ps-ress ocaatinued their retreat south. 
They went ti'jrough Yellowstone Psrl^, turned northeast to reach Canadai 
they were intercepted at the Bear Paw isouritains by Colonel Kelson A. 
Miles and the forces of 0. 0. f'cward. T^^e Indians were se.it to the 
reservation In Oklahcsaa where ssany of them died in the hot oliaiate of 
the Indian territory. In 188C, 268 of the original 800 returned to 
the northwesti aaae want to the reservation »t Lapirai and about me 
hundred and eighty went with CMef Joseph to the Oolville tieservation. 
On' Sept. 21, 1904 Joseph died near ^"espele, Washington and was buried 
there. 
The flight of the Nes Peroes and the pursuit of iJeneral Reward 
over the Lolo trail was the last dramatic act in its lowg and turbulent 
history. 
From the years 1877 up te oomparatively recent ti; es the Lolo trail 
•was trs^veled v«ry infrequently, occasional hunter, Indians, historians. 
1^4. fh^ 'illa'sou'lian,' "^^ri'day '<!fune 29, 1877. 
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and survey parties traversed its length but the modem age was setting 
in. Most of the course of the trail -was converted into wagon roads, 
then to the roads of the autoriobile. 
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Chapter 10 
the lolo trail of mopsrn tx?ffis 
Before the time of General Howard's pursuit of the Nez Perees 
over the Lolo trail, there had been no attempts on the part of either 
the Indian or white man to out a way through the labrinth of trees 
and underbrush that made the trail so difficult to travel. 
The Indians never had the inclination or the equipnent to clear 
their trails of obstacles. Indian trails followed the ridges in most 
cases because ridges were less clutt#red with the underbrush •n d wind­
falls that made the creek bottwns impassible, ithen the ^ndian encount­
ered a rock or windfall on his trail he either went aroijnd the obstacle 
or jumped his horse over it. This explains the difficulty of travel 
over this trail by the white men who used it later. One would think 
thftt a trail traveled as often as the Lolo trail by nxanerous Indian 
families with their horses and other aocouterments, would be fairly 
easy to travel. Such was not the case ,howevej*,the trail remained year 
after year in the same conditi&n the ItiC^an found it. All tMs was 
changed however, in 1877 when General Howard employed between forty 
and fifty "pioneers" or axemen to precede his column and clear the 
trail of the rooks| do rude gradinp-| construct temporary bridges, and 
p;cnerally clear the way for the wagons arid howitzers that acocwnpanied 
his column over the Bitterroots. This was the first time any f;reat 
effort was made to clear the trail €or overland travel. 
By 1877 though, at each end of the Lolo trail roads had been 
constructed or were in use by wagcms and coaches. On the western 
side a fairly well defined roadway was used fr«Ktt Lewistrai to the 
OroHno raines in the early sixties Wagms from Lewiston went up the 
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north side of the Clearwetcr as far «s Lap»ai Greek where th« Clear-
•sater was fordad, then the rosd eoRtinued up the north side of Lap»al 
Creek for about three miles then changed to the south side* Colcmel 
Cr«i;^'s hffisestead at the head of Creek was one of the way 
stations on this road. After lefi^ng Craig'a plsoe the road crossed 
the prairie wmtil reschlng the souroe of Lawyer Creek. This creek we# 
follrared then, till the road easae out on the v jc erwater a littl© east 
of "sraiah. A branch led off this road oear the center of the prairie 
close to the j^esent dfty city of Cottcsiwood and followed along the 
east bsnk of Sottcwwood Creek until it reached the Clearwster, about 
eight miles east of Kamiah. This latter branch was not used much after 
the placer discoTerles were exhausted Ic the Oroflno district and the 
Bsincrs and prospectors shifted their search to the headwaters of the 
south fork of the Clearwater ri ver. After the aicing cantps of the 
Orofino diatrict had been well established, a road wmy ws out from 
the juncticm of tlie Clearwater Si^r and i4ipwai Creek to Orofico ua-
ing the rif;ht hand side of the Clearwater riwr. 
Nesr Oroflno Greek an entorpri sirsit individual by the naas of 
rhjnwell constructed a ferry across the Clearwater which afforded a 
lucrative Incorae for the owner by transporting the gold adners across 
the river. Once across the rivar the road twisted up the steep north 
side of the Clearwater to Weippe and Pierce City. As Pierce City 
was located on the western terminal of the Lolo trail this rosd to 
Lewiston "ssras used by travelers over the trail after rescMnp: this 
city. 
On the eastern end of the Lolo trail m fairly well defined wagtm 
road, prior to 1877, extended from Missoula up the Bitterroot valley 
to Gibbjw Pass. At Lolo Creek^ where the trail takes off its 
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course over the Eltterroot, » rude road •l)o\st four Mies from the 
Bo«th w&s ia existesGce. know the road wes that far in 1877 be­
cause S«n.er£l Howard in Ms journal r.etstltais the followings 
Onr esmp was so food a »nA so fiise m wagos trail Iters 
b«!?aa, m hard Imvml groimd, that, eottpling our good luok wi th 
Sherman's •we\ea®« sasse, tse designated the Held of this oo® niglits 
sso.)ouna ss Cs»p Sheria8ii.l25 
After Cftpt«l3a ^purgis #rid bds piaieers had' cut and graded a 
reaacma'ble route tr<m the Hot Springs to this road e»ding, the 
settlers in lower Lola Cusyoji srsd the lower Bltterroot used "Bciiferds 
RoSid^ as tlsey called it for winy years, Duriae this tinse more bridges 
we re sWed arsd better gredea leveled. In 189S TS'hen Olin D. Wheeler, 
a member of the Minnesota Sistoriesl S-ooiety, was retrsoing the Lewis 
and Clsrk route 0¥er the Bitterroots he sentlcased that the road was 
126 
in use as fai* as both Hot Sprinf,Ss 
This "Sood road" erossed the creek about forty times beiareen 
the south of Lolo Creek and the hot springs. 
In 1907, the people of Missoula -srere rejoioing over the decision 
of the Sorthem Paoifio Sailroad to lay « railrosd grade up Lolo 
Creek to connect with Crenesees Idaho® Tis ilortbem Paoifio thought 
that a line sonneoting with the Clearwater cots^try would be profit­
able by ser'idJU" the wheat and fni't farKsers that had sprung up in 
bhst area® lijotl^r reascaa for the line wg the Lolo creek tlie sur­
veys that had been ccaaplsted Drhich showed that s grade could b® nsi 
126» 3h»rSS~wss' passing through' Missoula on a visit to thjs !»ortliB^st 
at that time# 
126, there is now « good road up Lolo Greek to both springs and a 
stsi^e coach ri«is daily during the seasc^ to and fr«^ Missoula. 
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ovsr tlie Lolo Pass with a me per cent £r»4®. I'he "orthem Pacific 
a t  t h « t  t l K c  h a d  l u s t  t h e  o n e  w a y  o u t  o f  I f i s s o u l s  o w r  E i r e r o  Mil ,  
but this was as tsro per cent grade. The railroad officials reassmed 
then that a me per cent grade uo Lolo -srould exjNsdit® th« movement 
of freight west snd also tap the rich agricultisral possibilities of 
the Palous# ©otffitry. Crews -srere sent to Lolo ststiCM in the spring 
of 1907 and the irork of elearlng the right-of-way up the oreek -wms 
pushed with dispatch. After the right-of-iiray hsd heen cleared 
several orews comsenced gradin? and by late siasaer s standard rail­
way effibanksent was twenty miles iw the creek. At this point the chief 
enf:lt\ser of the lorthem Pscifica Darling, reeheclced the original sur­
veys Mnd found that it would take a two per cent grade to oroas Lolo 
P a s s ,  a n d  a s  t h e y  h a d  a lready  a  t i ^ o  p e r  e e n t  g r a d e  o v e r  E v a r o  Mil ,  
work -ms stopped szid the tirade shs-ndmsd. Thus ended the dress; of a 
transcontinental i^llroad over the Lolo Pass. In the Baily Misaoulien 
of '.vtr.tist 5, 1S19 appeared this retrospeoti^'e account of the railroad 
drean of 1S07. 
lt*s not a freak of nature thst the stranger traveling along the 
road to Lolo Hot Springs sees- that wide, well "banked, grass gresm, 
and levrtl (tmb»nkm&nt that rxms ^jest frms the town of Lolo sore than 
20 miles ir.to the hills. 
It*s the ghost of a great transcositinental railway- thst was to 
be- but is net. 
IWelva years ago the Morthem Pacific ksd orews working busily, 
pushinf the project of the new lire over the Lolo pass, dcsm to 
-•enesaee, Idaho, and the Palouse country, hopini^ to elisanste the 
high and hard grades of the present line, for the freight .ser-slce at 
least. 
Then case Chief Bngineer Dmrlirtg* Sis keen eyes surveyed the 
Job, he scanned the mass of figures prepared by his subordinates-
then he held up a checkittf^ hand- and the Lolo pass railway was a 
dead issue. Twenty ailee of right-of"-w8y, built is the ssost ap­
proved and skilled sKinner of the enf;ineera of a decade «go, lie 
moss-grown al<Kig the highway to Lolo Hot Springs, a rncmussent to the 
efforts of the Korthem Pacific*® engineers to cffiistruct another line. 
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A two per eeut grade pro-red th« fatal Ijlow-.—• 
By 1©20 a road on the essterr^ end of the Lolo treil extended to 
the hot 8priEe:8 « distsne© of about tarcr.ty six t3ll«s. On the west-
em, «n<3 the r«ad extended from I-^erlstsm to Kooskooslcse, Idaho a 
distance of «bout seventy-fiTS miles. All th® di'staao® b«tween was 
praetiaslly the way it bad b«en when Lewis and Clark first used the 
trail in 180S. Elers Kmh, s forost ser-»io# ofJloial, wrote the 
foll«^sf^ account of the trail In 192U 
...The old trsil 'srhich sa-w th«se piotvaresq-oe and stlrHnj scenes 
is atlll about a« it wa« « hundred yefcrs ago. The Forest Rsnt^era 
have out out the logs, they ha^ stnm?; a telephone wire alcKJg it, 
and ajarked it with Kile boards, but it etill seanders arotaid the 
oper ridges and loops around the sijinnlt f^on saddle to saddle mueh 
aa it did in the old days *hen and Clark traveled It. Th«re 
are t5o houses almjt it or jnares. It still serves as a way through 
one of the last outposts of the •sd.lderr.ias.l27 
In the l^tm ems&er of 1921, twenty-two miles of road hsc! been 
constructed east of Kooskooskee at a cost of |252,000. Citizens 
of Missoula and Le-Blstcai began to organize to nuah the ooapletion of 
the road to link Montana and Idaho by a Lewis and Clark Highway over 
Lolo Pass. On Septeaber 1, 1921^, 1!. Boos, advertising nanarer for 
the Missoula Mereantil®, brought » report fran the coast that Seattle 
and Wgils ?#alla business sen were »s_?;er for a highw»y from Missoula 
through l.olo Fiiss to Lewiston, Idaho and on to Walla ^alla. On Sept­
ember 10, 19E1, 3. f. Savage, a prwsinent business mn of Lewiston, 
discussed before a lanquet of Missoula business 3«sn,the Lolo Pass 
road and the benefits whleh would accrue to both oommunitles if they 
were linked bv the Lerns and Oxsrk ?^i?:h»av. Enthusiasm for the his;h-
TS'ay ccajtimted at ^hite heat through 1921, with almost every civic 
12t» Paily WssQulian, August 21, 192l« 
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•gency and club in both cities, pledged to the support of the road. 
In the spring of 1922, it appeared as "though the wishes of the two 
cities might ccsne true when work w»s authorized <xa the Lolo Pass 
road by the Secretary of Agriculture. That same uicmth of May in 
1922, the Lewdston Tribune had the follofwing article on the Lewis 
and Cl«rk lEghways 
T, T^orcross, chief Engineer for the United States Forest 
Service at the Washington l^eparlanent reports that |47S,000 has been 
appropriated to o<»istruot the Lewis and Clark Highway between Lewia-
ton, Idaho and Missoula, Montana,..128 
On the same date the Daily Missoulian ran the following: 
129 
Notification that Secretary of Agriculture, Wallace, had 
approved the project was conveyed by the Department of Agriculture 
to Senator H, L, Meyers of Montana this afternoon... all that is 
left OTi the Montana side is a stretch of seven miles fri^ the Hot 
Springs to the stamnit. 130 
In June of 1922, |175,000 was appropriated for work on the 
His-hway frorc Lowell, Idaho to a point twenty-four miles up the 
Lochsa. In the same appropristion 1100,000 was given to Montana 
to complete the section from the hot springs to the summit. By 
Au<?:u8t surveying parties under hhe Bureau of Public Roads hsd arrived 
at the Hot Springs to make surveys for the right of way to Powell 
Hanger station. In three mmths the crews had surveyed a distance 
of fifteen and one-half miles fron the Pass to two miles beyond 
Powell Hanger Station. This section was cleared for a r1.ght-of-
way and the road pushed that far by the fall of 1923, by the Seims-
Carlson Company of Spokane, who had been awarded the contract. Burins' 
the time construction was Koinf on between the sujHirdt and Fo-^vell Han­
ger Station, the road had progressed farther up the Lochsa from Lowell. 
128. Lewiston TVibune, "ay~21, 1S22. 
129. 'fhis was Kenry Wallace's father 
130. Daily Missoulian, May 21, 1922. 
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FrcsR 1923-1926 work hsd progressed intenaittently until »t thst dete 
there only sixty miles of road to be cjxr.pletsd to link up both ends 
of the Mghwey. To shew th« interest thst h«d been developed in tiwe 
oorapletim of this rosd, the Idaho State F,,publican Cjassitt®® adopted 
the plank in their plmtfom of 1924» the folloaring r«soluti«iJ 
•-"» fidvocate that the state of Idaho cooperste in every way poss" 
ible -Bitfe the construeticm af the Lolo Pass highway. 121 
Durinr; the years 1926 and 1928 eojistruotlon bounded ahead until 
<»^ly 2?»5 railes of road needed to be oonstnioted for the joining of 
both ends of the road. The worst 86«tion of road to be built -ms the 
notorious Hlaok Cany«rs between '"o^ell Har-^^r static® snd Lowell, Ideho. 
This road su.rvey®d dosm the canycsi would be a three |)er cent grade but 
the work of blastir^?; a way through the preoipitous reolc wells of the 
canyon would be arduous and costly projecst. To understasd soae of 
the difficulties of this canyon 5 t took a survey party three months 
end ten days to survey sixteen and .five tenths ailes of this rugged 
gorje. About half way through the caryon a 220 foot steel bridge 
would ha'C'e to be ooestruoted. tentstire coat |3er csile was set at 
162,000 whioh was a tremoundous svars In 1926. 
In September of 1926, the Clesrwater country and Bitterroot had 
1»en linked haphazardly by a forest seririce road that followed the 
general direction of the old Lolo trail, 
Tn 1927, the Sunday ^'issoulian ran a IW'g article about the 
approaching completion of the Lewis end Clark Tli;-hnray as followst 
Sometiase within the next ten yenrs an explosicai will occur in 
the hesrt of the Sitterroot mountains, southwest of ^.'issoula. Rooky 
Canyon walls will be noved by the concussicm mnd the earth thus dis­
turbed i»ill be pushed aside leairinf a surface as smooth as the ffiaoadaa 
131. L'ewistSt tribune',' July 10, 1926. 
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of So-uth Higgins Avenue* A ptr#/ered axatomobile will p^lide down 
the i?my and the Cxarden City will he from 70 to ?6 miles near Portland 
end other Pacific coast points that it is today. *.133 
This article went m to say that the benefits northern Idaho and 
\^a;tem lion tana would reap frc^n this road would be very valuable. It 
was estimated that #5,000,000 would be m oonservatJTe estimate of the 
timber and ^^raxing values in t3iis regi<m alone® At that time the for-^ 
est service estimated that there was a stand of three and cme^hitlf 
million board feet of iserohantable timber which ^ould be made access­
ible by the new highwmy. A profitable and huge woodpulp industry would 
be able to exist because of the bountiful supply of wood^ water power, 
and limestone found in that area. It was felt also, that the rostd would 
encourage truck gardening and t^rnrn In the fertile lands of the 
zniddle fork of the vlear^^afcer. The melon, cherries and other products 
that could grxm there because of t>^ earlier prrowing season could be 
transported to the markets at Missoula in one day instead of the two 
or three days spent when routed by Spokane. 
The United States Departeent of Agriculture estimated that 150,000 
acres of choice grazing ran^e would be made accessible by the completion 
of the road. 
The value of the mineral denosits in that area have never been 
accurately estimated but most people acquainted with the area figured 
that there might be quite valuable, mineral depostis tapped in the can­
yons of the Bitterroots. Another benefit of t he highway, would be the 
great recreational possibilities laatent in this area. Several hot 
132. Many people of Missoula sincerely hope that the Highway will be 
much smoother than present day South TB.gglns Avenue. 
133. S-unday Missoullan^ Hov. 18, 1927. 
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springs possasaing medicinal powers pre enoovrntered in tM-.> region which 
could be utilized for sanitarium and rest lodges. Beautiful scenery 
mountain lakes, trout strearas, glaciers, wild animals and unsurpassing 
psnoramic mountain vlews"w>uld be eneomtered on the course of tks I^olo 
Pass Hiffhway. -Another treroendous asset of this highway would be the 
amount of timber saved from forest fires because fire fighters and 
other forest service personnel could be transported rapidly to any part 
of the area. 
After the stock laarket crash of 1929 little work was dcme on the 
roads in the Bitterroots. In 1334, ^iOwe¥«r, the Civilian Conservation 
Corp eng8<red in an ambitious program of road btdlding for the forest 
service. iVhile very little was done on the hip;hway, many" feeder roads 
were built to the lookouts and fire protection points of th® Forest 
Service. Hot all the delay in the construction of the highway was due 
to the depression of 192S. In 1933 Mr. and Mrs. llermaR Gerber and Mr. 
and liirs. Paul Gerber protested the appraisal of their land in the vici­
nity of the hot springs for the highvray right-of-way. ihe protest was 
brought into court and after nine months delay the affair was straight­
ened ovit to the rautual satisfaction of the Gerbers end the State High­
way Commission. 
On Jtane 18, 1933, 14,652,000, was allocated to construction on the 
Lewis and Clark Highway and it appeared as though the highway would bo 
completed in a short time. A large percent ofthe appropriation was 
transfered to other highways purposes and pro;5ects, so the highway was 
never completed. 
At the present time there sti11 remain approximately twenty—five 
miles of road to be cut in Black Canyon before the higliw«y becranes a 
reality* Hecently hosrev®r, «n appropriati<a3 wss set aside for the 
surfsoint'; of twelve si lea of the rmd from highway 93 to « point 
sbove '.'^oodEens Flats. rest of 1 a surfsoinf to the ?4onfc*na lino 
is expected to take place in the spring of 1951. l'h« Lewis m.d Clark 
HiiThwmy Is «xpeeted to be Si reslity by 1958, 'shen a surf»c«d all se«-
son rosd will stretoh frocs Misscaila Iro I-r«wl8t«i, Idaho, 
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